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Abstract
PET image degradation imposed by patient respiratory motion is a well-established problem in
clinical oncology; strategies exist to study and correct this. Some attempt to minimise or arrest
patient motion through restraining hardware; their effectiveness is subject to the comfort and com-
pliance. Another practice is to gate PET data based on signals acquired from an external device.
This thesis presents several contributions to the field of respiratory motion correction research in
PET imaging. First and foremost, this thesis presents a framework which allows a researcher to
process list mode data from a Siemens Biograph mCT scanner and reconstruct sinograms of which
in the open source image reconstruction package STIR. Secondly, it demonstrates the viability of a
depth camera for respiratory monitoring and gating in a clinical environment. It was demonstrated
that it was an effective device to capture anterior surface motion. Similarly, it has been shown
that it can be used to perform respiratory gating. The third contribution is the design, implemen-
tation and validation of a novel respiring phantom. It has individually programmable degrees of
freedom and was able to reproduce realistic respiration motion derived from real volunteers. The
final contribution is a new gating algorithm which optimises the number and width of gates based
on respiratory motion data and the distribution of radioactive counts. This new gating algorithm
iterates on amplitude based gating, where gates as positioned based on respiratory pose at a given
instant. The key improvement is that it considers the distribution of counts as a consequence of
the distribution of motion in a typical PET study. The results show that different studies can be
optimised with a unique number of gates based on the maximum extent of motion present and
can take into account shifts in baseline position due to patient perturbation.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Cancerous tumours located within the abdominal-thoracic cavity are difficult to detect, quantify
and plan treatment for. Respiratory motion causes the organs in this cavity to displace and
deform. Medical imaging modalities such as MRI and PET require the patient to remain in the
scanner for a length of time much greater than the length of the average human breath hold.
Thus, the image will be corrupted by the resultant organ motion for normal respiration. There
exist several major strands of research that aim to mitigate or correct the motion degradation.
These methods include respiratory coaching and restraining methods, data driven algorithms for
extracting and correcting motion correction and hardware solutions for observing patient motion
in order to mitigate the extent to which motion corrupts an image. This thesis describes in
detail the problems of respiratory motion in PET imaging, critically discusses the most relevant
and recent literature and presents a novel, hardware based solution for motion mitigation. This
opening chapter will establish the narrative by outlying several types of cancer that occur within
the abdominal thoracic cavity before describing the challenge respiratory motion presents.
1.1 Clinical Background
1.1.1 Cancers Affecting Organs in the Abdominal-Thoracic Cavity
This thesis tackles the effects of respiratory motion in diagnostic imaging. The types of cancer
that are most likely to be affected by respiratory motion are ones originating on organs adjoining
or in proximity to the diaphragm, the skeletal muscle that facilitates respiration. What follows is
an outline of several types of cancer which occur in the abdominal-thoracic cavity.
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1.1.2 Pulmonary Carcinoma
Pulmonary carcinoma(lung cancer) is one of the most common cancers with one of the lowest
survival rates of them all. In the UK in 2014, over 46,000 new cases of lung cancer were diagnosed,
with only breast (55,2000)[66] and prostate (46,700)[68] surpassing it in incidence rate. It is the
most common cause of cancer death in the UK, accounting for 22% of all cancer deaths for 2014;
it has one of the lowest ten year survival rate of 5% and a five year survival rate of 10%. 52% of
these deaths happening to people below the age of 75[67].
Risk Factors Lung cancer has multiple known causes and risk factors which dramatically in-
crease the likelihood of its onset such as tobacco consumption[10], airborne pollutants from the
burning of fossil fuels[20], exposure to Radon gas[19] and asbestos[52].
Symptoms Lesions develop on the lungs which can cause a variety of symptoms including res-
piratory difficulties, metabolic abnormalities and other systemic irregularities. These respiratory
difficulties include, coughing, wheezing, shortness of breath and coughing up blood. Other sys-
temic symptoms include metabolic abnormalities which leads to to weight loss and fatigue. These
metabolic irregularities are caused by cancerous cells which metabolise glucose to feed their own
growth. The position of the lesion on the lungs can often exert pressure onto adjoining structures,
bones and organs leading to discomfort and pain in those regions.
1.1.3 Pancreatic Cancer
Pancreatic cancer is a less common type of cancer, but is one of the most fatal with a ten year
survival rate of less than 1%.
Risk Factors There are several environmental risk factors that can be attributed to the inci-
dence of pancreatic cancer. Excessive consumption of alcohol (i.e. more than six units a day)
and a resulting diagnosis of chronic pancreatitis is a well known risk factor for the development
of pancreatic cancer. Consumption of tobacco has also been shown to increase the probability of
pancreatic cancer developing. Patients with a Body Mass Index (BMI) above 35 have been shown
to have a higher risk of developing pancreatic cancer. Similarly, patients with type 2 diabetes have
similarly been shown to be at more risk than those without.
Symptoms The symptoms of early stage pancreatic cancer do very little to distinguish them-
selves from many other common ailments attributed to old age or general ”life pains”. A developing
abdominal or back pain can be an early indicator of the tumour forming and growing; which can
be easily dismissed as a minor ailment. Other symptoms such as weight loss, jaundice and diges-
tive dysfunction are other indicators of pancreatic cancer. Unfortunately, if these symptoms are
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not detected and acted upon, the cancer remains undiagnosed, the tumour will metastatise[76].
Metastases occur when a cancer goes untreated and is permitted to grow; the cancer spreads to
other organs and the skeleton, making it more difficult to treat[1].
Other lifestyle choices such as the consumption of red meat are occasionally cited in the liter-
ature, but the strength of the evidence is tenuous.
Incidence and Survival Rates in the UK Pancreatic Cancer is the tenth most common
cancer found in the UK with around 9,800 new diagnoses in the UK every year. It happens to be
the fifth most common cause of cancer related deaths with 8,817 deaths reported in 2014. The ten
year survival rate is less than 1%, this is likely due to the difficulty of detection at a sufficiently
early stage. There are currently no effective early screening programmes in effect, except for
those with known hereditary pancreatitis or with a known genetic defects such as a BRCA2 gene
fault.[66].
1.2 Nuclear Medicine Imaging
Nuclear Medicine (NM) Imaging is a medical imaging modality which focuses on imaging phys-
iological processes rather than anatomical features, tissue and structures captured in modalities
such as Computed Tomography (CT) and Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI). The protocol for
NM imaging dictates that a patient is administered an in vivo radioactive pharmaceutical tracer
prior to image acquisition, which requires a pre-defined length of time to assimilate itself into the
tissues via the target biological process. The patient is instructed to lie in a specialised scanner
and the localised radioactivity in the specific region of interest of their body is imaged. The
radioactive counts detected as the radiopharmaceutical is absorbed through the body gives an
indication of biological function and can be used to ascertain the nature of certain ailments and
aid in treatment planning.
3D NM imaging is typically divided into two different sub-modalities which are defined by the
specific types of radioactivity and the subsequent design of the scanners required to count the afore-
mentioned radioactivity. The first is Single Photon Emission Computed Tomography (SPECT);
the radioactive atoms or molecules emit a single gamma (γ) photon, which is detected with a
Gamma Camera. The second sub-modality and the focus of this thesis is Positron Emission To-
mography (PET) imaging. In this sub-modality, the radiopharmaceuticals used emit positrons
rather than γ photons; PET imaging will be explained in greater detail in the section 1.2.1.
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1.2.1 Position Emission Tomography Imaging
As briefly discussed, PET imaging is a branch of NM imaging in which the radioactive isotopes
emit positrons (anti-electrons), opposed to γ photons as in SPECT imaging. These positrons
will travel and decelerate such that they interact with localised electrons and annihilate (matter-
antimatter collision); resulting in two γ photons being emitted. These photons will traverse along
co-linear trajectories to be detected by an approximately circular array of detectors surrounding
the patient.
The basic principles of PET physics are illustrated in Figure 1.1.
Figure 1.1: Illustration of the physics of PET imaging
These photons are detected in temporal coincidence such that a line of response (LOR) can be
derived from the arrival destinations of the two photons. Images can be reconstructed from these
LORs to produce an activity map of the patients physiology.
An example of a PET image is shown in Figure 1.2. PET imaging possesses the advantage of
producing quantitative information about the uptake of the selected tracer. This provides vital
data about the malignancy of a tumour and can aid in diagnosis or therapeutic planning. However,
it does not provide highly accurate anatomical information such as x-ray Computed Tomography
(CT) or Magnetic Resonance (MR) imaging modalities. Attention has shifted in research and
clinical practice towards multi-modality imaging such as PET/CT or PET/MR; where the dis-
advantages of one modality are counter-pointed with the advantages of the other. For example,
PET/CT is common in clinical practice as the anatomical image from the CT scan is registered[41]
with the functional image from PET to produce a more diagnostically useful image[5, 8]. An ex-
ample of a combined PET/CT scan is shown in Figure 1.2. Similarly, PET/MR scans produce the
quantitative information of PET, but with the soft-tissue contrast, diffusion-weighted image acqui-
sitions and the possibility of simultaneous image acquisition with MR[35] with reduced radiation
dosage.
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Figure 1.2: Example of a combined PET-CT scan, where the CT attenuation map can localise
bodily structures, PET can quantify physiological function[23]
1.2.2 The Purpose of PET Imaging in Cancer Detection and Staging
The primary purpose of PET imaging is in diagnosing, classifying and planning treatment for
cancerous lesions, furthermore, it possesses utility in neurological and myocardial imaging.
PET is often combined with CT imaging in order to generate a combined anatomical and phys-
iological image via a process of image registration. This multi-modality approach ensures that
clinicians can not only delineate the location of a lesion; but ascertain the functionality and help
track problematic mechanisms such as metastasis. The utility of PET imaging with respect to
this work is to ensure that any lesions are accurately detected and a treatment can be planned.
Typically PET is used to plan radiotherapy treatments (PET guided radiotherapy) where the
lesion is irradiated to reduce its size.
Accurate delineation and quantification of lesions is critical for planning treatment by radiother-
apy; accurate planning ensures the maximum volume of the tumour is irradiated, whilst minimising
healthy tissue irradiation to prevent further health complications.
A typical PET scanner, one might find in the clinic, such as the Siemens Biograph mCT combined
PET/CT scanner is shown in Figure 1.3. The patient is translated horizontally into the circular
bore and into the Field of View (FOV) of the CT scanner. After a short CT acquisition, the
patient is translated further into the FOV of the PET detectors, where they begin to collect data
from all of the matter-antimatter collisions occurring within their anatomy or region of interest.
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Figure 1.3: Siemens Biograph mCT Scanner[58]
1.3 Human Respiration and Respiration Induced Motion
Functionality of human physiology hinges on the ability to respire effectively to supply the various
systems in the body with oxygen and expel waste gases such as carbon dioxide. The lungs are the
vital organ which facilitate this process; the lungs fill with air and the oxygen atoms in the inhaled
air are passed into the bloodstream. The lungs empty to expel any excess gases in anticipation
of the next inhale. The motion of the lungs is facilitated by the diaphragm, located below the
lungs inside the thoracic cavity. The diaphragm is a skeletal muscle which contracts to increase
the volumes of the lungs, causing the intake of air. The motion of the diaphragm is in the inferior
direction during inhalation; during expulsion it relaxes and moves in the superior direction. The
lungs in turn decrease in volume, releasing the air held within. The mode of respiration motion
is semi-rhythmic as people can consciously control their breathing if they desire; unlike other mo-
tions such as cardiac motion[73].
Respiration does not merely exhibit motion in the lungs and diaphragm; adjoining structures
and organs are also affected. Neighbouring organs such as the stomach, liver and kidneys are
all displaced during the respiratory cycle. The motion observed will vary between organs due to
various factors determined by the nature of human physiology. The motion exhibited by the lungs
is complex due to the deformation and displacement caused by respiration. They are not rigid
structures; organs such as the liver and kidneys will displace due to proximity to the diaphragm;
however the liver and kidneys are rigid organs and their motion is rigid.
Figure 1.4 shows an Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) sequence of frames which demonstrates
how human respiration deforms and displaces organs. The red line annotations are present to
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demonstrate the changes in baseline organ position during normal respiration.
Figure 1.4: MRI Thoracic Sequence with liver and stomach baselines labelled. MRI images pro-
vided courtesy of Kings College London (https://www.isd.kcl.ac.uk/pet-mri/simulated-data/)
1.4 Respiratory Motion during PET Acquisitions
Patient respiratory motion poses serious ramifications for image quality. This has long been of in-
terest in research but has only become more significant as the spatial resolution of PET imaging has
improved with advancing technology. Image acquisition can take upwards of 10 minutes to acquire
enough counts to reconstruct an image of sufficient quality. During this time, the patient is left
to respire freely and thus their internal organ configuration does not remain consistent throughout.
As the patient respires, a lesion attached to an organ is displaced too; due to the lack of po-
sitional information and length of time it requires to capture a sufficient amount of data the re-
sultant image is degraded by blurring. The lesion will be in different positions as time progresses
and the stochastic nature of radioactive decay dictaes the sampling process must be temporally
inconsistent[48, 50].
The advantage of the recent developments in dual-modality PET imaging (i.e. PET/MR, PET/CT)
is that they provide complimentary information; utilising the strengths of both modalities. How-
ever, respiratory motion undermines these advantages by causing mis-registration errors when
attempting to spatially align both datasets[29].
The next chapter will delve deeper into the fundamental physics of PET imaging, how PET
data are acquired, reconstructed, analysed and used as diagnostic tools. The challenges presented
by respiratory motion will be discussed in detail, which will set the scene for a comprehensive
literature survey.
Chapter 2
Background
2.1 Radioactivity Physics and Radioactive Pharmaceuticals
Nuclear Medicine imaging is known as an Emission Tomographic imaging modality as the events
detected are from radioactive emissions from within the body rather than transmissions from
outside the body as occurs in CT imaging. The emissions are provided through the utilisation of
radioactive isotopes injected into the patient; assimilating into tissue via a biological process or
physiological pathway.
For imaging cancerous lesions, the most commonly utilised radio-pharmaceutical is fluorodeoxyglu-
cose (FDG). FDG contains a positron emitting isotope Flourine18; the positrons emitted have a
relatively low range before annihilation (max range of 2.4 mm and mean range of 0.6 mm in
water[4]) and a half life of approximately 110 minutes[28]. These are optimal properties to main-
tain spatial resolution in PET examinations due to their low range; their half life allows clinicians
to examine slow physiological processes and the hydro soluble molecule they are attached to allows
the tracer to exit the body through normal renal functions.
The tracer FDG acts as an analogue for glucose[79], which is absorbed by the glucose metabolism
of the patient. For a healthy patient, the types of cells that tend to absorb the highest amount
of glucose are located in the brain, myocardium and the kidneys. Moreover, a characteristic of
tumours is that they absorb glucose to feed their growth; hence why cancer patients tend to ex-
perience weight loss as a symptom. For a cancer patient, when being imaged with PET, these
lesions will absorb a high concentration of FDG and thus a large amount of radioactivity will be
detected from the lesion. This allows oncologists to delineate and quantify the lesion.
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2.1.1 PET Scanner Hardware and Electronics
Detectors In order to acquire data and reconstruct accurate images, specialised detectors are
required to capture the coincident γ photons that arise from positron-electron annihilations. These
detectors comprise of a block of scintillating material that emit visible light after interacting with
ionising radiation. This emitted luminescence is passed into a photomultiplier tube which outputs
a pulse for detector electronics to log as an event. These events are further processed, usually by
FPGAs and logged onto a host PC.
The scintillating materials that make up these detectors that are most commonly used are Bis-
muth Germinate (BGO) and Cerium-doped Lutetium Oxy-Orthosilicate (LSO). These materials
are used due to their effective atomic numbers (Z), which provide a higher coincident detection
efficiency than other scintillating materials. Multiple elements known as detector crystals are ar-
ranged into a blocks, where each element has equal dimensions. Neighbourhoods of crystals will be
connected to a set of photo-multiplier tubes[2][276]. This arrangement is known as a detector block
as shown in Figure 2.1. Typically, a 2D array of detector crystals will be connected to a group
of four photomultiplier tubes. When a γ ray interacts with the scintillating crystal molecules,
many hundreds of optical photons will be emitted as it deposits its energy. These photons are
collected by the photomultiplier tubes; the origin of the γ interaction is ascertained by calculating
the centre of gravity of the optical photon emissions within the tubes[15]. In recent years, there
has been an increase in using silicon photomultipliers such that PET and MRI can be utilised
simultaneously. These allow the electronics of a PET system to take up less physical space[78].
Figure 2.1: Block Detector illustration depicting the multiple detector crystal elements and the
photomultiplier tubes
Multiple detector blocks are arranged in a ring formation in order to surround a patient; and
multiple detector rings are stacked together to form a ring of detectors.
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During an acquisition, a patient is instructed to lie on a couch which can translate them hor-
izontally inside the scanner bore where the tube of detectors reside. The region of their anatomy
that requires imaging should be placed to reside within the Field of View (FOV) of the ring
of detectors. The coincident γ photons emitted from the electron-positron annihilations will be
detected by two opposing block detectors within the ring. The areas of highest sensitivity are
directly opposing, parallel detectors, whereas detectors at more oblique angles are considerably
less likely to register events between them.
2.2 PET Data Acquisition, Storage and Organisation
2.2.1 List Mode Data
As discussed in Chapter1, a patient is injected with a radioactive tracer and in the vast majority
of scans it will be FDG. As the patient lies in the scanner the tracer will be traversing through
their glucose metabolism pathways; as this occurs, positrons will be emitted. These positrons will
decelerate and interact with localised electrons and annihilate, emitting two co-linear γ photons.
The photons will travel in opposite directions and decelerate enough to interact with the crystal
elements in the detector rings.
When γ photons interact with the detector crystals, the atoms of the detector elements will absorb
the energy carried by these photons. The energy state of the electrons within the atomic structure
will be raised, when the excited electron collapses back to a lower energy state a photon of visible
light is emitted. The intensity of the visible light emitted from these scintillating detectors is
directly proportional to the energy of the γ photons interacting with the detector element; and
subsequently, how much of their energy is deposited into the detector elements. Pulses of visible
light generated by this effect are converted to electronic signals via photo-multiplier tubes and are
logged by detector electronics. These signals ideally occur in temporal coincidence with another
γ photon arriving at the opposite side of the detector ring and interacting with another detector
element. When an event is detected it is logged in list mode format, meaning that events are
stored sequentially in the order in which they occurred. A diagram demonstrating this process
is displayed in Figure 2.2. As γ photons interact with detector blocks A and B, the detectors
electronics will log these events and generate a sequential list of events.
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Figure 2.2: PET events being captured between two block detectors
List mode data is frequently stored as packets which encode the coordinates at which both
coincident γ interactions occurred. Frequently time stamp information is encoded as a separate
packet, but inserted sequentially into list mode data to allow scientists and clinicians to investigate
the evolution of radioactivity over time. It is common practice to include other complementary
information such as patient bed position and physiological monitoring data; which is useful if there
is motion in the object being imaged.
It is likely that the radioactivity for any given PET study will be in the range of mega-Becquerels;
thus generating millions of list mode packets in a very short space time. This high concentration
of events will generate a computationally expensive reconstruction problem; as such, various com-
pressions are often performed on data to reduce both memory and processor overhead; these will
be elaborated on in Subsection 4.5.1 in Chapter 4.
2.2.2 Sinograms
Figure 2.3 demonstrates the process in which two anti-particles annihilate to emit coincident γ
photons. The photons travel along (ideally) collinear trajectories and are detected by detectors A
and B; the line that connects these two detectors is called the line of response (LOR)
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Figure 2.3: Depiction of an electron-positron annihilation and the co-linear γ photons
Events logged in this way are stored as a number of coincident events occurring within specific
LORs as a function of angle about the object being imaged. This, usually 2D, function is known
most commonly as a sinogram; however is often also referred to as a histogram, projection image
or histoprojection. Sinograms are similar to histograms in that values are stored into bins but
are placed according to the position in which events occur. An example of a sinogram and how it
forms by adding projections from Figure 2.4 is depicted in Figure 2.5.
Figure 2.4: A Shepp-Logan Phantom at various angles of Rotation. From left to right θ = 20◦,
θ = 45◦, θ = 60◦, θ = 120◦
Figure 2.5: A Sinogram projected from a Shepp Logan Phantom. From left to right θ = 20◦,
θ = 45◦, θ = 60◦, θ = 120◦. The image rows represent rotation angle θ. The sinograms here
represent those after rotating the Shepp Logan Phantom as per Figure 2.4. The image columns
represents amplitude or Ray Sum from projection
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This process is known as angular sampling within a detector ring; a stack of sinograms are
generated while implementing this method, which allows a full 3D volume to be constructed.
2.3 PET Imaging Reconstruction
Image reconstruction is a process necessitated by the fundamental laws of radioactive decay and
the limited temporal, spatial and energy resolution of current state of the art PET scanners. The
LORs derived from coincident events merely serves to delineate the trajectory along which two γ
photons traversed. They do not delineate the point annihilation; moreover they do not delineate
the point of emission. Image reconstruction algorithms are required to generate an estimate of the
spatial domain representation of the object being imaged. This section describes the process of
image reconstruction using some very commonly used methods where the state of the art resides
in clinical practice.
2.3.1 Projection
Sinograms are stored as a series of projection views at different orientations rotating about
the object being imaged. A single projection can be described as the ray sum or line integral
of a single ray cast through the object. A projection view is a field containing many individual
projections through an object. The process of acquiring a projection image or sinogram in this
fashion is known mathematically as the Radon Transform[53]. If an object can be described
with a 2D continuous density function f(x, y) then the Radon Transform P (s, θ) of this object is
given by Equation 2.1.
P (s, θ) =
∞∫
−∞
∞∫
−∞
f(x, y)δ(x cos θ + y sin θ − s)dxdy (2.1)
The coordinate system of the Radon Transform is depicted in Figure 2.6.
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Figure 2.6: Coordinate System of the Radon Transform
2.3.2 Filtered Back Projection Reconstruction
The Filtered Backprojection (FBP) algorithm was the progenitor in clinically implemented re-
construction algorithms and remained a mainstay for many years due to its relative accuracy
and computational inexpense. The functionality is derived from the LOR approximation used
to delineate electron-positron annihilation. The LORs constrain the potential annihilation point
to a single point along a line that can potentially extend to the full length of the Field of View
(FOV). The FBP algorithm attempts to approximate the object being imaged from a sinogram
generated by the acquisition and is executed in two distinct stages. Backprojection is the process
of tracing the sinogram elements along the LORs of which they were originally formed. This
process is repeated for every view in the sinogram. However a pure backprojection causes an
excess of low spatial frequencies in the image, resulting in noise permeating from the centre of
the image. This is due to the trajectory of the projection and backprojection steps. Consider
for example the object in Figure 2.7; this is an example of a circle in a 2D Tomography System.
The source and the detector rotate around the object and acquire projections are regular angular
intervals. By this stage, the projection system has acquired a series of ”Shadows” of the object
at numerous angles. The process of backprojection requires the system to trace the shadows of
the object along the trajectories from which they were formed. This process can be seen in Fig-
ure 2.8. As can be seen, when backprojecting along the original projection trajectories, there is a
strong accumulation of signal where the object being imaged was placed in the field of view. But
there is also residual signal which accumulates outside of the object and towards the edge of the
field of view. The ramp filter is applied multiplicatively to the fourier transform of the projec-
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Figure 2.7: Example of an object in an imaging system
Figure 2.8: Illustrative example of Backprojection and the types of artefacts caused
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tions to suppress these low spatial frequencies. Window functions such as Hamming, Hann and
Butterworth are often applied to the ramp filter to fine-tune the frequency response of the filter[80].
The consequence of not implementing a filtering step during backprojection reconstruction can
be seen in Figure 2.9. The haziness can be attributed to low spatial frequencies introduced during
the backprojection process. A filtered backprojection as seen in Figure 2.10.
Figure 2.9: Unfiltered Back Projection Recon-
struction
Figure 2.10: Filtered Back Projection Recon-
struction
2.3.3 Maximum Likelihood Expectation Maximisation Reconstruction
The FBP reconstruction method is computationally inexpensive and can produce a relatively ac-
curate image; but does so in a purely deterministic manner. Mathematically, the FBP algorithm
does little to distinguish the underlying physics and statistics between PET and CT. However,as
computing technology improved and the amount of resources available increased, newer frame-
works and algorithms were developed; which can more accurately model the imaging process and
reconstruction images that are quantitatively more accurate with improved noise characteristics.
The first of these new algorithms was the Maximum Likelihood Expectation Maximisation (ML-
EM) by Shepp and Vardi[57]. The algorithm is derived from the fact that the PET imaging
process can be modelled as a Poisson distributed process. The algorithm is designed to maximise
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the log-likelihood of the resultant image. The algorithm is demonstrated in Equation 2.2.
xnextj =
xcurrentj∑
i
aij
∑
i
aij
pi∑ˆ
j
aijˆx
current
jˆ
(2.2)
where, xnextj is the new image estimate, x
current
j is the current image estimate,
∑ˆ
j
is the projector
operator,
∑
i
aij is the backprojector operator and pi are the measured projections from the scanner.
The algorithm is structured such that it begins with an initial estimate, which can be an empty
image or FBP reconstruction. The algorithm will project the current estimate and compute the
ratio of the measured data to the current estimate. This metric is the image update sinogram,
which is subsequently backprojected into image space before being multiplicatively applied to the
current estimate to generate an updated estimate. This process is iterated until the algorithm
converges towards a solution. The rate of convergence depends on how plentiful the projection data
are; if a dataset contains more projection views with more bins per view the rate of convergence
will generally be higher. Using an FBP reconstruction as an initial estimate will accelerate the
rate of convergence, however caution is advised. The ML-EM algorithm is sensitive to noise, which
will propagate and cause the solution to diverge if a well defined stopping criteria is not used.
2.3.4 Ordered Subset Expectation Maximisation Reconstruction
The ML-EM algorithm described previously will converge towards a solution by iterating through
the entire set of projection views with every iteration. This process can be accelerated with a
reasonable trade off in image quality. The Ordered Subset Expectation Maximisation (OS-EM)
algorithm developed by Hudson and Larkin[32] accomplishes this by diving the projection data
set into subsets. The image is updated as each subset is processed and the resultant image will
converge towards its solution at an accelerated rate (i.e. will take fewer complete iterations to
converge). The OS-EM algorithm is expressed mathematically in Equation 2.3.
xnextj =
xcurrentj∑
i∈Sk
aij
∑
i∈Sk
aij
pi∑ˆ
j
aijˆx
current
jˆ
(2.3)
This equation is merely a modified form of Equation 2.2 where i has been replaced with i ∈ Sk
where Sk is the kth subset of the projections.
2.3.5 Image Reconstruction in Clinical Practice
The FBP algorithm remained a clinical mainstay for a prolonged period due to the lack of compu-
tational resources required to realise. The ML-EM and OS-EM algorithms are considerably more
computationally expensive than the FBP due to their repeated projection and backprojection op-
erations over multiple iterations. However, as computer processing speed improved substantially,
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it became feasible for these high intensity iterative reconstruction algorithms to find a place in
clinical practice.
2.4 Degrading Factors and Data Corrections in PET Imag-
ing
PET imaging suffers from various degrading factors, all of which cannot be corrected for in a
deterministic manner. The underlying physics involved degrade the resultant images based on
stochastic laws; it is common practice to account for these with probabilistic corrections. What
follows is an account of the various degradations and how they are corrected for; these can be
either pre or post reconstruction processes.
2.4.1 Radioactive Decay
The number of radioactive emissions occurring per unit time can be quantified with the following
equation:
N(t) = N02
−t/T 1
2 = N0e
−t/τ (2.4)
Where N(t) is the radioactive decay rate as a function of time, measured in Becquerels or ra-
dionuclei decays per second. N0 is the initial radioactive decay rate (typically measured when
administered to the patient), also measured in Becquerels. t is the time elapsed since the initial
dose was injected, T 1
2
is the half-life and τ is the average lifetime of the tracer. The half life is
approximately 110 minutes for FDG. The half life and average lifetime of a tracer are connected
by:
T 1
2
= −0.693τ (2.5)
When taking quantitative measurements from an imaging study, it is important to ensure that
the radioactive decay rate used is correct at the time of acquisition. So long as the activity at the
time of injection, the time of injection and the time of the start of the acquisition is known, it is
possible to ensure that the figures for radioactivity throughout the acquisition are accurate.
2.4.2 Attenuation
Attenuation is the physical property of a material, which reduces the intensity of electromagnetic
radiation travelling through it. The property of a material or medium to attenuate EM radiation
is defined as the attenuation coefficient µ which has SI units dBMHz−1cm−1 but is typically
converted in Hounsfield Units for most types of imaging work.
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As the γ photons traverse through the patient, they are absorbed and scattered due to quan-
tum interactions with localised atoms in the patient. This causes a net decrease in the intensity of
radiation interacting with a given detector. The largest contributors to attenuation degradation
in clinical imaging are the bones of the patient and in some cases, metal implants.
Clinical practice to correct attenuation is to perform an X-ray CT scan to produce an attenuation
map (often referred to as a µ map) of the patient. The subsequent PET data can be post-processed
and corrected based on the attenuation coefficients of the tissue, organs and structures within the
patient.
2.4.3 Scattered Coincidences
Compton Scattering is a significant cause of degradation in PET imaging. This occurs when a γ
photon collides with an electron, wherein some of the energy from the photon as transferred to
the electron. The photon is deflected and traverses with a lower energy than when it was first
emitted. An example of a scattered coincidence and misinterpreted LOR is given in Figure 2.11.
Figure 2.11: Example of a Scattered Coincidence and resulting LOR
Scatter is mitigated with two methods. The first of which is the use of energy windows in the
PET detection system. γ photons are expected to interact with the detectors with an energy of
511keV , because of scattering and scanner resolution, the energy detected may be above or below
the 511kev expected value. Energy windows are upper and lower thresholds of permitted photon
energies that will be considered as part of the dataset; photons falling outside of these windows
will not be considered during the sinogram binning process. Compton scattered photons will have
lower energies and will thus be excluded by the energy window. A computational method such
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as Single Scatter Simulation is used to estimate the scatter from an attenuation map and correct
scattered LORs.
2.4.4 Multiple Coincidences
There are instances where multiple γ photons are detected within the same time window; for
example, three photons may be detected and create three possible LORs in which the detections
may be binned into. By the same token, four γ photons may be detected which will result in six
possible LORs. The PET system will have to decide which LOR to bin these events into; this may
turn out to be incorrect and contribute noise to the image. An example of how multiple detections
can lead to a misconstrued LOR is shown in Figure 2.12.
Figure 2.12: Example of multiple coincidences, where several γ photons arrive within the same
timing window, causing confusion for the detection system and binning algorithms, cause a mis-
interpretation of the true LOR
2.5 Quantification of Lesions for Diagnosis and Treatment
Planning
PET data can be used to quantify the uptake of radioactivity and hence derive the physiological
function within the body. The Standardised Uptake Value (SUV) is a measure of the amount of
radioactive counts within a certain region as a function of the injected dose per unit of mass. The
equation for SUV is given in Equation 2.6.
SUV =
c(t)
injectedactivity(t)/weight
(2.6)
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Where c(t) is the measured radioactivity in a given region or tissue as measured in Becquerels,
injectedactivity(t) is the initial dose administered to the patient prior to imaging, similarly, mea-
sured in Becquerels and their weight is measured in kilograms. The unit of measurement is a
dimensionless ratio of activity detected with respect to how much much activity was injected per
unit mass. The higher the value, the greater the quantity of tracer was absorbed in that region[31].
As discussed previously, cancerous lesions will absorb more tracer than most other regions of
the body. Clinicians can not only use PET data to delineate the position of a lesion; they can
quantify the malignancy using SUV as a measure. For example, when an image is reconstructed
with the FBP algorithm; a lesion will be defined as malignant if it has an SUV of 2.5 of higher[63].
However, SUV is not the ultimate determining factor during diagnoses as various biochemical
factors can affect how the values are interpreted. Factors such as processes being targeted by the
tracer, patient blood perfusion, patient size and patient metabolism will vary the SUV.
2.6 Respiratory Motion in PET Imaging
Respiratory motion as a degrading factor in PET imaging has risen to prominence for researchers
and clinicians in the previous decade. As detector materials, electronics and computing power have
improved the spatial resolution of PET; respiratory motion has become increasingly apparent in
imaging studies.
Figure 2.13: PET-CT image with squamous cell carcinoma. The lesion in the PET image is visibly
larger and misaligned from that of the CT image[18]
The SUV is used to quantify the malignancy of a lesion. Respiratory motion will effectively
smear the counts across a broader volume; decreasing the counts detected per unit volume and in
turn decreasing the SUV. Severe blurring posses the risk of clinical staff potentially diagnosing a
malignant tumour as benign and thus refraining from offering up treatment. Early detection and
action is vital in cancer care and any delays in treatment can severely hinder the patient’s chance
of survival.
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State of the art scanners are now suffering from degradation due to respiratory motion and there
are considerable amounts of research, devices and algorithms designed to address the problem.
The following chapter will comprehensively review the main strategies for respiratory motion mit-
igation in clinical PET imaging. Each of these strategies will be considered and critiqued as a
research direction is established from this review.
Chapter 3
Literature Review
Respiratory motion is a persistent issue in PET imaging; an issue which has arisen out of improving
technology. Developments in scanner electronics, detectors and computer hardware have improved
the diagnostic clarity of PET images; moreover, they have drawn attention to degrading effects
which were previously undetectable. The challenge facing researchers and engineers is mitigating
the motion induced from human respiration, which occurs primarily in the abdominal-thoracic
cavity. This chapter is a critical review of the most relevant literature regarding respiratory mo-
tion correction in human PET imaging. A broad variety of methods were investigated, reviewed
and discussed with their relevance to human respiratory motion correction in PET. From this
review and analysis of existing research and technology, a research direction will be identified and
established for this thesis.
Many aspects of radiation oncology, from diagnosis through to therapy must manage patient
respiratory motion. When performing this literature survey, the types of motion mitigation meth-
ods could be described as belonging to one of three different strategies. The first strategy was to
physically manage or coach respiratory motion with distinct instructions from hands-on staff, or by
physically restraining respiratory motion. The second strategy involves using external hardware,
sensors and electronics to monitor a surrogate signal, which is directly correlated with the patient’s
respiration and utilise it to mitigate, manage or correct the effect of motion. The final strategy is
use the raw PET data to extract internal motion signals and use them to retrospectively correct
the motion. These are often referred to as data driven methods.
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3.1 Respiratory Motion Management
3.1.1 Active Breathing Control
Active Breathing Control (ABC) is a respiratory motion management method that controls the
volume of air in the lungs of the patient with a respirator. This serves to arrest the motion of
the internal organs to capture an image devoid of corruption. However, the duration of which
the motion can be halted is limited by the length of time the patient can maintain a breath hold
comfortably. One such device, the Active Breathing CoordinatorTMwhich was designed, developed
and marketed by ElektaTM; which is depicted in a radiotherapy environment[25] in Figure 3.1.
Figure 3.1: Active Breathing CoordinatorTM, developed and Marketed by Elekta[26].
ABC has been implemented as part of a method to ensure short term and long term repro-
ducibility of alignment in CT acquisitions[42]. The ability to reproduce specific poses in the
respiratory cycle is useful in PET/CT imaging as it will reduce artefacts during attenuation cor-
rection and registration steps that occur within the multi-modal approach[60].
There is little literature that supports the use of Active Breathing Control for PET acquisitions.
This is likely due to the difficulties associated with the PET imaging modality. PET images re-
quire considerably more time for data acquisition than CT, and an ABC based acquisition protocol
would require the patient to repeatedly hold their breath, recover and repeat many times over in
order to acquire enough counts for sufficient image quality. Pulmonary dysfunction patients (lung
cancer and COPD for example) would unlikely comply with an acquisition protocol such as this.
A study by Wong[77] et al. demonstrated that ABC could be used to allow a patient to hold
a single respiratory position for 15 - 20 seconds, which is more than adequate for a modern CT
acquisition, but far from suitable for an entire PET study.
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However, a more recent study by Kaza[38] et al. demonstrates the applicability of using an
ABC device for MR acquisitions. An ABC device was modified such that it could be used as part
of an MR image acquisition protocol. A modified MR protocol was implemented on five healthy
volunteers and five lung cancer patients; the purpose of the study was to investigate how the
intra-session reproducibility of anatomy positioning would aid mitigating respiratory motion in
MR acquisitions. The results of this study show that one can set a lung volume threshold, which
can be consistently reproduced such that image registration of multiple images from different lung
volumes was unnecessary. Rather, these slices can be averaged to produce a higher quality image;
reducing noise artefacts and noise repeated image registrations.
This process possesses potential in PET imaging, the patient can be in the PET scanner bore
while list mode events are captured when their lung volume reaches a certain threshold. The
counts can be averaged to provide a single PET image where the events are acquired from the
same respiratory phase and hence, approximately the same anatomical configuration. This study
described a set of MRI acquisition protocols in which the pulse sequences were triggered in re-
sponse to measurements from the ABC device. Images in T1, T2 and diffusion weighted sequences
were acquired and each image acquired from ABC trigger could be summed with the other images
in the dataset without the need for a complex registration algorithm. This approach improved
the MRI SNR by up to 40%. There was a brief discussion about patient compliance, comfort
and length of time one could maintain a particular lung volume. It was suggested that for the
lung cancer patients, that the lung volume had to be maintained for a shorter period of time due
to their reduced respiratory capability; however there were no quantitative data to support this
point. It is likely that the lung cancer patients had to perform very short breath-holds, and thus
many short term acquisitions were taken. The long term viability of a strategy such as this is
questionable as adopting this approach could be cumbersome. It will require additional equipment
and staff to coach the patient through the acquisition. Moreover, one would need to consider the
safety of the staff frequently working with patients in a PET environment due to the radioactiv-
ity exposure. Similarly, the additional equipment required to arrest the patient’s respiration will
have to be validated for use in the PET environment; engineered to interface with scanners with
attenuation and scatter properties taken into account during the acquisitions such that corruption
introduced by the equipment in the PET FOV could be calibrated out.
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3.1.2 Respiratory Motion Suppression
Another method of managing a patient’s respiratory motion is to physically restrain their abdomen
with a belt such as the one shown in Figure 3.2; this limits the extent of anterior surface displace-
ment. The reasoning for this is to minimise the organ displacement and deformation. There have
been feasibility studies[33, 34] where volunteers and patients have undergone myocardial perfusion
and MR angiography imaging studies. Image acquisitions were performed both with and without
a restraining belt; in order to gauge the clinical plausibility. Volunteers were questioned about the
tolerability of the belt and their likely level of compliance in future acquisitions. The results of
which were promising in that the acquisition efficiency can be increased and the image quality can
be improved. The studies were not explicit in describing their patient demographic. Ishida[34]
et al. specified that the patients selected for their study were referred for routine cardiovascular
studies; however, they did not elaborate on any patients in particular and if there were any known
issues when imaging particular diseases.
Figure 3.2: The abdominal restraining belt used in the study by [34] et al.
It is likely that this method would be well tolerated by patients being imaged for lesions in the
abdominal-thoracic cavity, with the exception of lung lesions. The existing respiratory discomfort
in tandem with restraint on diaphragmatic motion may cause issues as the patient would expe-
rience discomfort. It would be wise for follow-up studies to attempt to quantify levels of patient
tolerance across a healthy population and patients with a wide variety of abdominal-thoracic cav-
ities. Similarly, quantifying organ motion during restraint would help develop an understanding
of the potential gains of methods such as these.
Subject to patient tolerance and compliance, it is likely that this method can be used to min-
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imise the extent of respiratory motion degradation in PET studies; but not eliminate it entirely.
This type of respiratory motion management method may be useful when implemented in tandem
with a more sophisticated hardware or software based strategy like those which will be elaborated
on in this review.
If one were to use this method in a multi-modal imaging protocol such as PET/CT, care must
be taken to ensure the belt is affixed prior to the initial CT scan, as any patient motion between
the CT and PET acquisitions can cause greater misalignment and make it more difficult for the
image registration process to perform optimally.
3.2 Respiratory Motion Monitoring Based Approaches
Recent research into PET respiratory motion correction has involved migrating hardware based
approaches such as those used in radiotherapy to assess the therapeutic effect of new methods,
and modifying them for PET imaging protocols. One such method, known as respiratory gating
is inherited from radiotherapy[48]. Respiratory gating is the process of monitoring a patient’s res-
piratory motion and producing hardware triggers when predefined respiratory thresholds occur.
For radiotherapy, respiratory monitoring systems were used to wait for the patient’s anterior or
posterior surface to swell to a certain position. This can be during maximum inhale (or vice versa)
before irradiating the lesion with the x-ray beam; to ensure the tumour is irradiated consistently
and avoid irradiating healthy tissue. The hardware for this method was adapted for PET research
so that when the patient’s anterior surface reached a certain threshold, a trigger was generated,
which was used in the PET event binning algorithms prior to reconstruction. This would generate
a set of gates wherein each gate represents a different phase in the respiratory cycle. The width
of the gates has to carefully balance the number of counts contained within to ensure sufficient
image quality, as well as reduce the amount of intra-gate motion to reduce motion blur.
In this section, the different types of hardware and data processing approaches will be consid-
ered and critiqued and will help inform the approaches taken in this thesis.
3.2.1 Respiratory Gating with RPM
One of the early camera systems used for respiratory gating was developed and marketed by Varian
Medical Systems[61]; which positions an infra-red camera such that it is observing markers on the
thoracic surface of the patient. The camera would emit infra-red light and measure the reflections
from the markers to determine their position. These markers are usually mounted on a plastic
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block positioned on the abdomen of the patient. The hardware is capable of tracking marker
position in the lateral, anterior-posterior and superior-inferior directions. This was previously
utilised in radiotherapy to mitigate the dosage received by healthy tissue in the patient. A typical
clinical set up of RPM is depicted in Figure 3.3.
Figure 3.3: RPM in a Radiotherapy Environment[61]
The main advantage of this system is that it tracks motion in different anatomical directions
and hence, it is able to provide a more sophisticated model of anterior surface respiratory motion.
However, these advantages are counterpointed by the fact that this hardware is tracking a single
rigid object placed on the abdomen of the patient; rather than the the entire anterior surface,
which is deformable.
When respiratory gating was first introduced into medical diagnostics and therapy; it was tar-
geted at CT, MRI and radiotherapy. The gating system functions such that when a patient’s
anterior surface displacement reached a defined lower threshold (i.e. during maximum exhale), a
relay would switch on for 0.5 seconds; the time delay was intended as hysteresis so multiple trig-
gers were not fired. PET, scanners were originally equipped to be triggered by cardiac gating with
ECG; an interface circuit was assembled that would send the trigger signal caused by a respiratory
motion rather than cardiac motion. Prior to acquisition, the gating mechanism was calibrated to
ascertain the breathing depth and regularity of a given patient in order to define the triggers.
When the pulse is triggered, the time that occurs is added to the list mode data file to correlate
motion detected with the list mode events. This was tested on a female patient with non-small
cell lung cancer and results showed that the volume of the lesion detected was decreased by 28%
and the SUV was increased by 56.5%.
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Respiratory gating has since become a staple method of respiratory motion correction in PET
imaging research, with hardware to perform it available on the market and scanners possessing
hardware and software interfaces to utilise them.
Due to its radiotherapy origins, respiratory gating is usually phase-based; the respiratory sig-
nal is divided up by phase, by using two triggers as end points. Translating this to PET imaging,
respiratory phase based gating means that the list mode data are divided up by when they occur
during the respiratory cycle. Typically, PET data are divided up into 8, 16 or 24 gates depending
on acquisition protocol selected. The intention is to divide the list mode data into a set of frames,
where the motion within each is minimised and each frame represents a different anatomical con-
figuration based on respiratory phase. However, other methods of gating data have been developed
and implemented throughout the years.
Proposed by van Elmpt[70] et al., the Optimal Gating method is an amplitude based gating
method where gates are based on where patients occupy the majority of their respiratory cycle.
It is based on the observation is that patients spend around 35% of their respiratory cycle in
end-exhale, with a slight pause between maximum end-exhale and the subsequent inhale[44]. The
results of this method show that Optimal Gating is comparable to 4D PET in terms of measured
SUV, but has the advantage of improved noise characteristics. It is worth noting that 35% of
the breathing cycle is used for gating, which leaves 65% of the breathing cycle un-gated and the
data that lie within that cycle is rejected. A Similar study by Liu[44] et al. implemented a similar
amplitude based gating method and tested on both simulated and live patient studies. They found
that gating the PET events into a bin near the exhale-inhale quiescent period helped optimise a
trade off between SUV value, motion blurring and noise. This amplitude Gating method has since
been adapted and implemented into Siemens PET scanners under the moniker HD-ChestTM[24].
The major criticism with this method is that it gates end-exhale only rather than considering
the validity of data that can be gated from end-inhale. Similarly, the data between the transition
phases between inhale and exhale have been rejected. These studies have based their method on
the quiescent period between exhale-inhale, which can be observed; there may be some value in
investigating the rest of the respiratory cycle.
Dawood[22] et al. performed a quantitative comparison of various respiratory gating schemes
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that could be implemented in a PET study. They considered multiple gating schemes and various
permutations of these schemes; they are as follows with graphical representations in Figure 3.4:
1. Time-Based Gating with Equal Gates: This method will gate each respiratory cycle individ-
ually with a user specified number of gates. These gates will all have equal time bin spacing.
However, if the respiratory cycle lasts longer than the sum of the number of time gates, data
during the latter portion of the cycle are rejected.
2. Time-Based Gating with Variable Gates: Similar to the previous method with a specified
number of gates; however. the width of these gates will vary with each breathing cycle.
The width of the bins is determined by two references; the triggers at the start and end
of a particular respiratory cycle. This ensures all of the data are gated and can deal with
variability in duration of the breathing cycle.
3. Amplitude Based Gating with Equal Gates: This method will gate based on the amplitude
of the respiratory signal. The gates are spaced equally along the y axis with equal gate
width; thus, the motion present within each gate is similar.
4. Amplitude Based Gating with Variable Gates: A variation on the previous method, the
gates are chosen such that each gate contains an equal amount of data to ensure consistent
count statistics between gates. If 8 gates were selected, then each gate will contain 1/8th of
the total data. However, due to the non-linearity of respiration motion, (particularly at end
inhale and end exhale), a sufficiently high number of gates should be selected to mitigate
intra-frame motion.
5. Cycle Based Amplitude Gating: Rather than dividing the entire respiratory signal acquisition
into an equal number of amplitude bins, each cycle is considered individually and that cycle
is subdivided into variable width bins, but the number of bins is the same.
6. Equal Gate Amplitude Gating with Base Line Correction: This method is based on the
observation that there is a base line shift in respiratory signal. This is corrected for prior to
gating by computing the centre of mass for roughly 10 respiratory cycles and subtracting it
from the signal. This is only required for gating approaches that adopt the signal averaging
approach such as the equal gates approach, i.e. Methods 1 and 3.
7. Variable Gate Amplitude Gating with Base Line Correction: The same as the previous
method, except that the positions of the gates are not equally spaced.
A visual depiction of these methods is shown in Figure 3.4.
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Figure 3.4: Visual Representation of the 7 Gating Methods Tested by Dawood[22]
.
Results of this study showed that methods that gate based on amplitude rather than phase are
overall superior in terms of SNR and intra-gate motion present. The methods that implemented
base line corrections did not perform especially well. The author speculates that the nature of the
baseline shift is not especially well understood and would warrant further study. It is possible the
baseline shift may not even affect motion in the superior-inferior direction within the resolution
of the scanner and measuring systems.
Before discussing other types of hardware, it is worth describing another device frequently used in
respiratory gating studies. The Anzai Respiratory Gating System AZ-733VTM[45] is another type
of monitoring system for extracting a surrogate respiratory signal. It consists of an elasticated belt
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with a load cell inside a pocket on the belt. The belt is affixed around the patient’s abdominal-
thoracic surface, with the load cell resting on the anterior surface. As the patient respires and their
chest cavity expands; pressure is exerted on the load cell and generates a voltage. The voltage
induced is converted into a digital signal and is then sent to a host-PC via a data transfer ca-
ble. The host-PC can display the trace in near real time (with a latency of up to 100 milliseconds).
Using the PC interface, a clinician can calibrate triggers for a respiratory gated protocol; di-
agnostic or therapeutic. This respiratory gating system is frequently used in numerous respiratory
gating studies in PET/CT imaging[46, 17, 49, 37].
3.2.2 Marker-less Camera Based Approaches
The type of signals and possible results that can be obtained from the aforementioned 2D camera,
marker based approach are inherently limited. However, recently technological advancements have
made infra-red depth cameras available to the average consumer at a reasonable price point.
One such device is the KinectTM, developed and marketed by MicrosoftTMfor their XboxTMrange
of home video games consoles and WindowsTMPCs. Kinect is simultaneously a depth camera
and an RGB camera; its combined functionality was originally intended to serve as a means of
user input for the aforementioned systems to either play games, consume media or use a variety
of applications intended for productivity or education. The Kinect depth camera functions by
projecting infra-red beams into the environment in front of it, the phase distortions caused by the
superposition of reflected beams are detected by a CMOS sensor in the camera and the interfer-
ence pattern is encoded into pixel values[3]. This camera is intended to be mounted on, or near
a television or computer monitor with the camera lens facing the audience or user(s). The first
iteration of Kinect can be seen in Figure 3.5
Figure 3.5: The first generation of Kinect devices[21]
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There is a burgeoning field of research that attempts to capture respiratory motion without
markers or other hardware affixed to the patient. The Microsoft Kinect camera has proven itself to
be a useful piece of hardware for this field of research. The utility of Kinect as a respiratory motion
tracking device was demonstrated by Alnowami[3] et al.; its optimal parameters were ascertained
and validated using an optical rail. The Kinect camera was able to track the distance between
the camera and an object, making it a prime candidate for marker-less respiratory tracking.
Noonan[51] et al. validated the use of Kinect as a marker-less respiratory tracking system in
a PET environment with a volunteer in a PET scanner bore to validate the positioning of Kinect
in that environment. It was found that the Kinect was a suitable device to be deployed in a
diagnostic PET environment. However, no PET acquisition took place during this study.
One study utilised two Kinect cameras to maximise the spatial coverage of the torso and mit-
igate occlusion artefacts[30]. The motion signals extracted from the abdomen and the thorax were
compared with signals derived from data driven methods. The analysis found that the signals
derived from the abdomen were the most closely correlated with the signals derived from data
driven methods and thus would be more suitable for gating. Out of the 10 patients examined, 9
of them had a respiratory pattern where motion was primarily exhibited from the abdomen. This
is useful information as the relatively small bore size of a typical PET scanner would require the
Kinect be mounted in such a way that both abdomen and thorax were visible during acquisition
to ensure the optimal amount of useful motion data is captured.
Tahavori[62] et al. explored individual’s respiratory patterns in more depth by monitoring 6
females and 14 males over a series of three visits each. Each volunteer was laid in the supine
position while a Kinect camera captured depth data from the anterior surface for three minutes.
Their analysis showed that individual’s respiratory patterns have inter-session and intra-session
variability and can be easily classified into one of two respiratory styles. One where the patient
exhibits motion predominately from their thorax (33%) and another where the patient exhibits
predominately from their abdomen (58%); the remaining 9% of volunteers were uncategorised in
the publication. Knowledge acquired from studies such as this would be crucial in experimental
design if one were to continue to work on respiratory motion with Kinect, and consider a clinical
application.
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3.3 Post Acquisition Methods of Motion Correction
The final strategy that will be covered in this review is a subset of methods that attempts to
retrospectively gate images by extracting a signal from the image date with no external hardware
or enforced protocols.
As PET sensitivity, spatial and temporal resolution increases, the types of analyses that can
be performed on PET data has evolved. As such, researchers have attempted to perform various
image and signal analyses to determine whether a signal from respiratory motion is encoded within
the PET data, be it the reconstructed images, sinograms or list mode event data. These types of
methods are commonly known as data driven methods.
3.4 Data Driven Gating
Visvikis[72] et al. performed digital phantom studies and performed A posteriori respiratory
gating using the simulated PET data. A respiratory signal was extracted by computing the Time
Activity Curve (TAC) from a region of interest (ROI) in a 4D PET acquisition. The criteria
for the ROI is that it must be on an interface between a moving, hot anatomical structure and
a cold background. The respiratory trace is acquired from a frequency domain analysis of the
resultant TAC. The respiratory trace is used to retroactively phase gate the simulated PET data.
A flowchart representing this process is depicted in Figure 3.6.
Figure 3.6: Retrospective Data Driven Respiratory Gating
The extracted respiratory trace was able to predict the respiratory cycle frequency within 2%,
resulting in a maximum error of 0.1 seconds of a 5 second respiratory signal. It is not clear whether
this 2% error would persist if the respiratory cycle were to be shorter, or if there were irregularities
in the respiratory signal. However, given that a healthy adult will respire with an average rate of
18-20 beats per minute[40][619], which represents a variation of 10%; a 2% inaccuracy falls below
the systemic, physiological error. The datasets used in this study were driven by a simulated
and periodic signal. A method such as this will need thorough validation using real patient data.
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As Tahavori[62] had demonstrated, real respiratory motion varies in both frequency and ampli-
tude; thus capturing this information with a Fourier transformed based method may be difficult.
Methods that use wavelet transforms may be more suitable for further development of this method.
Bu¨ther et al.[13] used additional external radioactive markers as part of a data-driven respira-
tory gating approach. These markers were placed on the anterior surface of the patient during the
PET acquisition. These markers were easily detectable after a static reconstruction of the PET
data as they would show up as hot regions in the image. The external radioactive sources were
analysed in sinogram space to acquire a respiration signal and utilised it to retroactively rebin the
list mode data into an amplitude gated Sinogram. The Optimal Gating scheme was used to bin
35% of the counts into a single bin. This method of motion compensation validated on a dataset
of 30 patients. Implementing a method such as this in the clinic has visible shortfalls, such as the
extra required hardware and radioactivity in proximity of the patient. Ideally, clinicians need to
minimise the amount of radiation dose the patients receive. It does however, demonstrate that
feasibility of extracting motion signals from the radioactive tracers in a PET acquisition. The
implication of which is that it may eventually be possible to extract all of the required respiratory
motion for corrections from the PET data alone.
A method of extracting a respiratory trace from patient sinogram data was presented by Schleyer[55]
et al.. PET/CT data from four patients with lung lesions (cancerous or suspected cancer) were
acquired; the motion trace was extracted and succesfully gated the images. Another study by
Schleyer[56] et al. adapted existing approaches of data driven gating to improve on the short-
falls of the previous. In the earlier methods, the spectral analysis was performed by computing
the FFT of the entire time series of PET events either in sinogram or image space. This would
provide an overall respiratory signal. However, these fail to account for the kinetics of the ra-
dioactive tracers. Due the physiological transportation of these tracers, a short time analysis of
different temporal segments in the PET dataset is likely to yield different results that what would
be measured with external instrumentation. A radioactive tracer may be transported in opposite
directions during different temporal segments; thus inverting the respiratory signal during certain
physiological phases. This study performed Short Time Fourier Transforms (STFT) on different
temporal segments, and tracked the tracer kinetics in order to ensure the respiratory signal did
not become inverted. This allowed for more reliable tracking of the signal and ensured that tracer
kinetics did not adversely affect the data. This method, dubbed the Kinetic Respiratory Gating
technique was well correlated with an external hardware signal acquired by RPM on 53 patients
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during a cardiac perfusion study. Follow up studies, validating this method for different types
of study would be valuable. Tracer kinetics will vary due to factors such as patient metabolism,
physiology and the tracer molecule itself.
Kesner et al.[39] performed a study on rats that implemented a software-based respiratory gating
system. This data driven system used a band pass filter, which was calibrated for the PET data
such that the DC component and the frequencies associated with motion were passed. The cali-
bration of this filter was ascertained by performing two different software-based respiratory gating
schemes. The first was a typical respiratory phase gating technique using a respiratory signal
derived from data-driven methods as explained previously. The second was a randomly gated
reconstruction. A voxel-wise analysis of the image in the former scheme should yield a respiratory
signal reminiscent of one derived from a hardware based method. The second would be random
and noisy. A frequency-domain analysis of these two signals will yield two power spectra; the
resultant band pass filter will extract the frequency content that share similarities between the
respiratory gated image and the randomly gated image. This will leave only the constructive data
to be reconstructed in a newly gated image. This experiment was performed on 84 rats in total
using a variety of tracers, both in terms of isotope used and molecule said tracer was attached
to. The authors were able to reduce the mean displacement of the liver in the images and hence
mitigate the motion contamination.
3.5 Discussion of Review
After having reviewed each of the types of respiratory motion correction strategies and subjecting
them to scientific scrutiny, there are some comments to be made about each approach and the
state of the art for each.
ABC has demonstrated its ability to reproduce anatomical configurations reliably, which helps
in removing motion artefacts in short term image acquisitions and improve image registrations.
However, the clinical applicability is questionable when one has to consider the subjective na-
ture of patient compliance and comfort when working with lung cancer patients in particular.
However, in an environment where clinical patient throughput is key, the set-up and acquisition
times using ABC are going to be bottlenecks that throttle clinical output. For the purpose of this
thesis, attempting to pursue an ABC centred motion correction would require significant work
in terms of modifying an ABC device, validating its properties, securing time on a PET scanner
and gaining access to a sufficient number of willing patients to make it practical for a PhD project.
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Respiratory motion management is well established in clinical oncology, primarily on a thera-
peutic level such as in radiotherapy. The advantage of reproducible tumour positioning allows
for consistent irradiation of the tumour, which ensures that healthy tissue receives the minimum
dose while maximising dose to the tumour. There have been studies that demonstrate the clin-
ical applicability of controlling respiratory motion in imaging modalities such as PET and MRI.
There are concerns about implementing patient motion management protocols due the reliance
on patient compliance and comfort.
The current methods to measure respiratory motion are relatively simple in terms of signal acqui-
sition and data processing; given that sophisticated hardware and computing power are available
for such a task. Measuring a singular point on the anterior surface and binning the data into an
average respiratory cycle, is an approach that neglects the nuances in both patient respiratory
variability and complexity of anterior surface motion. There have been interesting advances in
marker-less measurement of respiratory motion in other fields of therapeutic radiology, which look
like they can translate effectively to diagnostic radiology. Marker-less respiratory gating is rela-
tively unexplored in the literature and has the most promising outcome as far as clinical set up
and throughput are concerned.
Retrospective, data driven methods to respiratory gating are an interesting alternative to in-
strumented respiratory gating. It is possible to extract useful respiratory signals from radioactive
tracer measurements alone. The state of the art methods require sophisticated knowledge of ra-
dioactive tracer kinetics and further advancement in this field will likely require more in depth
knowledge of human biology with respect to tracer transportation. PET scanner limitations may
be a hindering factor in the development of this field. Accurate modelling of radioactive tracer
kinetics will require acquisition data to be of a very high spatial and temporal resolution.
Respiratory monitoring methods using external hardware appear to be the most fruitful of avenues
in terms of research and development possibilities. The Kinect in particular is an inexpensive and
diverse piece of equipment that can be easily configured and utilised to capture respiratory motion
data and many of the nuances of which typical clinical hardware cannot. The Kinect appeared
to be one of the most promising device to attempt respiratory gating with due to its contact-less
nature and richness of data. The methods which will be elaborated on are respiratory gating
schemes and challenging some of the assumptions about how gates are selected. Particularly, the
seemingly arbitrary number of gates that are frequently used for phase gating. This thesis will
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investigate using the Kinect to respiratory gate PET events, while using the added data available
to intelligently configure the number of gates required, specific to the patient being imaged.
Chapter 4
List Mode Data Pre-Processing
4.1 Rationale
This chapter documents the first contribution of this thesis. The research and development nec-
essary to develop a list mode pre-processing framework for Siemens Biograph mCT data. This
was a necessary step to undertake as the clinical data made available were saved in a proprietary
format. Unfortunately, the PCs available did not expose features or programming interfaces to
assist in the processing and analysis of data outside of the environment the data were acquired in.
This chapter will discuss the data pipeline of a clinical acquisition for a Biograph mCT scan-
ner, how the data are organised. It will subsequently describe the framework which resulted from
the research and development process; of which resulted in a fully functional software library
written in C++. It was tested by reconstructing the data and analysing the results with common
medical image quality metrics. It was designed to be compatible with an existing, well renowned
open source image reconstruction library, STIR[64].
There is limited, openly available documentation on the standards and format of Biograph mCT
list mode data. For the research and development process, Biograph mCT data were made available
which was acquired using a CIRS Dynamic PhantomTM. Other resources included the specifica-
tion of the individual data packets contained within the files called the PETLINK Proposal[69].
This proposal describes each of the different data packets and the information contained within.
The Siemens Biograph mCT Operator’s Manual which detailed how to use various features of the
Biograph mCT scanner such as the archiving tools, used to extract the data used in this thesis.
Information was acquired from private email correspondence from a Siemens employee[11] about
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how the Biograph mCT samples data and arranges the sinograms.
4.2 Detector Geometric and Geometric Definitions of the
Biograph mCT Scanner
For an understanding of how the the list mode and normalisation data are acquired and organised;
a comprehensive understanding of the layout and assembly of the Biograph mCT detectors is
essential. The following section will describe in detail, the layout of the detector crystals, detector
assemblies, detector ring layouts and relevant terminology will be defined and explained when
required.
4.2.1 Detector Elements and Detector Blocks
The Biograph mCT scanner[36] uses LSO as the scintillating material for the detector elements;
which are arranged into blocks of 13 x 13. An illustration of a detector block is depicted in
Figure 4.1. These detector elements are 4mm x 4mm, giving the assembly dimensions of 52mm x
52mm.
Figure 4.1: Detector Block Assembly of the Biograph mCT Scanner
4.2.2 Detector Rings
The detector blocks are arranged into a ring formation to create a FOV with diameter of 85cm. In
total there are 48 detector blocks in a detector ring. This configuration is illustrated in Figure 4.2.
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Figure 4.3: Full Detector Assembly of the Biograph mCT PET Module
Figure 4.2: A single Detector Ring in the Biograph mCT
The total number of crystals in one row of the detector ring equates to 624; from the illustration,
gaps between detector blocks can be observed. The 48 gaps between detector crystals are treated
as pseudo-crystals[36] during the reconstruction process; as such it can be assumed that the data
were acquired from a detector ring assembly of 672 crystals per row.
4.2.3 Full Detector Assembly
In total, there are four detector rings stacked upon one another in the Biograph mCT; the full
assembly is demonstrated in Figure 4.3. As with the detector block separation in the detector
ring, there are small gaps between detector rings in the complete assembly. These are similarly
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treated as pseudo-crystals during reconstruction; thus, rather than having 52 crystals per column
in the detector, there are 55 as far as the reconstruction is concerned.
4.2.4 Detector Buckets
For monitoring the rate of single event detections (frequently referred to as the singles rate, i.e.
PET events with no coincident photon) for dead time corrections; detector blocks are grouped
together into ’buckets’ where single event data are acquired from aggregated totals from these
buckets. For the Biograph mCT, one bucket is a group of four detector blocks in the transverse
direction, and one block in the axial direction. An arrangement of a single detector bucket is
depicted in Figure 4.4
Figure 4.4: Configuration of a single detector bucket
In software. the bucket locations are indexed in an anti-clockwise fashion, with the first bucket
starting at the top of the assembly as if looking into the scanner bore from the side the patient
emerges from. This configuration is illustrated in Figure 4.5.
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Figure 4.5: Arrangement of Buckets
4.3 Clinical Data Acquisition Pipeline for the Biograph mCT
Scanner
The Siemens Biograph mCT scanner is designed, like most clinical scanners to be easy to use and
enable rapid patient throughput. After the patient has been administered the tracer and have
waited for the required uptake period, they are to lie in the scanner bed. The staff position them
on the bed and move the bed into position using the control panel on the scanner or from the PC
connected to the scanner.
Were the patient to undergo a gated image acquisition, any external hardware is affixed to them
before the enter the scanner field of view, to ensure minimal disturbance between acquisitions and
mitigate the misalignment between PET and CT images. On the host PC is a software interface
between external gating triggers and the PET acquisition, hardware triggers are fired the list mode
data records of when these occurred.
Once the patient is approximately in position, the clinical staff need to calibrate the acquisi-
tion field of view. This is done with a topogram, a low dose X-Ray acquisition which provides a
low resolution image of the patient in the scanner; with a single slice in each anatomical plane.
On the host PC, the clinician selects the field of view to cover the ROI; the scanner bed is auto-
matically moved so that the CT and PET FOV align with one another. The patient undergoes a
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full CT acquisition, the data from which is used for attenuation correction, scatter correction and
image registration during PET image reconstruction and post-processing.
The patient is automatically moved into a new position such that the ROI aligns with the PET
FOV. Alternatively, if data are collected from multiple bed positions; the bed is centred on the
first position. The clinician will have set up the acquisition on the host PC so that appropriate
PET data are collected from multiple bed positions. Similarly, the reconstruction algorithms are
selected and calibrated prior to acquisition and post-processing parameters are established.
A graphical representation of this process is depicted in Figure 4.6
Figure 4.6: Clinical acquisition pipeline for the Biograph mCT scanner
4.4 Data Format
The pulse from the PMTs is input into a hardware rebinning framework of Field Programmable
Gate arrays (FPGA) where the coordinates of the events are converted and to projection coordi-
nates binned into sinograms[75]. The Siemens systems store the data from studies and calibration
data in variety of files and formats. What follows is a brief description of these types of files that
one can expect to find in a typical Biograph mCT system PC.
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File Formats Siemens use a derivative of the Interfile standard of nuclear medicine imaging data
using their own proprietary file extension (.ptd) and format where the header it stored beneath
the acquisition data in the same file rather than as a separate file as depicted in Figure 4.7.
Figure 4.7: Layout of the list mode files
The data are exported from the clinical machines using the Biograph mCT archiving tools.
The instructions to reproduce these steps can be found in the Siemens Biograph mCT Operator’s
Manual. The following files are produced.
• List mode data: The file that contains all of the list mode events, timing data, singles rate
data, gating data, acquisition flags, bed position data and other pertinent data such as
patient name, age, weight and injected dose.
• Calibration data: This file contains the data acquired during calibration scans, including
geometric, crystal interference, crystal efficiency, dead time and axial plane efficiency data.
• Sinogram data: A file that contains the rebinned sinograms from the acquisition. Unfortu-
nately, the sinogram images themselves are compressed and there was no method to access
the decoding algorithm. However, there were still useful fields of data in the header that
were helpful in the research and development process of the list mode data.
For the Biograph mCT scanner, the data acquired from any acquisition are arranged and stored
into 32 bit words in accordance with the PETLINK Proposal[69]. What follows is a description
of the different types of data words that can be found within a list mode data set and how they
are arranged.
4.4.1 PET Event Data Packets
These packets represent the coincident detection events that occur during a PET acquisition.
The first two bits are used for identification. The subsequent 30 bits are the data payload which
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contain the sinogram address of that particular event. A depiction of event packets is displayed
in Figure 4.8.
Bit Description
0 Identifier
P P = 1 prompt event; P = 0 delayed event
B Sinogram Element Address
Figure 4.8: Layout of the 32 bit Event Packets
4.4.2 Timing Data Packets
Time Elapsed Packet The PET scanner does not sample data at a pre-defined sample rate;
it logs events as detections occur. This requires time information for temporal alignment of PET
data, for gating and other analyses. Unlike the event packets, these timing packets have allocated
the 3 most significant bits for packet identification and 29 bits for payload. Timing packets can
contain one of two forms, time elapsed packets and dead time packets. The time elapsed packets
are inserted into the file once every millisecond and are shown in Figure 4.9.
Bit Description
100 Identifier
M Time elapsed in milliseconds
Figure 4.9: Layout of the 32 bit Time Elapsed Packet
Dead Time Packet The other type of packet is the dead time packet; these are inserted into
the list mode file once every 2 seconds in blocks of 48; one packet for each bucket. In each bucket,
the number of singles events is divided by 8 so that it will fit into the 32 bit word. In the packet
depicted in Figure 4.10 the first three bits denote the packet type identifier, the subsequent three
bits specify how to interpret the data read from the payload. A value of 0 at T denotes that the
packets stored in the D fields are the singles rate information. If this is the case, these types of
fields are to be read as described in Figure 4.11.
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Bit Description
101 Identifier
T Type of Field
D Data Payload
Figure 4.10: Layout of the 32 bit Dead Time Packet
Bit Description
101 Identifier
B Block Identifier
S Singles Rate
Figure 4.11: Layout of the 32 bit Dead Time Packet when T = 0
When reading the singles rate information, the data contained in the B fields is a 7 bit integer
value stating which singles bucket the singles rate is being read from. The data in the S fields
contains the scaled singles rate for block B. The value read from the S field must be multiplied
by 8 to convert them into the unit of singles per second. Knowing the singles rate allows one to
correct for the random events that occur within a PET acquisition with the Equation 4.1[59].
R = 2τC1C2 (4.1)
Where τ is the width of the timing pulse of the PET scanner in nano seconds and C1 and C2 are
the number of single counts from two detectors. The result R is the number of random counts
for a particular LOR. To correct for random events, these counts need to be subtracted from the
LOR in which they occurred.
4.4.3 Gating Data
Gating packets are utilised when physiological monitoring devices are implemented in the acquisi-
tion. The two types of supported devices are either an electrocardiogram (ECG) for cardiac gating;
and respiratory gating. The acquisition can be configured to insert different types of information
pertinent to gating. The specific contents of payload will vary with the gating device used and
the specific information requested from each packet. The layout of the gating packet is shown in
Figure 4.12. There is support for multiple types of physiological gating, however the necessary
fields pertinent to this research have been highlighted in the figure.
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Bit Description
11100001 Identifier
r Reserved
G Gating Trigger
G(0-9) Physiological Data
G(10, 11) Reserved (default, 0)
G(12-14) Physiological Field Type
G(15) Cardiac ”R Wave” flat
Figure 4.12: Layout of the 32 bit Gating Packet
4.5 Sinogram Data Sampling and Layout
4.5.1 Data Storage and Compression: Introduction
Typically, in a PET study, the administered dose is the order of mega-Becquerels, giving rise to
millions of data points being generated in a very short space of time. To manage the data storage
and processing stresses this can place on PCs, numerous compressions and data storage methods
are utilised to mitigate computing requirements. The following section will briefly introduce
concepts about how PET data are generated, stored and compressed in general, prior to describing
how these steps are implemented for the Biograph mCT system.
4.5.2 Sinograms
A sinogram, as introduced in Chapter 2 is a 2D function representing radioactive uptake with
respect to angular position around the object being imaged. Digitally this is stored as an image
or volume, where the pixel intensities of the image represent the level of uptake in a particular
position. An example of a sinogram is given in Figure 4.13. In this instant, every column of the
image represents a projection view e.g. at θ = 0◦ or θ = 45◦. Every pixel in that column
represents an LOR at that specific orientation.
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Figure 4.13: Example of a Sinogram
Angular Mashing Due to the number of detectors in a ring and the number of rings available;
the memory overhead for storing and processing sinograms can be considerably large; especially
in modern PET scanners. Sinograms are often compressed in such a manner that all of the data
is maintained but the effective number of angular samples is reduced; this process is known as
sinogram mashing. Mashing is performed by adding neighbouring projection view together, the
number combined is dictated by the mashing factor m. 2m neighbouring projection views are
added together i.e. when m = 1 two projection views are added together, if m = 2, four are
added together and so on. A new angular sampling interval is recalculated; it is assumed that
the summed projection views were sampled in the middle of the two detector crystals in which
they were originally detected. This is equivalent to summing together neighbouring columns of
the sinogram in Figure 4.13 and resampling the projection angle positions.
Ring Difference and Axial Span In older generations of PET scanners there were septa,
which prevent coincident events between adjacent detector rings. This produced a stack of 2D
sinograms, which represent transverse slices through the object. The purpose for septa was to
reduce inter-plane scatter. Detectors operating in this way were described to be detecting only
direct coincidences to form direct sinograms. A depiction of this configuration is shown in
Figure 4.14.
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Figure 4.14: Figure 4.15: Figure 4.16:
Figure 4.17: Three instances of how PET events can be detected between the different detector
planes. Figure 4.14 shows PET data being captured in 2D mode, wherein coincidences between
directly parallel detector planes are permitted. Figure 4.15 shows how neighbouring planes can be
combined to increase the sensitivity of the detection system. Finally, Figure 4.16 shows how all of
the planes can be in coincidence with all of the other detector planes in the system to maximise
the sensitivity.
However these septa could be mechanically retracted so that coincident events can be detected
between adjoining rings. These are known as cross coincidences or cross planes; an illustration
of these is given in Figure 4.15. Detecting events from coincident planes increases the system
sensitivity. An example of all planes combined is shown in Figure 4.16. However, in most PET
scanners, all possible coincidences will not be detected. Scanners are configured with a parame-
ter known as the maximum ring difference which represents what is the largest possible gap
between detector rings that coincident events can be detected. For example, if a scanner has 10
detector rings and a maximum ring difference of 5, then events with detector 1 can be in coinci-
dence with rings up to and including detector 6. (i.e. RD = 6− 1 = 5). In reality, PET scanners
have far more detector rings than described in these examples and will likely have a much higher
(if any) ring difference implemented.
As with angular compression (mashing), cross-plane data are combined into fewer planes to re-
duce storage requirements. Transverse and oblique planes are combined in the axial direction by
a factor known as the axial span. For example if the acquisition has an axial span of 7, three odd
numbered planes are added together and 4 even numbered planes are combined. similarly, if it
has a span of 11, 5 odd numbered planes are combined together and 6 even numbered planes are
summed together to form two combined planes . Figure 4.18 demonstrates this process, wherein
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11 detector planes are combined two using axial span. When axial compression is applied, two
multiple neighbouring planes are merged combined; these neighbours are often at oblique angles
to a parallel plane. The overlapping of these samples means that at relatively low values of axial
span, the distance uncertainty is comparable to, or less than the point spread function (PSF) of
the PET system. At higher values of axial span however, the degree of uncertainty introduced
by combining multiple samples can exceed the PSF, particularly at the ends of the PET bore,
where the sensitivity is lower. This is a parameter that needs to be selected carefully, and is often
modelled in the system matrix of PET systems[9].
Figure 4.18: An illustration of Axial Span. There are 6 detection planes, this figure demonstrates
how the different interleaving planes are combined to form two new planes of sinogram data.
Michelogram An effective method of representing how PET data are organised and stored in
computer memory is to plot a Michelogram. This is a table of dimensions equal to the number
of detector rings in the scanner and cells in this table are indicated with an asterisk (*) to show
where a sinogram plane is permitted. i.e. when two detector rings can have coincident events
occurring between them.
Using Figures 4.14, 4.15 and 4.16 as examples, their corresponding Michelograms can be found
in Figures 4.19, 4.20 and 4.21 respectively. A Michelogram of the same set-up but with a ring
difference of 7, and and axial span of 3 is depicted in Figure 4.22. The axes in each of these tables
represent block detector number in the scanner.
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Figure 4.19: Michelogram for direct planes Figure 4.20: Michelogram for cross planes
Figure 4.21: Michelogram for all planes Figure 4.22: RD = 7 and axial span = 3
Figure 4.23: Michelograms for varying levels of ring difference permitted within the scanner. Fig-
ure 4.19 represents the possible sinograms when the scanner is in 2D mode and only permitting
coincidences within the same detector ring. Figure 4.20 depicts the possible sinograms when near-
est neighbour rings are permitted to detect events in coincidence with one another. Figure 4.21
shows a Michelogram when every possible combination of sinogram is permitted. Finally, Fig-
ure 4.22 represents the Michelogram when axial span and ring difference are applied. The lines
joining cells together represent sinograms which are combined together to compress the overall
memory overhead.
Figure 4.22 is a representation of how PET sinogram data are stored; they are stored in seg-
ments. Segments are organised by obliqueness, the further away from the central segment, the
more oblique the sinograms. Segment 0 is the first segment, starting in the bottom left hand corner
and ending at the top right hand corner, bound by two lines. The lines connecting individual cells
together represent the sinograms that are combined together due to axial span. In this case, a span
of 3 is used, meaning that 1 odd numbered planes are combined (or in this case, not combined)
and 2 even numbered planes are combined. This first segment represents the transverse sinogram
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slices in the axial direction. Segment 1 is located adjacent to and above segment zero and contains
sinograms of increased obliqueness. Segment -1 is located adjacent to and below segment 0. This
segment represents sinograms of a similar obliqueness but from the opposite angle in the scanner
geometry. Segment 2 is located adjacent to segment 1 and segment -2 is adjacent to segment -1
and both of which represent segments of higher obliqueness than segments 1 and -1. The pattern
may continue based on detector geometry and extent of axial compression used.
Due to technological limitations such as storage space and processing power capabilities of com-
puters, these compressions are an essential trade off to ensure that memory overhead is kept
to a minimum and that processing time is kept as low as possible to maintain rapid patient
throughput[27]. However, the trade off is that the spatial resolution of the image is reduced as a
result. As mentioned in Subsection 4.4.1, each list mode word contains a 30 bit sinogram address;
however the detector geometry and scanner sampling patterns mean that there are more possible
sinogram bins than could possibly fit into a 30 bit packet. The following section will discuss how
the Siemens Biograph mCT scanner samples PET data, arranges it into sinograms and compresses
it to fit into a 30 bit address.
4.5.3 Biograph mCT Rebinning and Compressions
Radial Sampling As discussed earlier, the biograph mCT contains 55 detector rings (52 real
detector elements and 3 pseudo-detector elements) and each ring has 672 detectors (624 detector
elements + 48 pseudo-detector elements). For any given projection view, there are 336 opposing
detector element pairs from which data can be acquired. To avoid noise caused by the increasing
relative obliqueness of the elements at the extremities of the FOV, the Biograph mCT collects
samples from 100 detector pairs either side of the centre of the FOV. To increase the sampling of
the PET detectors, the scanner interleaves LORs so that any one detector can be paired with two
other detectors in the same projection view. This sampling pattern is represented in Figure 4.24.
The process of sampling 100 detector pairs with two LORs per detector results in 400 radial bins
being sampled per projection view. It is worth noting that due to this interleaving, there is a
small degree of obliqueness in the LORs, but given the spatial resolution of the PET scanner it is
easily neglected and the LORs are treated as parallel[11].
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Figure 4.24: Interleaved LORs in a Biograph mCT scanner
Angular Sampling Due to the number of detectors in a ring, there are 336 possible projection
views.
Time of Flight Sampling PET imaging in its early years had restricted itself to using LORs
in order to ascertain the point of annihilation during a scan. This lack of temporal resolution
imposed restrictions on the ultimate spatial resolution that could be achieved in this modality.
In the 1960’s, the notion of Time of Flight (TOF) PET systems was proposed. The hypoth-
esis suggested that if one could accurately measure the difference in arrival time between two
coincident γ photons then it would be possible to delineate the point of annihilation. In the 1980’s
a working TOF PET scanner was built, but it was not for many years later that TOF scanners
were used in clinic. For TOF to work, the electronics and scintillating materials for the detectors
needed to be more sensitive and responsive in order to possess the sub-nanosecond response times
required[71].
TOF scanners at present will constrain the LORs such that the level of uncertainty of the
point of annihilation is reduced but not eliminated entirely. Before TOF was introduced, the
uncertainty would be equivalent to the diameter across the patient. The Siemens Biograph mCT
Scanner contains TOF bin width of 312ps[36], which means a photon will travel approximately
9cm in that time. Thus, the distance uncertainty in annihilation point is reduced from the entire
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width of the patient to 4.5cm. This is particularly beneficial for diagnostic imaging of larger pa-
tients; the degree of uncertainty without TOF would be significantly greater than smaller patients.
Reconstructing an image from a scanner that collects TOF data will improve the noise and sensi-
tivity characteristics of the resultant image. If detectors and detector electronics can temporally
resolve coincident arrival times to such a degree that the resolution is considerably smaller than
the spatial resolution of the scanner; the reconstruction step would not be necessary. The events
can be mapped from projection space to image space without the requirement for backprojection.
The Biograph mCT handles TOF data is to rebin sinograms into separate TOF sinograms.
The Biograph mCT scanner is fully 3D enabled PET, meaning that events from any detector,
can be detected in coincidence with events from any other detector on any other ring. Resulting
in 3025 possible sinogram planes that can be included throughout the acquisition.
With this current geometric and sampling configuration, this leaves the following number of bins:
1. 400 Radial bins per sinogram projection view
2. 336 Angular bins per sinogram projection plane
3. 3025 sinogram planes
4. 13 Time of Flight bins + 1 random events bin
This configuration would require a total of 5,691,840,000 address to address all of the possible
sinogram bins (product of all four values). Representing this many addresses would require that
the data be encoded into 33 bits. Given the nature of computer architecture, and the requirement
for data to be stored in multiples of four bytes for optimal memory access, the data packets would
need to be padded and encoded into 64 bit words. This will double the storage requirements for
any acquisition dataset. The Biograph mCT has built in compressions in the sinogram rebinning
algorithms to reduce the storage requirements and speed up processing and reconstruction times.
Angular Compression The Biograph mCT implements angular mashing to each of the projec-
tion planes by a factor of one. The radial bins from one projection view are combined with radial
bins from their neighbouring projection view. This reduces the number of addresses required by
a factor of 2 to 2,845,920,000; requiring 32 bits to encode.
Ring Difference The scanner has a maximum ring difference of 49; two events can be in coinci-
dence with any pair of detector rings providing that the difference between any two detector rings
is equal to or less than 49. The Michelogram depicting all possible Sinograms without additional
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compressions is shown in Figure 4.25. Imposing this restriction on the number of sinograms that
can be acquired reduces the number of sinograms down to 2995; from the Michelogram it can be
shown that applying the maximum ring difference subtracts 15 cells from both the top left and
bottom right corners. Thus reducing the number of addresses to 2,817,696,000 which requires
32 bits to encode. The Michelogram cells where sinograms are permitted; cells marked with an
asterisk (*) depict which pairs of detector ring coincidences can be processed. Blank cells indicate
where no coincident events will be processed. Each cell represents a sinogram plane of 400 x 168
elements.
Figure 4.25: Siemens Biograph mCT Michelogram with a Maximum Ring Difference of 49, no
Axial Span Applied
Axial Compression The scanner utilises axial compression to combine sinograms of similar
obliqueness into one plane. The specific compression factor it uses is 11; meaning that five odd
numbered and 6 even numbered planes are combined to form two composite planes. This com-
pression is reflected in an updated Michelogram in Figure 4.26. Counting the number of combined
Michelogram cells, it can be demonstrated that the number of planes after all of the above com-
pressions is 621. This compression reduces the storage requirements down by factor of 4.82 (i.e.
2995
621 ) and thus bringing down the number of addresses to encode down to 584,236,800; requiring
30 bits to be able to address every possible sinogram bin.
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Figure 4.26: Siemens Biograph mCT Michelogram with a Maximum Ring Difference of 49 Axial
Span of 11 Applied
4.5.4 Sinogram Organisation
Time of Flight A Biograph mCT acquisition divides its data up into the 13 TOF bins; each
TOF bin contains a complete set of 621 sinogram planes to form a complete volume. The first
TOF bin is placed at the centre of the PET FOV. The next TOF bins are placed either side of the
first bin at equal distances away, and so on until there is a complete set of 13 TOF bins. These
TOF bins are represented by the diagram in Figure 4.27.
Figure 4.27: Configuration of the Time of Flight bins
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The sinogram addressing in the raw data is arranged by TOF bin, with the most central TOF
bin having the lowest value address and the furthest TOF bins (and random events) having the
highest value addresses. The bit offsets to address the first elements of any of these sinograms is
tabulated in Table 4.1.
TOF Bin Address Offset (bits)
0 0
1 41,731,200
-1 83,462,400
2 125,193,600
-2 166,924,800
3 208,656,000
-3 250,387,200
4 292,118,400
-4 333,849,600
5 375,780,800
-5 417,312,000
6 459,043,200
-6 500,774,400
Randoms 542,505,600
Table 4.1: Bit offset addresses for all of the TOF bins
4.6 Organisation of Calibration Data
For every PET acquisition dataset there is a secondary set of calibration data which is utilised
during the image reconstruction process. The calibration data are acquired during regular quality
control acquisitions, frequently referred to as ’calibration scans’ or ’normalisation scans’. Clinical
protocols dictate that these acquisitions occur quarterly in order to maintain the scanner’s per-
formance.
A typical normalisation acquisition will take several hours to complete and is often accompanied
with an overnight ’blank’ acquisition in order to ascertain the intrinsic efficiency of the detector
elements.
What results from this process are a dataset which can be used to correct the sinogram data
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set from a regular clinical acquisition for various effects. What follows is a comprehensive dis-
cussion of the types of calibration data found from a Biograph mCT acquisition, how it is stored
and how to expand it out to apply it to all sinogram elements in an acquisition. The process
of generating normalisation sinograms from calibration data is known as Component Based
Normalisation.
What follows is a description about the typical corrections performed with component based
normalisation and how the data are stored for the Biograph mCT system. The calibration data
were found in the normalisation data file as described in Section 4.4.
4.6.1 Geometric Normalisation
Due to the polygonal arrangement of the detector elements in a PET scanner; the radial bins that
the projection image pixels consist of will be non-uniformly sensitive. During reconstruction, it is
assumed that all of the sinogram bins are sampled from equally spaced, equal length parallel beam
projections. The reality is that at the outer extremities of the FOV, the length of the projection
beams decreases. Furthermore, the effective perpendicular surface area of crystal with respect to
the beam decreases. This is due to the increasing obliqueness of the detectors relative to the LORs.
The result is are non-uniform sensitivities in the LORs throughout the FOV. This leads to line
artefacts in the reconstructed image. Correcting for decreases in sensitivity towards the extremi-
ties of the FOV can be computed analytically with an understanding of the PET system geometry.
Geometric data is stored as a 1D array of 400 elements. Each of these elements represents correc-
tion factor for a radial bin within a PET projection view. Plotting the values shows a graph that
looks like a Gaussian distribution inverted about the y-axis. The values on the y-axis represent a
multiplicative correction factor to apply to each of the radial bins in a projection view. Towards
the extremities of the FOV, a larger correction factor is applied than the centre of the FOV.
This distribution only applies to parallel projection planes as it is intended to correct for the
pseudo-circular nature of the PET detector ring. The geometry for the oblique projections is
more complicated and would require newly generated correction factors.
An example of an expanded geometric normalisation sinogram is shown in Figure 4.28.
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Figure 4.28: Geometric Normalisation Matrix
4.6.2 Crystal Interference Normalisation
The depth at which a γ photon typically interacts with the PET detectors is referred to as the
depth of interaction and is often expressed as an average on PET system specifications. If a
photon approaches a detector element with a degree of obliqueness, it is possible that the photon
will cross from the intended or true detector into the neighbouring detector and trigger a mis-
detection. This is known as crystal interference, which reduces the overall spatial resolution of the
scanner. This matrix can be applied multiplicatively to the sinogram to improve the image quality.
The diamond shapes represent a block of detectors in sinogram space, and adjoining diamonds
represent a neighbouring detector block[6].
Crystal interference is best described as the geometric response of detectors to detectors in an
opposing block. Detectors in opposing blocks can interfere with one another an cause noise arte-
facts that traverse diagonally across the sinogram as can be seen in Figure 4.29.
The data for these corrections are presented as 14 x 400 matrix, which represents how each crystal
in a detector effects radial bin in an opposing block of detectors. This matrix needs to be dupli-
cated vertically several times in order to create a sinogram which can be applied multiplicatively
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to the contaminated sinogram. The crystal interference sinogram can be seen in Figure 4.30.
Figure 4.29: Sinogram Contaminated by Crystal
Interference Artefacts
Figure 4.30: Crystal Interference Matrix
4.6.3 Crystal Efficiency Normalisation
The individual detectors in any given assembly do not possess identical characteristics to their
neighbours. They have a non-uniform intrinsic detector efficiency. The important factor in
PET scanner performance however, is the extrinsic detector efficiency and there are factors
that affect this parameter. They can be environmental factors such as ambient temperature and
acquisition specific factors such as the number of counts interacting with the detector.
The calibration dataset with every acquisition contains the intrinsic detector efficiencies as a
matrix of 55 x 672 elements. These represent the efficiencies of each crystal (and pseudo-crystal)
element in the detector assembly in the PET scaner. This matrix is shown in Figure 4.31. Before
these values are useful, the extrinsic detector efficiency must be calculated using data from the
study under consideration.
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Figure 4.31: Intrinsic Detector Efficiency Matrix
4.6.4 Axial Plane Efficiency Normalisation
The plane-efficiency is measured as the mean LOR efficiency for a given plane in a PET scanner.
The correction factor will correct any variation in LOR efficiency in the axial direction. The
changes in efficiency can be attributed to the the mean γ incidence angle increasing at the ex-
tremities of the axial FOV. The plane efficiency correction will normalise the counts based on the
efficiency of a given plane after angular mashing and axial span have been applied. These correc-
tion factors are stored as a 1D array of 621 floating point values. One for each of the sinograms
in the Michelogram.
4.6.5 Paralysable and Non-Paralysable Detector Ring Dead Time
Dead Time Dead time[43][122, 123] is a characteristic of many data acquisition systems. This
describes the bottleneck wherein events cannot be processed as quickly as they arrive. This is
a fundamental limit of any system with a discrete and finite event processing time, detector
and electronic response times. Limits imposed on a PET acquisition system by dead time cause
radioactive events to be lost. The fraction of events lost depends on the time it takes the PET
system to process these events and radioactive count rate. The higher the count rate, the more
which are lost during dead time periods. The dead time for a given system is assigned the symbol
τ , a measure of how long events cannot be processed in seconds. Dead time manifests itself in a
data acquisition system in two distinct fashions.
Paralysable Dead Time Some data acquisition systems exhibit paralysable or extendible
dead time behaviour. When an event is detected, it requires a time period equal to the dead time
τ to process it. However the detector element is still sensitive to events. When the system is
pre-occupied processing an event, new photons may interact with the detector elements but not
be captured by the detection system. This interaction with the detector element will extend the
dead time period by τ . If the event rate is sufficiently high at that detector element, events can
pile up on that element causing significant periods of dead time leading to many events being
missed. It is said that this particular detector element is paralysed. The output count rate for
a system with paralysable dead time behaviour is given as:
λout = λine
−λinτ (4.2)
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Where λout is the count rate from the scanner, λin is the activity of the tracer, and τ is the
dead time.
Non-Paralysable Dead Time In contrast to paralysable behaviour, some systems will exhibit
non-paralysable mode of operation. In this mode, the detector elements that comprise the data
acquisition system will cease to remain sensitive to events during data processing. Any events
occurring within the dead time interval τ will be ignored by the system. Once the event has been
processed, the detector element becomes sensitive again. The fraction of lost events from dead
time losses is expressed as:
λout
λin
=
1
1 + λinτ
(4.3)
Irrespective of the characteristic present in a system, the effect is that counts are lost from the
image; reducing the quantitative accuracy of the image and degrading the signal to noise ratio[47].
In the Biograph mCT calibration dataset, there is are two 1D arrays of 55 values for the paralysable
and non-paralysable dead time characteristics of every detector ring in the assembly. These values
are to be used in tandem with the intrinsic detector efficiencies to compute the extrinsic detector
efficiency. These computations ensure that the effects of event pile-up from paralysable dead time
and event skipping from non-paralysable dead time are taken into account.
4.6.6 TX Crystal Dead Time Parameters
Similarly, there are dead time coefficients for crystals in the the trans-axial direction. These are
stored as a 1D element of 14 floating point values.
4.7 List Mode Data Processing Tools: Framework and Al-
gorithms
After having thoroughly studied the PET acquisition and calibration data, software based research
tools needed to be developed in order to best utilise this knowledge to help advance the research
undergone during this thesis. Thse tools were planned to be a method of processing the list mode
data in such a way that it could be reconstructed with the open source library STIR[64]. The
benefit this would provide is that a proprietary format of data would become readily usable in
many common medical imaging visualisers, analysis and processing tools. The library itself was
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written in C++ in Microsoft Visual StudioTM. An overview of the software algorithms that this
framework consists of is given in Figure 4.32.
Figure 4.32: A brief overview of the algorithms this research framework uses
4.7.1 List Mode Interrogation Algorithm
Every application developed in this framework must first pass through a list mode interrogation
algorithm. This is a C++ class which opens the list mode files, reads all of the events and populates
a data structure describing the acquisition. The data itself is not store into memory at this stage
as it would require in the order of gigabytes of RAM to store. The result is a data structure with
information such as the number of events, the time elapsed and triggers from respiratory gating.
It also contains functions such as checking list mode word packets to ascertain their contents. This
structure is passed to every other algorithm to inform how it should function and what data it
needs to operate on.
4.7.2 Sinogram Histogramming Algorithm
This algorithm contains a series of functions which reads the raw list mode data in 32 bit word
chunks and histograms the raw values to generate the sinograms. The algorithm was designed
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such that it could output sinograms by TOF bins or combine all TOF bins into one Sinogram.
The algorithm begins by initialising a 1D array of zeros of 41, 371, 200 (i.e. 400 x 168 x 621)
elements. This array represents all possible sinogram values in a given volume/TOF bin. A sec-
ond array of the same size is created to represent the random events, which are used for corrections
further on in the pipeline.
The algorithm opens a pointer to the raw list mode file and loads the each 32 bit word indi-
vidually. Each 32 bit word will be checked to ascertain what type of packet it is (e.g. event,
timing, gating etc.). If a word is determined to be a prompt event, the address is extracted and
the corresponding histogram element is incremented by one. This process iterates over every list
mode word in the acquisition. The result is an uncorrected sinogram. Pseudo-code depicting this
process is shown in Algorithm 4.1.
4.7.3 Interfile Output Algorithm
In order to ensure the data outputted from this module is supported by common medical image
processing software packages; writing out into a recognised file format was required. This software
library was designed to allow the files to be reconstructed by the open source library STIR, as
it is a recognised gold standard for image reconstruction in the field, and its chosen file type is
compatible with other software packages.
The interfile[65] format is a common medical imaging file format wherein the image data and
the meta data are kept in two separate files. A header with file extension .hv or .hs; and an image
file with extension .v or .s. The image data is stored in the image file as pure binary data, and the
header file contains the required meta information to read the image data and arrange it into a
3D volume for visualisation, processing, reconstruction and analysis. The interfile output module
was designed two be able to generate and write the appropriate outputs with the following inputs.
1. A data structure containing information on the patient acquisition and scanner used
2. The desired name of the sinogram/image
3. Whether the acquisition was gated or not
The function call for the sinogram histogramming algorithm was contained within the interfile
routines, so when the user/researcher wishes to write out an interfile, the sinogram is generated
to be used as image data.
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1: procedure Histogram List Mode Events into a Sino-
gram(listModeF ile,NLmWords)
2: Open List Mode file and set stream pointer to zero
3: for i = 1, i++, while i < NLmWords
4: {
5: eventV alue = fread(listModeF ile)
6: NRadialBins = 400
7: NProjections = 168
8: NPlanes = 621
9: TOFBinSize = NPlanes x NProjections x NRadialBins
10: if eventV alue is promptEvent then
11: TOFBin = floor(eventV alue/TOFBinSize)
12: minimumAddress = TOFBin x TOFBinSize
13: sinogram[eventV alue - minimumAddress] + +
14: end if
15: if eventV alue is delayedEvent then
16: TOFBin = 14
17: minimumAddress = TOFBin x TOFBinSize
18: randomsSinogram[eventV alue - minimumAddress] + +
19: end if
20: }
21: Save Sinograms to file
22: end procedure
Algorithm 4.1: Histogramming Module Pseudo Code
4.7.4 Corrections and Component Based Normalisation Algorithm
Due to reasons of geometry, choice of scintillating materials and speed of detector electronics,
the sensitivity of the LORs in a PET scanner are not uniformly distributed. Each of the LORs
are required to be normalised in order to maintain quantitative accuracy, remove bias and high
frequency artefacts[7]. Failure to adopt appropriate normalisation procedures during PET quality
control work can result in images with line artefacts such as the image shown in Figure 4.33.
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Figure 4.33: FDG Human brain study. The left image depicits the image without component
based normalisation, the image on the right shows it with.[7]
In order to correct for the numerous distortions and artefacts in a PET image, a framework was
developed to use the calibration data contained within the acquisition to implement component
based normalisation. What follows is a description of the components that make up the component
based normalisation module
Random Event Corrections Using the histogramming algorithm, it was possible to extract
the sinogram containing random events and subsequently subtracting it from the prompt event
sinogram.
Geometric Response Corrections Applying the geometric corrections required the algorithm
to expand into a sinogram and multiply the geometric correction matrix to every projection plane in
segment 0 of the events sinogram volume. The implementation for this can be seen in Algorithm 4.2
Crystal Interference Corrections As with the geometric corrections, the crystal interference
corrections are applied to the sinogram multiplicatively. The crystal interference data are gener-
ated to take into consideration the geometric response between opposing detector blocks within
parallel projection planes. Thus, this multiplicative correction need only be applied to projec-
tion planes within segment 0 of the acquisition.The pseudocode for this algorithm is shown in
Algorithm 4.3.
Extrinsic Detector Efficiency Computation and Corrections Crystal detector efficiency
correction is comprised of several components; the intrinsic detector efficiency of the crystals with-
out the dead time effects. the singles rate measured, and dead time value of the crystals.
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1: procedure Geometric Response Normalisation(sinogram, normData)
2: Nprojections = 168
3: segment0Planes = 109
4: normV alues = fread(normData)
5: normMatrix = tile(normV alues, Nprojections)
6: for i = 1, i++, while i < segment0Planes
7: {
8: sinogram[i] = sinogram[i] x normMatrix
9: }
10: end procedure
Algorithm 4.2: Geometric Response Normalisation Algorithm
1: procedure Crystal Interference Normalisation(sinogram, normData)
2: NCrysIntV alues = 14
3: Nprojections = 168
4: segment0Planes = 109
5: crystalInterferenceV alues = fread(normData)
6: crystalInferenceMatrix = tile(normV alues, Nprojections/NCrystalIntV alues)
7: for i = 1, i++, while i < segment0Planes
8: {
9: sinogram[i] = sinogram[i] x crystalInterferenceMatrix
10: }
11: end procedure
Algorithm 4.3: Crystal Interference Normalisation Algorithm
The extrinsic detector efficiency computation and application of normalisation required several
components to be developed for the research framework. As discussed the extrinsic detector effi-
ciency of a crystal element in a PET scanner is given by[14]:
ηd = ηdintr
e
λstp,axial
1+λstnp,axial
(1 + λstnp,axial)(1 + λstnp,trans)
(4.4)
Where ηd is the extrinsic detector efficiency, ηdintr is the intrinsic detector efficiency, λs is the
singles rate, tp,axial is the paralysable dead time in the trans-axial direction, tnp,axial is the non-
paralysable dead time in the axial direction and tnp,trans is the non-paralysable dead time in the
trans-axial direction. Of all these variables, the only values not given in the calibration data is the
singles rate and the extrinsic detector efficiency. The implementation of this algorithm is given in
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Algorithm 4.4. The function computeExtrinsicEfficiency is based on Equation 4.4.
1: procedure Detector Efficiency Normalisation(sinogram, normData,
deadT imeData)
2: NCrystEffRows = 55
3: NCrysEffCols = 672
4: Nprojections = 168
5: NRadialBins = 400
6: intrisictCrystalEfficiencyMatrix = fread(normData)
7: for i = 1, i++, while i < Nprojections
8: {
9: for j = 1, j++, while j < NRadialBins
10: {
11: intrinsicEfficiency = sum(getEfficiencyFromLOR(i, j))
12: extrinsicEfficiency = computeExtrinsicEfficiency(intrinsicEfficiency,
deadT imeData)
13: sinogram[i, j] = sinogram[i, j] x intrinsicEfficiency
14: }
15: }
16: end procedure
Algorithm 4.4: Detector Efficiency Normalisation Algorithm
Biograph mCT: Michelogram Data Structure In order to fully develop normalisation
routines, a digital representation of the Biograph mCT Michelogram was necessary. A Michelo-
gram C++ class was created which contains a hard coded structure in which one could select any
cell within the Michelogram and recursively acquire the index of every detector ring associated
with that cell. From this point, it is possible to access every detector element that was associated
with the generation of any given projection plane and thus use the detector efficiency to normalise
the counts in any plane.
Singles Rate Computation The singles rate is required to compute the extrinsic detector
efficiency, and this can be done using the block singles packets from the list mode data. The
average singles rate for the entire acquisition had to be computed for each detector bucket in the
scanner. The singles rate for the entire acquisition per bucket is given as follows:
λs =
∑
0,t
λ ∗ d
N
(4.5)
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Where λs is the bucket singles rate, λ is the singles value from the bucket singles packet, d is
the singles rate scaling factor stored in the PET meta-data and N is the number of block singles
clusters fired during a list mode acquisition (can be computed by the number of seconds elapsed
during an acquisition divided by 2). Upon computing the singles rate, all of the unknown variables
required to compute the intrinsic detector efficiency ηd are known. Thus it was possible to perform
the computation in Equation 4.4. Upon computing the extrinsic detector efficiencies, these values
can be applied to the sinogram to normalise the counts in each bin. This was achieved by using the
Michelogram as a look up table for how many individual detector rings contribute to a sinogram
bin. Using this information, the individual detector elements that contribute to a single sinogram
bin, have their extrinsic efficiencies summed and applied multiplicatively to the sinogram bin.
Axial Compression Normalisation The final normalisation component is trivial to apply,
each of the 621 normalisation factors needs to be multiplied to the corresponding sinogram plane.
4.8 Validation Methodology
The described framework required a comprehensive validation method to ensure that any research
produced as a result was not corrupted by flaws in the tools. The following steps were taken to
validate the algorithms developed are described in this section.
4.8.1 Data Description
For the preliminary validation of these tools, a CIRS Dynamic PhantomTMwas utilised. This
phantom is typically used in a clinical environment for quality control, system commissioning
and preliminary studies. The phantom consists of a human thoracic cavity analogue constructed
with attenuating materials to provide an approximation of the physical properties of the human
thorax and lungs. Within one of the ’lungs’ lies a cavity in which a spherical insert can be placed
and connected to a linear actuator. This simulates the superior-inferior motion of a lung lesion
during free breathing. There is a plate which is connected mechanically to the linear actuator,
perpendicularly to represent concurrent anterior-posterior motion. This phantom is shown in
Figure 4.34.
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Figure 4.34: CIRS Dynamic Phantom. The thorax section is 300mm in width, 200mm in height
and 150mm in depth. The plate which simulates anterior motion is 100mm by 75mm
The phantom can be actuated in a variety of ways; it can be driven such that both components
move according to sinusoids, sawtooth, square wave and custom motions. Connecting the phan-
tom to a host PC can allow the user to drive the phantom according to specific, pre-determined
parameters.
This validation experiment was performed on a static acquisition for the purposes of calibrat-
ing the histogramming and normalisation modules. The static acquisition was injected with FDG
with a tracer activity of 17.4MBq. The study was performed approximately 102 minutes after
injection of the isotope, meaning that the radioactivity in the sphere had decayed to nearly half
of its initial activity. The ring diameter of the scanner was 85cm with an imaging FOV of 78cm.
4.8.2 Sinogram Histogramming Algorithm
In order to validate the sinogram histogramming module, the static acquisition data was utilised
and a variety of metrics were used to determine that the data were correctly rebinned, arranged,
processed and reconstructed. The ground truth value this experiment was comparing itself against
is the size of the spherical insert inside the phantom. The insert used was 25mm in diameter, and
thus using numerous image metrics; it was possible to validate this pipeline with that value in
mind. The list of metrics and analysis methods used to validate this pipeline are as follows:
1. Diameter of the sphere in the image as measured by the Full Width at Half Maximum
(FWHM) of an intensity profile of the sphere.
2. Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR) to ensure that the image isn’t being corrupted by faulty rebin-
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ning of events. which is defined as:
SNR =
SignalStrength−BackgroundNoise
σbackground
(4.6)
Where signal strength is the intensity of the source, Background Noise is the intensity of the
background and σbackground is the standard deviation of the background noise.
3. Contrast a measure of how distinguishable the object of interest is distinguishable from
background signal. This is measured with
Contrast =
SignalStrength
BackgroundNoise
(4.7)
4. A simple qualitative assessment to ensure artefacts outside of the usual sources of PET noise
are present.
The data were reconstructed with STIR’s OSMAPOSL algorithm, with the projection data divided
into 21 datasets and reconstructed over 8 iterations. The random sinogram events were not
subtracted from the sinogram at for the purpose of this experiment, nor was the TOF information
used to inform the reconstruction. 8 iterations were used as reconstruction time was less of an
issue than for a clinical environment. This allowed for the reconstruction to converge toward a
more optimal solution. The metrics described were measured for each iteration of the OSMAPOSL
reconstruction to verify an optimal number of iterations for the reconstruction. The diameter of
the PET ring in the Biograph mCT system was 85cm, with an FOV of 78cm.
4.8.3 Corrections and Component Based Normalisation Algorithm
The purpose of this experiment is to ascertain that the corrections implemented improve the
image quality metrics used in the previous part of the experiment by applying component based
normalisation to each sinogram before reconstruction.
4.9 Results
What follows are the results from the experiments as described above.
4.9.1 Sinogram Histogramming Algorithm
Views from a transverse cross section of the spherical source, at each sub-iteration can be seen in
Figure 4.35 and the associated profiles are depicted in Figure 4.36. The change in SNR for each
iteration is in Figure 4.37 and the change in contrast for each iteration is displayed in Figure 4.38.
The measured FWHM values after each iteration is shown in Table 4.2. The FWHM was calculated
by fitting a Gaussian to each profile and calculating the FWHM with FWHM = 2
√
2 log 2σ. The
coefficient of determination R2 for each Gaussian fit is also specified.
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Figure 4.35: 8 Iterations of an OSMAPOSL reconstruction of the static source in a phantom
Figure 4.36: Profiles of the Transverse view of the source as the reconstruction converges
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Figure 4.37: Change in SNR as the reconstruction converges
Figure 4.38: Change in Contrast as the reconstruction converges
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Iteration Transverse FWHM (mm) R2
1 22.10 0.9660
2 22.47 0.9794
3 23.36 0.9909
4 23.74 0.9957
5 24.47 0.9956
6 25.78 0.9962
7 25.58 0.9969
8 25.36 0.9966
Table 4.2: Measured transverse FWHM values from each iteration of the reconstruction
What can be demonstrated from a qualitative assessment of the image data as the reconstruc-
tion converges, is that the image quality improves with each iteration. The line artefacts which
are prominent after one iteration, are far less visible after the eighth iteration. This observation is
supported by the graphs, where the transverse profile becomes more defined, The SNR improves
as does the contrast. Suggesting that this framework is sufficient to provide useful image data.
4.9.2 Component Based Normalisation Algorithm
As with the sinogram histogramming algorithm, images of the source as the reconstruction con-
verges can be seen in Figure 4.39. Plots for the transverse profiles, SNR and contrast can be seen
in Figures 4.40, 4.41 and 4.42 respectively. Finally, the measured FWHM values from each of the
reconstruction iterations can be seen in Table 4.3.
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Figure 4.39: 8 Iterations of an OSMAPOSL reconstruction of the static source in a phantom with
component based normalisation implemented
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Figure 4.40: Profiles of the Transverse view of the source as the reconstruction converges with
component based normalisation
Figure 4.41: SNR as the reconstruction converges with component based normalisation
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Figure 4.42: Change in Contrast as the reconstruction converges with component based normali-
sation implemented
Iteration Transverse FWHM (mm) R2
1 22.77 0.9698
2 22.90 0.9822
3 23.60 0.9924
4 24.03 0.9948
5 25.00 0.9947
6 25.25 0.9951
7 25.87 0.9961
8 25.47 0.9960
Table 4.3: Measured transverse FWHM values from each iteration of the reconstruction with
component based normalisation
Comparing Figures 4.36 and 4.40, it is difficult to make a qualitative comparison between the
two. The first iterations in both present with severe streaking artefacts from back-projection,
which give successively improve over multiple iterations. The multiple back-projections of the
source intensity over the same region increases the signal strength (i.e. the source) while the
background gets weaker.
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However, comparing the graphs in Figures 4.37 and 4.41, the largest difference is the maximum
intensity of the profiles. The normalised datasets have a higher signal intensity that that of the
normalised dataset. The maximum intensity value of the profile with no normalisation was 2600;
whereas with normalisation it achieved a maximum intensity of 29,740. This is to be expected,
as component based normalisation procedures will vary the number of counts with the purpose
of achieving image uniformity. The result in this case is a profile with a stronger signal intensity.
However, it is worth noting that the background noise intensity was similarly increased. The
background intensity a region of the later iterations in the un-normalised case 92.25, the same
region in the normalised case was 700. The signal intensity was increased by a factor of 11.43 (i.e.
29740
2600 ) and the background intensity was increased by a factor of 7.58 (i.e.
700
92.25 ). The increase in
signal strength due to normalisation was greater than the increase in noise intensity.
The signal to noise ratio measurements in Figures 4.37 and 4.41 show slightly different convergence
behaviours. Both datasets reach a minimum SNR at iteration 4, which is the iteration where the
streaking artefacts have almost disappeared from the dataset. This is true in both scenarios. It
is unclear as to why this is occurring, it may be a property of the OSMAPOSL algorithm, or the
reconstruction parameters. Care was taken to ensure that the reconstruction was optimal for this
dataset, but it was for all intents a purposes, a black box. Therefore one cannot completely rule
out the behaviour of the reconstruction algorithm for the initial decrease in SNR prior to improve-
ments. Inspecting the values numerically shows that without the normalisation, the SNR after 1
iteration is 0.6 × 104, whereas with normalisation it is closer to 0.8 × 104. At the minimum of
iteration, the SNR values are 0.15× 104 and 0.05× 104respectively. Finally, both datasets finish 8
iterations with SNR of approximately 2.7×104. The differences in the dataset are clearer for fewer
numbers of iterations of the reconstruction algorithm and become more difficult to distinguish as
the solution converges. In the context of the data acquired for this experiment and the reconstruc-
tion pipeline implemented, it is likely that utilising component based normalisation in tandem with
other corrections (such as scatter and attenuation) that the full benefits would be extracted. As it
currently stands, for the given experimental conditions, there is no discernible differences in SNR
between normalised and un-normalised for a sufficiently high number of iterations (in this case, 8).
The method used for calculating SNR was performed by a manual region of interest selection
with custom Matlab code. Consistency of ROI size could not be guaranteed between comparing
both datasets. However, care was taken to ensure the region selected for the signal, and the region
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for the noise were approximately in the same size and position each time. It can be concluded that
a degree of human subjectivity can account for some degree of variation in the SNR measurements.
The changes in contrast as shown in Figures 4.38 and 4.42 increase in a similar manner. Suggest-
ing that was the reconstruction iterates, the ability to distinguish between signal and background
improves. For both datasets, the contrast appears to start close to 0 after one iteration. This is
due to the heavy streaking artefacts in the images, where the background is noisier and it is more
difficult to distinguish it from the object of interest. Interestingly enough, the contrast improves
at a faster rate when normalisation is not applied against when it is applied. In the un-normalised
case the contrast reaches a value of 10 whereas the normalised case reaches a maximum of 9.5.
This could be an example of how the radial bin normalisation is affecting the image, where counts
closer to the iso-centre of the imaging space are reduced and the counts away from the iso-centre
are increased, thus, in principle making the counts more uniform. As per the equation 4.7, the
contrast increases with signal intensity and decreases with background noise. It stands to reason
that geometric normalisation, where it decreases central signal strength and increases peripheral
strength would yield a lower contrast. One can conclude that the normalisation is performing as it
should be, similarly, one could also suggest that in this experimental context that contrast is not
the optimal measure of improving image quality. Contrast is usually used in order to measure the
ability of a system to distinguish between various structures in an image. Whereas this experiment
was purely attempting to distinguish between signal and background. A useful follow up experi-
ment would be to attempt to normalise a dataset with multiple structures with varying activity
in and measure the contrast between different regions rather than merely signal and background.
However, these measurements were also performed using the manual region selection tool, meaning
that the number of signal and noise measured was subject to human error when selecting size and
position of region. Again, care was taken to reduce the extent of human error when positioning
and sizing the ROI. However, one can conclude that the contrast improves in both images as the
reconstruction progresses.
Finally, looking at Tables 4.2 and 4.3, the FWHM measured across each profile approaches the
target diameter (25mm) after 5+ iterations. Further supporting the hypothesis that a minimum
number of iterations is required before achieving the desired image quality. As the reconstruction
algorithm iterations, the coefficient of determination value converges towards 1, suggesting that
the profile becomes increasingly Gaussian-like as the reconstruction improves the image estimate.
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Comparing both sets of results, it is difficult to conclude if one is of superior quality to another,
which may an unfortunate consequence of attempting to validate this framework on a relatively
small target. One would likely have to perform this validation on a larger object, which covers
more of the FOV and therefore will need to make use of the full extent of calibration data for
component based normalisation.
4.10 Conclusions
From the qualitative and quantitative observations made from the two algorithms, it can be con-
cluded that this research framework is functional. The list mode data from the Siemens Biograph
mCT PET/CT scanner was successfully understood in such a way that a useful set of research
tools could be developed from them. These tools were vital to the rest of the research undertaken
during this thesis.
From the results, one was able to conclude that a functional framework for reading and pro-
cessing data from a Siemens Biograph mCT scanner was developed successfully. The following
chapter will describe the process of using Kinect as a device for respiratory gating in PET stud-
ies. Wherein the Kinect was directly compared to an existing respiratory gating device and the
respiratory gating module developed in this chapter was validated.
Chapter 5
Validation of Respiratory
Monitoring and Gating with
Kinect
Most commercially available PET scanners will be fitted with physiological monitoring and gat-
ing hardware and software features. These features can be interfaced with devices such as ECG
modules and respiratory monitoring modules. Existing respiratory monitoring devices typically
record a one dimensional signal in order to perform their corrections, which will require contact
with the patient; this may be considered uncomfortable to some patients and will increase scanner
set up time. Similarly, there are infection control issues to contend with when patient contact is
involved. This can be an issue for multi-modal imaging, wherein the intra-scan positioning must
be consistent. Breaks in protocol where the patient has had to move, or have the monitoring
device readjusted will also introduce sources of error into the imaging process. Suffice it to say,
that an automated, non-contact method of monitoring patient motion would be highly desirable
in a clinical environment.
This contribution chapter will describe the validation process of using Kinect as a respiratory
monitoring device. It will then describe the process of how Kinect was used as a respiratory
gating device for a phantom based PET study.
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5.1 Monitoring Human Respiration in a PET Clinical Set-
ting
In order to validate Kinect as a respiratory monitoring device, it was necessary to compare it with
a gold standard device that is available in a clinic. The purpose of the first experiment in this
chapter is to cross validate the respiratory motion monitoring capabilities with that of a ground
truth device available on the market. This initial experiment involved capturing two concurrent
respiratory motion datasets from a healthy volunteer, situated in a typical clinical PET scan
position. The two datasets were captured from two different devices. The Kinect camera and The
Anzai AZ-733V Respiratory Gating System. These devices were described in Chapter 3.
5.1.1 Methodology
Volunteer Positioning The volunteer was placed in the supine position on the scanner bed of
a Siemens Biograph mCT scanner; the bed was fully retracted such that the volunteer would not
be occluded by the scanner bore. This set up is depicted in Figure 5.1.
Figure 5.1: Siemens Biograph mCT scanner with a Volunteer emulating a Clinical Scenario
.
Data Acquisition Method In order to acquire data, the belt was affixed about the volunteer
such that the load cell lies on the centre of their anterior surface. The data acquisition unit was
connected to a host PC such that acquisition parameters can be established. The respiratory
gating system was configured to record a sample every 25 ms.
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Kinect was utilised to capture exterior anterior motion of the volunteer across their abdominal-
thoracic surface during data acquisition. For this experiment, the Kinect was placed on a custom
built gantry, which overlooked the volunteer’s anterior surface. The volunteer was instructed to
perform various respiratory manoeuvres such as breath-holds as well as deliberate variations in
respiratory amplitude and frequency.
In order to acquire data from Kinect, it was connected to a host PC with the appropriate Kinect
drivers installed, running Matlab’sTMImage Acquisition Tools and the Kinect support drivers for
Matlab. Kinect was set up to acquire a grey-scale encoded depth video of 640 x 480 points with a
sampling rate of 30Hz. The bit depth of the depth points was set at 11 bits. In order to maintain
millimetre resolution; the Kinect camera had to be placed within the optimal distance of 85cm to
115cm, a calibration metric ascertained by Alnowai[3] et al.
Anzai Data Description The Anzai Respiratory gating system typically generates its own
dataset alongside the gates generated; which are inserted into the PET List Mode acquisition,
which is stored as a comma separated values file. The file contains a header that details the gating
parameters, which were established prior to the acquisition; human readable timestamps of when
the study was initiated and ended, the amount of samples accumulated and sampling rate.
Data Processing In order to extract a respiratory signal from Kinect, a region of interest (ROI)
was placed in the Kinect camera data; this covered a region of the abdominal thoracic surface as
seen in Figure 5.5. The ROI was chosen to overlap with the position of the load cell on the respi-
ratory gating belt to ensure that both datasets represent a similar signal on the anterior surface.
Within this ROI, for every frame, the mean of the depth values were computed to provide the
amplitude of the motion on the anterior surface for that frame. Each frame produces a new value,
which is appended to the end of an array. At the end of the process, the mean displacement of the
whole array is subtracted to calculate the mean displacement with respect to the starting frame.
The result is a 1D signal, which can be directly compared to the Anzai belt signal.
The two signals represented different units of measurement (i.e. pressure on a load cell vs. average
of depth points); a pre-processing step was required before it was possible to ascertain how well
matched the two signals are. First of all, the Anzai signal was resampled down from 40 samples
per second to 30 samples per second to match the Kinect camera’s 30 depth frames per second.
In order to temporally align both signal trains; the cross-correlation function of both signals was
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computed. The function needed to present a sharp peak, indicating that for a particular delay
value, the signals were temporally aligned and well correlated. The ideal cross-correlation response
is a δ function.
5.2 Respiratory Gating Algorithm
For this step, the research framework was extended to support respiratory phase-based gating.
This algorithm allows the user/researcher to respiratory gate list mode events with phase-based
respiratory gating. The phase gating algorithm functions by beginning in a similar method as per
the sinogram histogramming algorithm. However, it is searching for the gating packets within the
list mode file. When it locates a gating trigger, it searches for the second trigger then subsequently
divides all of the gating packets into a number of frames that the user has input at the beginning
of the process. The pseudo-code for this algorithm is depicted in Figure 5.1.
1: procedure Respiratory Gate Events(ListModeData,Ngates)
2: Open List Mode file and set stream pointer to zero
3: currentTrigger = Get first gating trigger from list mode file
4: totalTriggers = number of triggers found in list mode file
5: while currentTrigger < totalTriggers do Read list mode word
6: if Packet is a time elapsed trigger then Compute start and end points of current gate
7: end if
8: end while
9: while Time elapsed is within bounds of gate do
10: if Packet is an event packet then Bin event into current gate
11: end if
12: if Packet is a timing packet then
13: Increment Timer
14: end if
15: end while
16: return Ngates Sinogram Volumes
17: end procedure
Algorithm 5.1: Respiratory Phase Gating Algorithm
5.2.1 Methodology
Experimental Set-up This experiment was performed using the same Siemens Biograph mCT
scanner within Guildford Diagnostic Imaging near the Royal Surrey County Hospital. The object
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being imaged was the CIRS Dynamic Phantom, programmed to actuate in a sinusoidal pattern,
with a respiratory amplitude of 20mm and a respiratory period of 4 seconds. The Anzai respiratory
gating system was affixed about the phantom as shown in Figure 5.2.
Figure 5.2: CIRS Dynamic Phantom with Anzai Respiratory Gating System affixed
Data Acquisition Method The acquisition mode on the scanner was set to whole body
gated list mode to ensure the list mode data was made available for exporting after the acqui-
sition. The respiratory gating system was set up to ensure that the raw data was available for
export after imaging.
Data Description The data extracted from the Biograph mCT scanner came in the form of
a CT acquisition, raw PET list mode data and reconstructed PET images, as processed by the
scanner PC at the hospital. The gated reconstruction binned the data into 8 gates, each gate
representing a different phase in the respiratory cycle. The reconstruction performed was the
proprietary algorithm TrueXTM, which is an OS-EM based algorithm with system response and
point spread function modelling. The sinogram data were arranged into 21 subsets and was
reconstructed over 2 iterations. A Gaussian post-filter with a FWHM of 4mm was applied for
smoothing. The data from the Anzai respiratory gating system in its raw form is a .csv file as
described in Section 5.1.1.
Data Processing Methods The Respiratory Gating Algorithm was run on the list mode data,
to phase gate the image into 8 frames. Each frame was reconstructed with an OSMAPOSL
reconstruction using STIR, wherein the PET projection views were grouped into 21 subsets and
reconstructed over 8 iterations.
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Analysis Methods The images rebinned and reconstructed using the Respiratory Gating Al-
gorithm were compared against the DICOM images from the clinical reconstruction. The 2D
cross-correlation was calculated to validate whether the two datasets were well correlated in image
space. The intensity profile was calculated for the boundary the sphere as it was moving in and
out of a given slice.
5.3 Kinect Based Respiratory Gating of Phantom PET Data
The final contribution from this chapter is demonstrating that PET data can be respiratory gated
using a Kinect camera as the monitoring device. The motion from the CIRS Dynamic Phantom
used in this experiment was captured by both Anzai and Kinect simultaneously during the PET
acquisition. The PET data was respiratory gated with both sets of motion data and reconstructed.
5.3.1 Experimental Apparatus
PET Acquisition and Reconstruction Protocol Data were acquired for five minutes and
were reconstructed on the clinical PC with an OS-EM reconstruction.
Phantom For this experiment, the CIRS Dynamic Phantom was programmed to actuate a
25mm spherical source, filled with FDG. The frequency of actuation was 0.25Hz, the average
human respiration frequency. The anterior-posterior amplitude of actuation was programmed to
be 20mmpk−pk; similarly, representative of average patient respiration. The source was filled with
59.2 MBq of FDG two minutes prior to the acquisition commencing.
The phantom was programmed to actuate in a sinusoidal fashion in the superior-inferior direction
with a peak to peak amplitude of 25mm. The waveform is a modified sine function which has an
extended quiescent period at the end of exhale, in order to simulate patient respiration motion.
This motion is in phase with the anterior-posterior motion.
Anzai Respiratory Gating System The Anzai respiratory gating system was set up as in the
previous experiment (see Figure 5.2). With the source placed in the PET field of view, with the
motion of the source occurring purely in the trans-axial (superior/inferior) direction.
Kinect Camera The Kinect camera was affixed to a custom gantry and placed at the far end of
the scanner bore, where the patient’s head would emerge during a abdominal-thoracic acquisition.
The positioning of this gantry can be seen in Figure 5.3.
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Figure 5.3: The Kinect Camera attached to the customised gantry, positioned to observe the
phantom inside the scanner bore at the PET field of view
A schematic diagram of the complete experimental set up can be seen in Figure 5.4.
Figure 5.4: Schematic diagram of the experimental setup: depicting the clinical PC capturing and
reconstructing PET and gating data, the phantom loaded into the scanner in the PET FOV, the
Kinect measuring motion from the Phantom and the PC capturing Kinect data
5.3.2 Methodology
Acquisition Method The respiratory gated PET acquisition was configured to be capturing
data for 5 minutes whilst simultaneously recording the respiratory gating trace; the Kinect camera
was capturing data on a separate PC placed nearby.
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Data Processing Methods The PET data acquired from the Biograph mCT was rebinned
into respiratory gates twice. Once using the gating triggers generated by the Anzai respiratory
gating system and once using the motion signal derived from the Kinect camera.
Respiratory Motion Data Synchronisation Before the Kinect data could be used to
calibrate the respiratory gating scheme, it needed to be synchronised with the PET dataset to
ensure they were temporally aligned. The most effective method was to use the Anzai dataset for
temporal alignment. The raw respiratory gating dataset contains the triggers which were inserted
into the list mode stream, meaning that the PET and Anzai datasets could be temporally aligned
by the gating triggers to the nearest millisecond. The cross-correlation between the Kinect mo-
tion trace was calculated. The peak of the cross-correlation would indicate where the two signals
were most strongly correlated and the delay necessary to achieve the correlation. The delay value
from the peak would be the delay required to ensure the PET and Kinect data were temporally
aligned. Respiratory motion triggers were generated using Kinect by defining a lower threshold
and creating a trigger once this threshold had crossed over. A delay was included to allow for
hysteresis. These triggers were stored in a separate file, which could be read and interpreted by
the respiratory gating algorithm.
Cross-correlation is a relatively simple tool and very useful for image and signal matching. How-
ever, care must be taken when using it as it is easy to produce an erroneous result. Difficulties
are more likely to arise in image matching of 2D and 3D datasets as cross-correlation does not
consider factors such as orientation of two datasets. Therefore it is easy to fool a cross-correlation
with a simple rotation of a 2D and 3D dataset. However, given that the cross-correlation was
being utilised for 1D signal matching, factors such as orientation are not an issue. Because of the
nature of the Kinect and Anzai data streams, one was flipped with respect to another in terms of
amplitude variation. Therefore, the Kinect dataset had to be inverted, so that the cross-correlation
would produce a correct result.
PET Image Reconstruction For both datasets, each frame was reconstructed with STIR’s
OSMAPOSL method, again dividing the projections into 21 subsets and completing 8 sub-iterations.
Image Accuracy and Quality Metrics To compare the similarity of the two gated datasets,
the 2D cross correlation was calculated slice by slice for every gate of the datasets. The two datasets
can be considered well correlated if there is a single, well defined peak in the correlation. Sim-
ilarly, the percentage difference in intensity was calculated for a region of interest covering the
radioactive source. A percentage difference of less than 10% would be considered acceptable given
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the nature of Poisson statistics in PET imaging[74][679-692].
5.4 Results
5.4.1 Monitoring Human Respiration in a PET Clinical Setting
Respiratory Motion Extraction After the data from the Kinect were acquired, the respira-
tory motion signal was extracted from an ROI placed where the Anzai belt was affixed about the
volunteer. The belt was affixed on the anterior surface, approximately where the diaphragm would
be in terms of superior-inferior positioning. The selected ROI and extracted respiratory trace are
shown in Figures 5.5 and 5.6.
Figure 5.5: Position of ROI for respiratory motion extraction
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Figure 5.6: Extracted respiratory motion signal from Kinect depth data
Figure 5.7: Extracted respiratory motion signal with Annotations
A simple, qualitative assessment of the signal makes it easy to classify and label the signal in
terms of the respiratory manoeuvre being performed during the acquisition.
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Comparison with Anzai Data Capture The extracted signal from the Anzai Respiratory
Gating System is shown in Figure 5.8; likewise, an annotated version can be found in Figure 5.9
Figure 5.8: Respiratory Gating System Signal
Figure 5.9: Respiratory Gating System Signal with Annotations
A cursory qualitative assessment suggests that both signals share features, which are easily
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discernible from one another. One distinction between the two signals is the relative amplitude
between them during the breath hold phases. In the Kinect signal, the amplitude of the breath
hold period is more distinguished in terms of its amplitude properties from its Anzai counterpart.
The cross-correlation function of the two signals is shown in Figure 5.10. The peak of maximum
amplitude in the plot indicates the required time delay between signals that shows the highest
correlation. The surrounding peaks indicate areas of tenuous correlation; the semi-periodicity of
the signal is likely to generate a slight correlation between small lag values.
Figure 5.10: Kinect-Anzai Cross-Correlation Function
Two temporally aligned and rescaled signals can be seen in Figure 5.11. Both sets of data were
rescaled into the range [0-1] so that they may be temporally compared using normalisation; that
is:
xi =
x− xmin
xmax − xmin (5.1)
At this particular delay value, the RMS error between the two signals is 4.37% and a correlation
coefficient of 0.9. This strongly suggests that these two signals are very well correlated with one
another.
In principle, when one discusses correlation in statistics and probability a cross correlation will be
between -1 and +1; where -1 implies perfect negative correlation and +1 implies perfect positive
correlation. In the context of this analysis, the cross correlation function was comparing two 1D
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signals with various time lag values between the signals. When the respiratory periods are in
phase, the cross correlation is higher, when they aren’t it is lower. Due to the irregular nature of
the signal, a correlation maximum is easier to detect, as unique features in the signal produce a
strong correlation when the correct lag value is applied. Looking at Figure 5.10, it can be shown
that for a lag value of approximately -1100 frames (which equates to around 38 seconds, the delay
between signal acquisition starts during the experiment), there is a very strong correlation. As can
be see from the graph in Figure 5.10, the cross-correlation peaks at 0.9, the same as the correlation
coefficient between the two signals; suggesting that the Kinect output is very strongly correlated
with the Anzai signal.
Figure 5.11: Aligned Respiratory Signals
The conditions under which this experiment were performed were artificial and limited. Using
only a single volunteer who was instructed to perform specific respiratory manoeuvres. Performing
experiments on a single volunteer makes it difficult to account for confounding factors which can
affect the experiment, or the interpretation of results from it. Examples of confounding factors
specific to this experiment could be:
• Volunteer breathing style. Do they exhibit more motion of their abdomen, or their thorax?
This would affect where one would place the Anzai belt and select the ROI for the Kinect
dataset
• Clothing: The Kinect data extraction method in particular requires a clear, visibly moving
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surface to extract depth data from. If the subject is wearing baggy clothing, where the
expansion of their abdominal-thoracic cavity is not applying tension to the clothing, it may
be difficult to extract reliable depth data from the subject. Similarly, folds and creases in
clothes can impose noise on the signal.
An important follow up step to this would be to enlist more volunteers to partake in a follow up
experiment. Preferably from a broad age, gender and size demographic to ensure that one could
eliminate as many confounding factors as possible from the interpretation of the results. Moreover,
if one cannot eliminate these factors, it may be possible to quantify the extension of degradation
to the data they present to the experiments.
5.4.2 Respiratory Gating Algorithm
The variation in the intensity profile for each gate as the source traverses in and out of the volume
of interest is shown in Figure 5.12. What can be observed is an increase and decrease in maximum
height of the profile, suggesting that the source is entering and exiting the selected slice for this
analysis. Tracking what is occurring row by row, left to right in in Figure 5.12, it is possible
to show that the source is moving through the chosen slice of interest. In the first two plots,
where the intensity is lower but the FWHM is higher suggests that these two profiles are during
transitional phases during the start-inhale, where there is maximum motion, but the source is
starting to enter the slice of interest, hence the lower intensity. The middle profiles show that the
the source has slowed down towards end-inhale, plot 4 (top right) appears to be erroneous. It
is possible that the source has moved beyond the boundaries of the selected slice, meaning this
profile contained more noise than signal. Profiles 5-8 (bottom row) show the source moving back
through the slice of interest before reaching end exhale (supported by the diminishing FWHM
measurements). What is likely occurring is that the slice chosen for this analysis, which was the
chosen to be the iso-centre of the image space, was not the centre of motion for the moving source.
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Figure 5.12: Point source measurements as it traverses within the volume of interest
The values of FWHM for each of these intensity profiles is given in Table 5.1. The variation
in FWHM can be attributed to the fact that the source is moving in, and out of the slice, which
was selected for this analysis step. As the sphere traverses in the trans-axial direction, the data
are gated according to the current phase. During phases such as end-inhale and end-exhale, the
source should appear smaller. Moreover, the FWHM is wider than the width of the sphere itself,
suggesting that some motion corruption is still present from intra-gate motion.
Gate FWHM (mm)
1 30.74
2 34.75
3 28.07
4 12.03
5 30.74
6 29.40
7 28.07
8 29.40
Table 5.1: FWHM values of the source after Kinect based respiratory gating, and reconstructing
with STIR
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Looking at Table 5.1, it appears that the source appears larger at inhale than exhale. This
can be explained by considering the motion functions the phantom can generate. In this case, the
phantom was using a respiratory waveform where there was a period of quiescence at the end of
exhale, wherein the source comes to rest for a longer period of time prior to starting inhale again.
This sustained dwell time, traversing less distance would account for the smaller appearance of the
source. The pattern of motion could be modelled by tracking the centroid of the source at each
gate, plotting its position over the gates and performing a least squares minimisation procedure
to fit a sinusoidal function to it. In principle, it may be desirable to divide the study up into more
gates and generate several respiratory cycles of gates such that multiple periods can be fit for a
more reliable result.
The Cross-Correlation between the clinical reconstructions of the gated PET images and those
gated by the Respiratory Gating Algorithm is depicted in Figure 5.13. The central peak (and lack
of other peaks) suggests that the clinical datasets (in DICOM form) correlate strongly, spatially
with the datasets which were gated and reconstructed using the custom research tools and STIR.
This suggests that the positioning of the respiratory gates aligns well with how the clinical method
performs its respiratory gating.
Figure 5.13: Average cross-correlation between the clinically gated and reconstructed data, and
the data which was gated and reconstructed with the Respiratory Gating Algorithm
The cross correlation analysis differs from that of the 1D respiratory signal analysis and more
precautions were required. First and foremost, because the cross correlation analysis was per-
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formed on a 4D dataset (i.e 8 3D volumes), it is worth noting how the analysis tool would have
processed the data. The individual 3D volumes were shifted with respect to one another before a
pass at calculating the cross correlation was performed. The same shift was applied throughout
the gated dataset. One importing thing to note is that because the it was attempting to cross
correlate a sphere, it would have been easy to acquire a high correlation at any orientation, both
datasets were aligned using the orientation information contained in the image data header tags.
Moreover, because the image data were gated, the orientation concerns can be mitigated due to the
fact the source is at different positions at each gate. If one dataset were at a different orientation,
this would have been obvious from the cross correlation analysis. From example if the two images
were at opposite orientations in the axial direction, the cross correlation graph would have been
inverted with respect to as it was shown in Figure 5.13. An indicator of strong correlation is when
the function resembles a Dirac (δ) function in shape. As can be seen from the figure, apart from
a small local maxima lobe, there is a single, well defined response of the cross correlation. This
suggests that the two datasets are well correlated with respect to one another. Any asymmetries
and outlying peaks can be attributed to differences in software pipelines. For one dataset was
rebinned and reconstructed with proprietary software with its own filters, algorithms and post
processing pipelines before being stored as a DICOM image. Whereas the other was rebinned and
reconstructed with custom and open source software and saved as an interfile format.
5.4.3 Kinect Based Respiratory Gating
The cross-correlation between the Kinect gated and Anzai gated datasets is shown in Figure 5.14.
As with the previous experiment, the single, well defined peak suggests a strong correlation between
the datasets, where the respiratory gating triggers were generated by two different devices. This is
evidence to suggest that respiratory gating triggers generated with Kinect are similarly positioned
as they are with Anzai.
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Figure 5.14: The average cross-correlation between the gated PET images, as gated by the Anzai
respiratory gating system and Kinect
When comparing this cross correlation with that of Figure 5.13, the most striking difference
is that the function in Figure 5.14 has improved symmetry and is more like a δ function. This
strong correlation and symmetry can be attributed to the fact that both of these datasets were
rebinned, reconstructed and processed with the same software tools; using the same algorithm,
number of subsets and post filters. What one can take away from observing this graph is that
Kinect can used as a respiratory gating system as it produces very similar images to those of the
Anzai gating system.
The percentage difference in pixel intensities are given in the table in Table 5.2. The differences
between pixel intensities can illustrate whether there are potential errors with the positioning of
the source within each gate. It has been claimed in the literature that an error of up to 10% is
acceptable given the random nature of PET annihilations and the Poisson statistics of the acqui-
sition process[74][679-692]. By examining the table, it is possible to conclude that the error is well
below the benchmark discussed in the literature.
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Gate Absolute % Difference
1 2.52
2 0.90
3 0.77
4 2.54
5 0.87
6 4.80
7 0.26
8 1.76
Table 5.2: Differences in radioactive source intensity in each gate of the Anzai and Kinect gated
PET studies
5.4.4 Conclusion
From the results, it appears that the Kinect is a suitable device to use for respiratory monitoring
and gating. The extent of this utility, as well as discussion of the main strengths and criticisms of
this study are elaborated further in Chapter 7.
The final contribution chapter of this thesis will present a novel phantom which can perform
more realistic PET studies based on patient motion. Subsequently, work will be presented where
the Kinect camera is used to implement a new respiratory gating framework, wherein the number
of frames can be determined based on the extent of the motion present in an individual subject.
Chapter 6
Respiratory Phantom Design and
Kinect Driven Respiratory Motion
Correction
6.1 Introduction and Rationale
During the work on this thesis, problems persisted which imposed limits on the experiments that
could be performed. These were the design and features of the CIRS Dynamic Phantom in partic-
ular. These placed fundamental limits on the types of motion present in the experiments. Thus,
it was decided that a new type of phantom was required, enabling more varied experiments to
be performed. Experiments which could simulate more realistic motion on the observable surface
and on the radioactive source. This chapter details a review of existing respiratory phantoms,
followed by the specification, design, construction and validation of a novel respiratory phantom
to overcome the limitations of existing phantoms.
This chapter also describes how this phantom was used to perform gated PET studies, where
the gates were determined from a novel motion distribution based gating method. In which the
number of gates and their width were optimised based on the distribution of respiratory motion
in an acquisition.
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6.1.1 Review of Existing Respiratory Phantoms
There are numerous respiratory phantoms on the market which are intended for use in PET and ra-
diotherapy; usually as part of treatment planning, diagnostic quality assessments or commissioning
new systems and methods. Their purpose is to simulate the the effects of human respiratory motion
during radiotherapy or PET acquisitions to introduce artificial motion degradation. This allows
scientists and clinicians to commission new methods and devices without subjecting a patient to ra-
diation unnecessarily. Prior to developing a new respiratory phantom for the thesis; all other work
was performed using a CIRSTMDynamic Thorax Phantom(http://www.cirsinc.com/products/all/18/dynamic-
thorax-phantom/). This phantom comprises of an anthropomorphic thorax, which simulates real-
istic scatter and attenuation properties for patient studies. It is designed to actuate a radioactive
source predominately in the superior-inferior direction with a linear actuator with an amplitude of
50mm. However, the shaft of the actuator can also rotate making it possible to simulate anterior-
posterior and lateral motion; assuming that the source is affixed such that it is offset from the
iso-centre of the linear actuator shaft. The extent of AP and lateral motion simulation is 10mm.
A 3D render of this actuator and the directions of simulated motion are shown in Figure 6.1.
Figure 6.1: 3D render from CIRS’ marketing material, illustrating the direc-
tions of motion the Dynamic Thorax Phantom can actuate a radioactive source
http://www.cirsinc.com/file/Products/008A/008A%20PB%20062716.pdf
There is a secondary actuator, mounted separately from the anthropomorphic thorax which
serves as a surrogate signal simulating anterior-posterior motion on the abdominal-thoracic surface
of a patient. This surface is driven by a single linear actuator and has maximum oscillation
amplitude of 25mm. A 3D render, illustrating the configuration of the surrogate actuator is
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Figure 6.3: 3D render from CIRS’ marketing material, depicting the com-
plete phantom and how it would look, assembled in its intended environment.
http://www.cirsinc.com/file/Products/008A/008A%20PB%20062716.pdf
shown in Figure 6.2. A 3D render of the complete CIRS Dynamic Thorax Phantom is shown in
Figure 6.3.
Figure 6.2: 3D render from CIRS’ marketing material, depicting the
anterior-posterior surrogate actuator from the Dynamic Thorax Phantom
http://www.cirsinc.com/file/Products/008A/008A%20PB%20062716.pdf
The CIRS phantom comes with its own software package, which allows the user to configure
the actuation of the degrees of freedom to their specification. Built in waveform patterns such as
sinusoids and saw tooth waves are available; moreover, the user can input their own custom signal
using a .csv file. This phantom has proved useful towards making progress during the earlier stages
of research for this thesis; but is ultimately limited in its ability to simulate patient motion for
realistic motion correction studies. The single degree of freedom in the anterior-posterior direction
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Figure 6.4: The ModusQA Quasar Respiratory Motion Phantom
https://modusqa.com/images/resources/QUASAR pRESP PDS.pdf
limits the extent to which human respiratory motion can be simulated. There are limits imposed
on the extent of respiratory amplitude in both the superior-inferior and anterior-posterior direc-
tions, meaning the range of motion is limited. The minimum respiration cycle as been limited
to 1 second, however, the maximum cycle period is unlimited. The size of the plate intended for
surrogate signal extraction does not approximate the human thorax sufficiently. This makes it
difficult to acquire a signal using any device other than a system that uses an elasticated belt,
such as the Anzai respiratory gating system. This was previously overcome by placing a cushion
intended as a patient head rest during acquisitions on the plate of the Anzai belt to ensure the
Kinect can acquire a signal over a sufficient surface area.
Another phantom is the ModusQATMQuasarTMRespiratory Motion Phantom(https://modusqa.com/motion/phantom);
which has a very similar feature set to the CIRS phantom. It is designed to simulate the superior-
inferior motion of a moving target within an anthropomorphic thorax; with an accompanying plate
to serve as a surrogate for anterior surface motion. The phantom can operate in a standalone mode
with sinusoidal and ’respiring’ motion patterns available; the latter imposes a period of quiescence
at end-exhale to simulate realistic respiratory motion. The phantom is programmable with addi-
tional waveforms with many commonly supported file formats such as .csv and .txt. This phantom
can be shown in Figure 6.4. The anterior surface plate is actuated with a cam mechanism con-
nected to the translation mechanism of the source. Meaning that the two mechanisms cannot be
independently programmed or actuated, thus limiting the capabilities of this phantom to simulate
different scenarios of respiratory motion; where the correlations between surface and target can
vary. Likewise, the extent of anterior surface motion was limited to 1cmpk−pk.
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It is with evaluating these phantoms critically that demonstrates there are fundamental limits
in their design which prevent them from simulating patient motion as realistically as is desired.
These are tools primarily for commissioning and quality control rather than accurate simulations
for research; thus it is with this in mind that the decision to develop a novel respiratory phantom
was made. The phantom developed needed to overcome the shortfalls of these phantoms; to be
more flexible and offer up means of performing respiratory motion correction studies which will
lead to further advances in the field.
6.2 Novel Respiratory Phantom Design
In order to simulate realistic patient motion, where the motion is non-uniform across the anterior
surface; and the internal motion is to some extent, decoupled from the external motion, a new
phantom was required. These requirements led to the development of a novel respiratory phantom
which consisted of three independently programmable degrees of freedom and a data generation
method where each degree of freedom could be correlated and independently controlled with real
respiration data, simulating the types of motion models found in real-life patients. This section will
describe the design and implementation of a of a purpose built respiratory phantom to overcome
the limitations discussed.
6.2.1 Design Specification
Taking into consideration the review of existing respiratory phantoms, a specification of require-
ments was drafted to guide the design of a novel respiratory phantom. These specifications would
dictate the extent of respiratory motion, the number of degrees of freedom and how the phantom
would be programmed with new waveforms.
Degrees of Freedom A limitation of both phantoms discussed in the review was the number
of degrees of freedom available, particularly on the anterior surface simulation. As such, the new
phantom was designed to incorporate at least one extra degree of freedom to better simulate the
motion of the anterior surface of a real patient. Ideally, more degrees of freedom would have been
considered for the moving target, however, cost restrictions imposed limits on the materials and
components available for purchase for the development of this phantom. As such, the moving
target was restricted to one degree of freedom.
Amplitude of Motion In order to provide more flexibility for the range of motions available
than in previous phantoms, this phantom had to be designed to accommodate this. Thus, it had
to be at least 50mm in all of the degrees of freedom present. Matching the target motion of the
CIRS Dynamic Phantom, and exceeding both of the aforementioned phantoms in anterior surface
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motion.
Method of Programming The aforementioned phantoms were programmed by either editing
pre-built waveforms or by importing a .csv/.txt file into the software and adjusting the parameters
accordingly. The method of how these files were generated was up to the discretion of the user.
The intention for this phantom was to design it in such a way that accurate patient respiration
simulation was key feature. Similarly, it was deemed desirable to be able to operate the phantom
without being tethered to a PC, controlling the phantom. Thus, it was decided that the motion
data to drive the degrees of freedom would be stored on an SD card and connected to the phantom
prior to powering it up, the data would be loaded from an SD card; the phantom would interpret
the instructions contained within to simulate patient motion. The data were generated with a
Matlab script which would apply a correlation model to an existing Kinect dataset, which is
described in Subsection 6.2.5
6.2.2 Design Overview
The phantom developed for this thesis was designed to address the limitations and meet the
specifications outlined previously. Where there are limited degrees of freedom, or limited types
of motion patterns available for use in studies. This new phantom comprises of three degrees of
freedom, two of which control the elevation of the extremities of a surface, simulating a patient
anterior surface. And the third serving as a lesion in a patient. These degrees of freedom and the
direction in which they can move is illustrated in Figure 6.5. Each of the degrees of freedom is
actuated by a servo motor, with each degree of freedom being controlled by an individual servo
motor. The two servo motors on the ends are connected to the anterior plate via linkages and
brackets. The middle servo is used to actuated the radioactive source laterally, as can be seen in
Figure 6.5.
Figure 6.5: Front view of the proposed phantom, with the degrees of freedom and their direction
of motion highlighted
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6.2.3 Implementation
The phantom consists a perspex plate measuring at 200mm x 200mm with 3mm thickness, to
approximate the anterior surface of the thorax. The surface was painted with a matte white paint
to ensure that the infra-red projections from the Kinect would reflect off the surface rather than
refract through it. The surface is supported by four columns of Nylon, connected via a bolt with an
anti-vibration joint for flexibility. The four Nylon columns descend into purpose designed pillars
with a hollowed out hourglass shape, to allow the columns to oscillate at various angles. A cross
section of these pillars is shown in Figure 6.6; side and an end view of the column with the major
dimensions labelled are shown in Figure 6.7.
Figure 6.6: 3D Render of one of the four supports of the respiratory phantom. The side has been
removed from this render to illustrate the internal waist and conical sections.
Figure 6.7: Side and End View of the support columns with major dimensions labelled
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The motion of the top surface is controlled by two servo motors, mounted at opposite ends of
the assembly. The motion of which is transmitted by a pair of linkages; a rendered 3D schematic
diagram of the proposed complete assembly is shown in Figure 6.8. Two parallel projection views
and the major phantom dimensions are documented in Figure 6.9.
Figure 6.8: 3D Render of the complete respiratory phantom, with key components labelled
Figure 6.9: Major Dimensions of the complete Phantom Assembly
As can be seen in Figure 6.8, there is a third servo motor on which the radioactive source is
mounted, which is used to represent the internal motion target. A 3D printed receptacle for the
source is affixed to the middle servo motor, this receptacle is shown in Figure 6.10 The diameter of
the hollowed out receptacle is 28mm and 15mm deep; wide enough to house a typical radioactive
sphere, typically used in phantom studies.
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Figure 6.10: Receptacle in which a radioactive source can be placed, with dimensions labelled
The 3D Printer used for all of the components for this phantom was a Micro 3D PrinterTM(https://printm3d.com/)
using PLA. The print resolution was set to 300µm and the fill was solid; meaning that the 3D
printer filled the entire volume with PLA, rather than extruding a honeycomb structure internally.
This is to ensure that the structures to do not flex or break when subjected to normal use.
6.2.4 Functionality Overview
The servo motors on the phantom are driven by an ArduinoTMMega 2560 development board; cho-
sen for its processing power, number of inputs and number of outputs. The important properties
to justify its inclusion are shown in Table 6.1.
Property Value
Clock Speed 16 MHz
DC Current per pin 20 mA
Digital IO pins 54
Table 6.1: Table of import properties for the Arudio Mega 2560 (https://store.arduino.cc/arduino-
mega-2560-rev3)
The servo motor input lines were connected to the Arduino PCM/PWM outputs, and an SD
card reader was connected to Master Out Slave In (MOSI), Master In Slave Out (MISO), Clock
(CLK) and Chip Select (CS) on the Arduino. The Arduino reads data from the SD card which
determines the position of each of the servo motors for any given instant in time.
6.2.5 Driving Data Generation
The data that the phantom is driven with, is derived from Kinect data of healthy volunteers.
Using methods seen in Chapter 5, two ROIs were selected, one from the abdomen and one from
the thorax. The displacements measured from these ROIs were mapped to the inputs of the
servo motors on the phantom. In order to simulate the motion of a moving target inside the
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abdominal-thoracic cavity, correlations models derived by Chan[16] et al. were used to generate
driving data for the radioactive source. The correlation model in the original work was derived
from computing a linear regression between the centroid of a target organ in a PET acquisition in
different anatomical directions, and the displacement measured from an Anzai respiratory gating
system. The model selected was that of a pancreas in the superior-inferior direction and is defined
in Equation 6.1.
y = −0.2013x+ 15.804 (6.1)
Where y is the centroid position of a moving target and x is the displacement of an external
surrogate signal. For the case of this phantom, the x value was substituted for the mean surface
displacement measured from the Kinect ROIs. The result of this process was three files, each of
which contained the angles that each servo requires to mimic the motion of the original volunteer.
The correlation model utilised was generated by performing a linear regression between the po-
sition of an Anzai signal and the centroid of target organ. The organ location was ascertained
from a level-set segmentation method. This correlation model does not model hysteresis in the
target organs. Due to the rigid motion of the target organs, this is unlikely to be an issue for
the purposes of the desired simulation. However, if one were to simulate lung or cardiac motion,
hysteresis modelling would be required for the phantom.
The original volunteer dataset was acquired by Tahavori[62] for a study on respiratory motion
modelling; a portion of it was made available for this study. Five volunteers were selected, two
female and three male volunteers, all of varying age and size to ensure a broad demographic spread
of subjects for this research. Motion traces for each of these volunteers is given in Figure 6.11.
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Figure 6.11: Motion traces of each of the volunteers which were used to drive the phantom
As can be observed, there are a broad variety of styles of breathing, from regular tidal breathing,
to fluctuating baselines and irregular periodicity. These volunteer sets was selected to thoroughly
examine the capabilities of the new phantom. However, the potential application of this overall
approach covers any area of motion correction and management where the anterior surface is
used as a surrogate marker for internal motion. The displacement histograms for each of these
traces can be seen in Figure 6.12. From observing Figure 6.12, most of the subjects histograms
possess a peak that represents the average end-exhale amplitude; where the highest histogram
frequency is observed. Moreover, a similar, albeit smaller peak can be observed and the end of the
average end-inhale amplitude. This higher frequency at the end of end-exhale can be attributed
to the quiescent period of respiration prior to the start of a new respiratory cycle. However, some
subjects exhibit a baseline respiratory drift, where the end-exhale amplitude will vary throughout
the acquisition, making it difficult to ascertain from the histogram where the end-exhale peak is.
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Figure 6.12: Probability Distribution Functions for all five Kinect datasets for this study
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Figure 6.13: The Kinect camera positioned over the respiratory phantom order to measure its
surface displacement
6.3 Respiratory Phantom Validation
Prior to performing any respiratory motion gating experiments on this phantom; preliminary
validation work was required to ensure it was replicating the motion of the healthy volunteers as
intended.
6.3.1 Experimental Methodology
Apparatus For this experiment, the phantom was driven by the data generated and stored onto
SD cards, prior to loading onto the on-board Arduino. The Kinect camera was set up to observe
the phantom’s top surface as shown in Figure 6.13.
Acquisition Method As per the experiments in Chapter 5, the Kinect camera was connected
to a host PC, where the data were captured as 11 bit, depth encoded grey-scale values. The
sample rate was 30 frames per second and frame size of 640 x 480 pixels. Each acquisition was
carried out for five minutes.
Data Processing Methods The Kinect dataset which were acquired from the phantom were
compared to the Kinect dataset which the phantom motion signal was derived from; in order
to validate the ability of the phantom replicate the original. This was performed using an ROI
analysis method as previously demonstrated in Chapter 5. Cross-correlation was the metric of
choice to ensure that both of the signals were well matched.
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6.4 Intelligent Histogram Based Respiratory Gating Algo-
rithm
6.4.1 Statement of the Problem
The motivation for this thesis was to challenge how respiratory gating is performed. Where PET
counts are typically gated based on respiratory phase; or gated into into specific respiratory stages,
such as end-exhale. These methods attempt a trade-off between intra-gate count statistics and
intra-gate motion artefacts. The final contribution of this chapter is to demonstrate a novel gating
framework, where gates are decided based on the motion observed and counts accumulated using
histograms describing each; utilising the new phantom as a tool to facilitate this study.
6.4.2 Establishing a Baseline
The method developed for this research required baseline performance metrics using the new
respiratory phantom. These were used as a means of comparison and assessment for the new
gating algorithm. These parameters are count statistics and intra-frame motion. What follows is
a description of a set of experiments where these metrics were ascertained for the new respiratory
phantom.
Establishing a Motion Baseline The Siemens Biograph mCT scanner has a resolution of
approximately 4.4mm in each direction[36] at the centre of the PET FOV; suggesting that motion
in excess of 4-5mm will produce detectable degradation in the images. Thus, for any motion trace,
the algorithm will be calibrated to initially estimate the number of gates that would be required
to contain the motion within the resolution of the scanner. For example, if the total amplitude of
motion of the target was 20mm, the algorithm would divide the motion into 5 gates, assuming a
gate width of 4mm. The initial number of gates was calculated using the equation:
N = round(
xmax − xmin
FWHMscanner
) (6.2)
Where N is the total number of gates in the acquisition, xmax and xmin are the maximum and
minimum amplitudes of a respiratory motion surrogate signal respectively. FWHMscanner is the
resolution of the PET system. For any given acquisition, the number of gates will be retrospectively
selected to in order to contain the motion with the resolution of the system. This approach can
be adapted to be patient and organ specific. If a motion criteria is established, and the extent of
internal motion can be estimated, it is possible to gate for any organ on any patient. However,
hysteresis that is observed typically in the lungs and heart is not modelled this work.
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Figure 6.14: Left: CT image of the phantom, acquired prior to the PET acquisition (Right)
Establishing a Count Statistics Baseline This parametrisation stage imaged the phantom
while it was static in a PET/CT system. The aim was to ascertain what an ”ideal” imaging
scenario is with respect to count statistics.
This ideal image was captured with the new respiratory phantom whilst stationary. The con-
centration of radioactivity was 175 MBq nearly two hours prior to this static acquisition. The
concentration during acquisition would have been 87.5 MBq. The total number of prompt events
detected during this five minute acquisition was 914,350,888. The CT and PET images of this
phantom are demonstrated in Figure 6.14. The sphere containing the source utilised for this series
of experiments was 27.5mm in diameter. The list mode data were rebinned and reconstructed
with STIR’s OSMAPOSL algorithm over 8 iterations, using 21 subsets, with a Gaussian post filter
with 2mm FWHM. The FWHM of the source was measured in both the transverse and coronal
planes as these planes would be where the motion would be most prominently observed (in this
case, coronal and sagittal would suffer the same amount of motion degradation as motion was
predominately in the trans-axial direction). The measured transverse FWHM was 30.4mm trans-
verse direction and 27.1mm in the coronal direction. The FWHM for each profile was calculated
by fitting a Gaussian curve to each intensity profile; the R2 value for the transverse fit was 0.9944
and for coronal it was 0.9913. The size of the source used was 27.5mm and the FWHM of the
Biograph mCT scanner in the transverse and axial directions is 4.4mm[36]. The expected result
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Figure 6.15: Annotated Profile of the static source in the transverse direction
Figure 6.16: Annotated profile of the static source in the coronal direction
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Figure 6.17: Schematic Representation of the Counts Baseline experiment. Where increasingly
more data dense sinograms are rebinned to ascertain a minimum number of counts for a valid
reconstructed image
from imaging the static source would be the quadratic sum of these two values:
MeasuredFWHM =
√
27.52 + 4.42 = 27.8mm (6.3)
The disparity in the transverse direction can be attributed to the fact that the source is offset
from the centre from the PET FOV in the transverse plane, where the intrinsic FWHM is likely to
be wider due to a lower sensitivity to PET events. The SNR of this sphere under these conditions
was 3.238×104; which was used as a baseline in the succeeding experiments. Thus, this provides a
measure of how an ideal sphere would appear with zero motion degradation and zero background
uptake.
Upon establishing a dimensional baseline for the sphere, an image quality metric for the static
sphere had to established. This baseline described how many counts were required in order to
achieve sufficient image quality to take meaningful measurements from which to draw conclusions
about motion degradation. To establish this, the static dataset was rebinned into sinograms rep-
resenting windows of time between t = 0 to an increasing final time over multiple iterations, each
sinogram representing progressively more counts. A schematic representation of this is shown in
Figure 6.17.
As each of these sinograms was reconstructed, the image quality would improve; the aim of
this part of the experiment was to find the t and hence the number of counts required to achieve
an SNR where it would be possible to obtain an FWHM measurement that is similar to that of
a complete, high counts statistics acquisition. This would provide a minimum number of counts
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Figure 6.18: Variation in Signal to Noise Ratio as the number of PET events increased over time.
As more list mode events are included in the reconstruction, the SNR improves and converges
towards an optimal value.
that needed to be in each gate to ensure sufficient image quality.
The list mode data from the static dataset was rebinned into windows which increased in 50
millisecond intervals; such that the first sinogram represented the first 50 milliseconds of the ac-
quisition, the second represented the first 100 milliseconds and so on. This continued up to 5
seconds worth of counts. A plot showing the variation in SNR as the number of counts increased
over 5 seconds in shown in Figure 6.18. From Figure 6.18, it can be seen that the SNR converges
towards that of the full five minute scan within a few seconds; implying that a few seconds worth
of counts are needed for a good image quality. But in order to minimise motion degradation and
optimise the respiratory gating, an absolute minimum needed to be established.
In order to deduce a minimum counts baseline, reconstructions from 100ms worth of counts through
to 600ms were analysed qualitatively and quantitatively to verify whether the source was visible
in the image, and if a FWHM profile could be easily derived. Images of the first 600ms and their
FWHM profiles are shown in Figure 6.19.
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Figure 6.19: Images of the radioactive source (left column) at varying intervals of time, from
100ms to 600ms. In the right column, are the FWHM profiles of the corresponding images
What can be ascertained by looking at the graphs in Figure 6.19 is that as the intensity of the
source signal increases, the FWHM of the source also approaches that of the ideal case. The R2
value when fitting the Gaussian curve to the transverse profile begins to improve, suggesting the
profile is becoming more Gaussian-like as the signal gets stronger.
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It was possible to reconstruct an image of the sphere with events accumulated in 100ms; this
length of time corresponds to 312, 986 prompt events from the list mode acquisition.
6.4.3 Optimising for Image Quality and Intra-Gate Motion
After ascertaining ideal parameters for image quality, it was possible to implement a new respira-
tory gating algorithm which would optimise using these parameters. What follows is a description
of how the intelligent respiratory gating algorithm functions, with graphs to illustrate how the
optimisation analyses motion data to make decisions about the number, size and position of the
gates. This optimisation algorithm is an iterative process, wherein a first estimate is made about
how many gates are likely to be required to capture the motion before analysing the number of
counts to ensure image quality criteria are likely to be met. Adjustments are made to the amount
of intra-gate motion to improve the count statistics at the expense of added motion blur. The
result is a gated PET dataset, where variable bin widths are utilised to ensure an optimal trade
off between motion contamination and count statistics.
Counts Distribution Function Generation A useful metric when deciding the positioning of
the gates for gated PET studies is the dwell time of the target at various locations in the study.
This can be indirectly inferred from a histogram of motion data using an external surrograte signal,
or inferring the internal target motion using a correlation model(provided the target deforms
rigidly with no hystersis characteristics). Motion histograms can be used to classify styles of
respiration motion[44]. For example, the example motion signal in Figure 6.20 can be described
in histogram format as per Figure 6.21. It is possible to derive a similar distribution function for
the radioactive events in a PET acquisition with the raw list mode data. The stochastic nature
of positron emissions and the high emission rate means that the raw list mode stream can be
rebinned into a histogram according to which respiratory signal position their occurred at. The
result is a distribution function of PET data with respect to where the surrogate respiratory signal
was in its cycle when the event was detected. This type of function will be referred to as a Counts
Distribution Function (CDF) from now. The probability of an event in a gated PET acquisition
can now be described with the conditional probability as in Equation 6.4:
C = P (e|x) (6.4)
Where C is the probability of a PET event e being detected at a position x. Figure 6.20 shows
an illustrative motion signal which is typical of many respiratory motion imaging studies. As can
be seen in Figure 6.20, the figure the amplitude and frequency are consistent. Figure 6.22 shows
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Figure 6.20: Example of a respiratory surrogate signal extracted during a typical respiratory gated
image acquisition
a corresponding CDF; by inspecting the two graphs, there are two peaks of count accumulations
which represent end-exhale (on the left) and end-inhale (on the right).
Initial Bin Placement The new gating algorithm a utilises CDF such as this to perform an
initial estimate of how many gates will be required to contain the motion; it will then iteratively
adjust the width of each gate to maximise the counts in any low count bins and minimise the
width of high count bins, removing intra-gate motion. The CDF is calculated during a first pass
of the list mode data prior to the optimisation process. Subsequently the CDF is subdivided into
N equal width gates as shown in the example in Figure 6.23. The number of bins will depend
on the scanner resolution. An example of a first pass of bin placement can be see in Figure 6.24,
where the bins are all of equal width to begin with. For every bin, the algorithm will attempt to
maximise the area under the curve segment for each bin GN , calculated with the integral:
GN =
fN∫
sN
C(x)dx (6.5)
Which can be discretised to a series of summations:
G =
N∑
i=0
fj∑
j=si
C(x) (6.6)
Where:
G = [g1, g2, ..., gN ] (6.7)
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Figure 6.21: Histogram description of a typical respiratory motion signal
G is a matrix, where each element represents the total number of counts in a given bin of starting
position sN , ending position fN with starting with Wg = fN − sN .
s = [s1, s2, ..., sN ] (6.8)
s is a matrix where the values represent a starting position for each of the respiratory gates. Where
sN = xmin +NWg if Wg is even and sN = xmin − 1 +NWg if Wg is odd.
fN = [f1, f2, ..., fN ] (6.9)
f is a matrix where the values represent the end position for the each of the respiratory gates and
are related to the values in s by fN = sN + Wg if Wg is even and fN = sN − 1 + NWg if Wg is
odd.
The objective of the intelligent gating algorithm is to maximise the values of the G matrix by
adjusting the width of each by shifting the values within s and f . That is:
GN (sN , fN ) = max (6.10)
Where:
fN − sN = min (6.11)
The criteria that drives the optimisation process is a Counts Threshold, T which is a measure
of the minimum number of count for the gates to ensure sufficient count statistics are achieved.
The process which performs the individual gate optimisation is that of gate width donation,
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Figure 6.22: Schematic Illustrative Example of a Counts Distribution Function. Counts are binned
by which position they occurred at during a moving acquisition
wherein gates which have a number of counts more than the threshold T will have their width
subtracted and then added to its nearest, counts deficient neighbour. An example of how a set
of gates may appear after optimisation are shown in Figure 6.24. Gates positioned where the
mean probability, C(e|x) is higher are given a shorter width as their integral will evaluate to be
larger than the threshold criteria, T . Counts with a lower mean probability will be given wider
widths to ensure their integral evaluates to be larger than T . This algorithm makes a compromise
between intra-gate motion and intra-gate count statistics. A pseudocode formalisation of the gate
optimisation method is shown in Algorithm 6.1. This algorithm is most similar to Method 7 of
Figure 3.4 in Chapter 3, where the position and width of the gates are decided upon the position
of the respiratory trace of the surrogate signal. This method is iterated on in that the gates are
redistributed based on the concentration of radioactive counts in each gate.
After performing this optimisation step, the output from this, (i.e. gate boundaries) are fed
into the histogramming framework developed in Chapter 4 to produce a set of sinograms, which
can be reconstructed using STIR.
6.4.4 Experimental Methodology
Apparatus To validate this gating method, a series of experiments were performed using the
respiring phantom developed for this chapter. The same datasets as per the previous experiments
in this chapter were used as they represent a broad demographic of respiration patterns, and thus
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1: procedure Optimise Gate Gate Widths(countsFunction, gateHistogram, gateStarts,
gateEnds, threshold)
2: countsTolerance = 5%, numIterations = 10
3: for iteration = 0, iteration++, while iteration < numIterations
4: for i = 0, i++, while i < length(gateHistogram)
5: // Does the current gate need width/events donating to it?
6: if gateHistogram[i] < threshold - countsTolerance then
7: // Find the most suitable neighbour to receive gates from
8: if gateHistogram[i+ 1] > gateHistogram[i− 1] then
9: neighbour = 1; nextBin = gateStart[i+1];
10: else
11: neighbour = −1; nextBin = gateEnd[i - 1];
12: end if
13: countsDeficit = gateHistogram[i+ neighbour] - gateHistogram[i]
14: // If the neighbour has fewer counts, exit out now
15: if countsDeficit <= 0 then
16: break
17: end if
18: if neighbour == 1 then
19: gateEnds[i] + +, gateStarts[i+ 1] + +
20: else
21: gateStarts[i]−−, gateEnds[i+ 1]−−
22: end if
23: gateHistogram[i]+ = countsHistogram[nextBin], gateHistogram[i+neighbour]− =
countsHistogram[nextBin]
24: end if
25: return gateStarts, gateEnds
26: end procedure
Algorithm 6.1: Gate Width Optimisation Pseudocode
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Figure 6.23: Counts distribution function with initial bin positions located
the advantages and limitations of this method can be assessed.
The phantom was placed into the FOV of a Siemens Biograph mCT scanner, with the Kinect
camera mounted on a tripod (with the help of a custom, 3D printed bracket). This set-up is
shown in Figure 6.25. As in the previous studies, the Kinect was connected to a PC to capture
depth data, simultaneously to the PET data.
Acquisition Method The PET protocol run on these datasets were identical to previous exper-
iments to ensure that existing reconstruction parameters function and makes the cross-comparison
process simpler. To mitigate possible temporal synchronisation issues between the PET and Kinect
datasets, the acquisitions for both were started at the same time. The datasets were temporally
synchronised during processing using the meta-data within each set of files.
Data Description As per previous experiments, the data acquired were a set of PET data, and
a set of Kinect data for each dataset used on the phantom. Resulting in 5 Kinect datasets, and 5
PET list mode datasets. The PET data were reconstructed using the OSMAPOSL algorithm in
STIR, over 8 iterations with projection data divided into 21 subsets.
Data Processing Methods The Intelligent Gating algorithm was calibrated to contain the
motion of the source within the FWHM of the Biograph mCT scanner. i.e. 4.4mm; and thus
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Figure 6.24: Counts Distribution Function with final bin positions marked
any initial estimates on the number of gates required will be calculated with keeping the motion
within 4.5mm. In order to ascertain how well the algorithm manages the trade off between gate
width and count statistics; 10 iterations of the algorithm were run. The trans-axial FWHM was
calculated from a line profile for each gate in these acquisitions to indicate how much motion
was left in each gate of the intelligent gated datasets. For comparison, phase gated images were
generated for each of the 5 datasets and the trans-axial FWHM was computed to indicate the level
of motion degradation during phase gating. Moreover, the un-optimised gates were reconstructed
and compared with the optimised gates; this is equivalent to performing amplitude gating with
equal bin widths, which was another useful comparison to perform.
For all of the images and their gating protocols, the individual gates were reconstruct with STIRs
OSMAPOSL algorithm with 8 sub-iterations with a Gaussian post-filter applied for smoothing.
6.5 Results
6.5.1 Respiratory Phantom Validation
For each phantom study, the respiratory motion trace and the corresponding cross correlation
coefficients with the original signals (shown in Section 6.2.5) are shown in Figure 6.26.
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Figure 6.25: The phantom in the PET FOV of the Biograph mCT scanner, with the Kinect camera
in position
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Figure 6.26: Traces measured from the new phantom using Kinect (left column) and the cross-
correlation with the original traces from Section 6.2.5 (right column)
A Qualitative cross-comparison between Figure 6.13 and Figure 6.26 shows two very similar
motion signals; where features such as changes in respiratory amplitude, baseline and frequency
are reproduced with the phantom reliably. This is further supported by the cross-correlation plots
in Figure 6.26. For two perfectly correlated signals, with zero correlation at different delay po-
sitions, the response would resemble a δ function and the peak positive value of the correlation
coefficient would be 1. For dataset 1, the respiratory signal is relatively periodic in frequency,
but has an unstable respiratory baseline, which shifts on an almost per-cycle basis. The resultant
cross-correlation shows that for a small time delay, the cross-correlation is comparing two signals
in anti-phase and produces a high, negative correlation coefficient, as demonstrated by the two
negative lobes either side of the positive maximum. However, there is clearly only one delay value
which yields a clear maximum positive correlation coefficient.
Dataset 2 is similarly periodic as with dataset 1, but the respiratory trace is more stable. This
improved periodicity is also apparent in the cross-correlation, where there are more correlation
maxima at delay values away from the peak maximum value. This presents more lobes of negative
correlation. There is still a single positive maximum which corresponds to a very small delay (i.e.
the delay needed to align the signals) which shows that the two datasets can be very strongly
correlated with the correct time delay.
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Dataset 3 presents its cross-correlation in a similar manner to dataset 1, where an unstable respira-
tory baseline and varying maximum amplitude make the cross-correlation plot more well defined.
The relative periodicity presents lobes of moderate negative correlation, however these are less
extreme than those of Dataset 2 and there remains a peak maximum positive correlation towards
the centre of the profile. Datasets 4 and 5 have considerably more variability in terms of frequency,
amplitude and baseline properties; which are also evident in their cross-correlation plots. Their
plots have a far more distinguished maximum in the centre of the plot, and the peripheral lobes
have lower values. Suggesting that it is difficult to correlate the two signals, other than when they
are near-perfectly aligned.
A interesting aside which can be taken away from this experiment is that it is possible to classify
an irregular respiratory signal by using its cross-correlation profile.
For each of the datasets, for a small delay value, the maximum positive correlation coefficient
ranges from 0.8 to 0.92; suggesting that there is a strong positive correlation between the original
volunteer dataset and the reproduced respiratory motion on the phantom. The takeaway from
this experiment is that the phantom is able to reproduce the temporal and amplitude variation of
real volunteers which can be verified by a qualitative and quantitative assessment.
6.5.2 Histogram Based Respiratory Gating Algorithm
Phase Gated Data Each of the five datasets were divided up into eight gates and reconstructed
as described earlier. For each gate in each dataset, a search was performed to find the highest
intensity line profile (i.e. at the source ISO centre), a Gaussian was fitted to each line profile, from
which the FWHM was calculated by using:
FWHM = 2
√
2ln2σ (6.12)
The coefficient of determination R2 was calculated as a metric for goodness of fit for the Gaussian
to the line profile. As can be seen in Table 6.2, the values for FWHM are close to the static baseline
of FWHM as calculated previously. However, some gates appear to have more motion present in
them. These gates are likely transitional gates, capturing data during inhale and exhale, where
motion in the abdominal-thoracic cavity is most prominent. However, for datasets 4 and 5, where
there is a greater extent of respiratory motion; the vast majority of gates are contaminated with
motion blur. Suggesting more gates would be required to contain the motion.
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Dataset Gate (mm) FWHM (mm) R2
1 1 27.75 0.9901
1 2 28.36 0.9912
1 3 28.85 0.9898
1 4 28.95 0.9900
1 5 34.65 0.9892
1 6 30.57 0.9895
1 7 28.61 0.9881
1 8 27.54 0.9900
2 1 28.10 0.9884
2 2 29.71 0.9882
2 3 30.02 0.9892
2 4 30.24 0.9861
2 5 35.49 0.9857
2 6 30.69 0.9873
2 7 29.32 0.9844
2 8 28.93 0.9853
3 1 27.64 0.9906
3 2 28.44 0.9901
3 3 29.01 0.9989
3 4 30.44 0.9874
3 5 31.47 0.9892
3 6 32.05 0.9907
3 7 30.65 0.9878
3 8 28.72 0.9904
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Dataset Gate (mm) FWHM (mm) R2
4 1 32.54 0.9887
4 2 33.64 0.9881
4 3 34.45 0.9879
4 4 35.36 0.9893
4 5 36.93 0.9883
4 6 36.28 0.9874
4 7 35.81 0.9879
4 8 34.92 0.9878
5 1 34.58 0.9895
5 2 34.93 0.9828
5 3 35.26 0.9819
5 4 37.30 0.9834
5 5 37.06 0.9840
5 6 36.73 0.9847
5 7 35.40 0.9855
5 8 34.34 0.9897
Table 6.2: FWHM Metrics for the phase gated acquisition
Amplitude Gated with Equal Bin Widths i.e. Gates Before Optimisation Figure 6.27
shows the width and number of counts in each gate prior to optimisation.
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Figure 6.27: Gate Width and Counts values prior to optimisation
The size, position and concentration of radioactive counts for each dataset are given in Ta-
bles 6.3, 6.4, 6.5, 6.6, 6.7. These tables show that when performing respiratory gating with
equal bin width, that the FWHM of the source at each gate is close to the target value within +−
0.7mm. It is worth noting that the number of counts is not particularly uniform and is distributed
according to the respiratory dwell time within any given gate.
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Gate Width (mm) Centre (mm) Counts FWHM (mm) R2
1 4 -8 53,353,501 27.82 0.9871
2 4 -4 483,368,709 27.49 0.9823
3 4 0 349,440,540 28.04 0.9902
4 4 4 351,252,949 27.66 0.9896
5 4 8 200,710,837 27.73 0.9852
Table 6.3: Pre-Optimisation Gate Position and Count Measurements for Dataset 1
Gate Width (mm) Centre (mm) Counts FWHM (mm) R2
1 4 -8 229,309,292 27.81 0.9870
2 4 -4 410,454,373 27.76 0.9940
3 4 0 214,869,675 27.95 0.9861
4 4 4 245,684,091 27.58 0.9822
5 4 8 275,298,132 28.15 0.9888
6 4 12 86,716,716 27.65 0.9862
Table 6.4: Pre-Optimisation Gate Position and Count Measurements for Dataset 2
Gate Width (mm) Centre (mm) Counts FWHM (mm) R2
1 4 -8 210,485,161 27.35 0.9834
2 4 -4 360,424,281 27.92 0.9884
3 4 0 234,004,450 28.03 0.9826
4 4 4 237,135,707 27.89 0.9851
5 4 8 320,052,299 27.75 0.9879
Table 6.5: Pre-Optimisation Gate Position and Count Measurements for Dataset 3
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Gate Width (mm) Centre (mm) Counts FWHM (mm) R2
1 4 -15 171,420,567 27.93 0.9930
2 4 -11 114,150,136 27.81 0.9815
3 4 -7 97,641,927 27.76 0.9865
4 4 -3 135,686,322 27.63 0.9801
5 4 1 188,556,453 27.48 0.9901
6 4 5 168,030,972 28.05 0.9845
7 4 9 114,027,225 27.85 0.9891
8 4 13 72,637,549 27.74 0.9928
9 4 17 67,273,009 27.55 0.9845
10 4 21 51,912,588 27.84 0.9863
Table 6.6: Pre-Optimisation Gate Position and Count Measurements for Dataset 4
Gate Width (mm) Centre (mm) Counts FWHM (mm) R2
1 4 -25 94,667,356 28.18 0.9939
2 4 -21 77,640,747 28.04 0.9842
3 4 -17 52,024,868 27.74 0.9859
4 4 -13 69,189,691 27.40 0.9934
5 4 -9 70,925,644 27.67 0.9853
6 4 -5 103,032,779 27.73 0.9874
7 4 -1 109,036,247 27.65 0.9809
8 4 3 118,839,953 27.78 0.9973
9 4 7 128,361,447 27.63 0.9844
10 4 11 119,203,727 27.98 0.9931
11 4 15 111,927,435 28.17 0.9842
12 4 19 111,871,668 27.95 0.9948
13 4 23 71,082,089 27.62 0.9860
Table 6.7: Pre-Optimisation Gate Position and Count Measurements for Dataset 5
Motion Histograms The motion histograms for the Kinect datasets from the five PET studies
is shown in Figure 6.28. The motion histograms serve to show that each individual in the volunteer
set exhibits a unique style of respiratory motion. The maximum and minimum amplitudes of the
source, as estimated by measurements from the Kinect data, applying the correlation model; are
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Figure 6.28: Probability Distribution Functions for all five Kinect datasets for this study
given in Table
Dataset Minimum Amplitude (mm) Maximum Amplitude (mm)
1 -10 9
2 -10 12
3 -10 10
4 -17 21
5 -27 24
Table 6.8: Maximum and Minimum amplitudes for each of the surrogate datasets input into the
new respiratory phantom
Counts Distribution Functions The CDFs derived from each of experiments are depicted
in Figure 6.29. These CDFs, much like the motion histograms demonstrate how the radioactive
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Figure 6.29: Counts Distribution Functions for all five PET datasets for this study
counts accumulate throughout the respiratory cycle. What can be observed from these plots is
that exterior motion is a useful description of count distribution of the target volume.
Optimised Gates Histograms representing the positioning, width and number of counts in
each gate after the gate optimisation are presented in Figure 6.30.
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Figure 6.30: Width and number of counts in each gate after optimisation
From comparing Figures 6.27 and 6.27, the effect of the optimisation algorithm can be ob-
served. Gates with a high number of counts with respect to their neighbours donate some of their
width and counts; resulting in improved count statistics for the low count neighbours. Gates with
higher counts are reduced in width, to reduce the amount of intra-gate blur, whilst low count gates
are made wider and have improved count statistics.
Source Size Metrics Comparing the optimised histograms and the source sizes demon-
strates some interesting phenomena and poses interesting questions about respiratory gating can
be performed. When looking at dataset 1, it can be seen in the optimised histogram in Figure 6.30
that gate 1 has increased in both width and number of counts, which came at the expense of gate
2, which correlated with the quiescent period of end-exhale. This appears to be a reasonable opti-
misation to make as gate 2 will have minimal motion with a high amount of counts. However, this
did some at the expense of the introducing motion degradation into gate 1. This suggests that a
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limit should be imposed onto the maximum width of a gate; it should be noted that a minimum
gate width of 1mm was imposed to prevent gates from merging or disappearing entirely.
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1 6 +2 -7 +1 292,611,471 +239,257,970 30.15 +2.33 0.9891
2 1 -3 -3.5 +0.5 159,008,020 -324,360,689 27.30 -0.19 0.9901
3 4 0 -1 -1 350,409,290 +968,750 27.75 -0.29 0.9900
4 4 0 3 -1 354,802,081 +3,549,132 27.95 +0.29 0.9845
5 3 -1 7 -1 281,295,674 +80,584,837 27.41 -0.32 0.9890
Table 6.9: Post-Optimisation Gate Position and Count Measurements for Dataset 1
Dataset 2 exhibits similar behaviour to dataset 1, wherein the second gate, i.e the quiescent
period gate is donates much of its width and counts to adjoining gates to allow them to improve
their count statistics; with the side effect of introducing motion blurring. Dataset 2, does however
appear to have introduced more uniformity in the number of counts between gates, which may
have interesting implications in the context of quantitative analysis. The gated dataset doesn’t
possess an intensity bias towards one particular gate in the dataset.
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1 5 +1 -7.5 +0.5 320,797,658 +91,488,366 29.81 +2.00 0.9852
2 2 -2 -4 0 261,343,463 -149,110,910 27.47 -0.29 0.9878
3 4 0 -1 -1 220,831,121 +5,961,446 27.77 -0.18 0.9873
4 4 0 3 -1 206,774,112 -38,909,979 27.71 +0.13 0.9887
5 2 -2 6 -2 219,513,593 -55,784,539 27.27 -0.88 0.9889
6 2 -2 8 -4 233,072,332 +146,355,616 27.19 -0.46 0.9893
Table 6.10: Post-Optimisation Gate Position and Count Measurements for Dataset 2
Dataset 3 makes a similar compromise to Datasets 1 and 2, wherein the the quiescent period
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gate donates some of its width to both of its neighbours to enhance their signal intensity while
keeping the introduced motion blurring to a minimum.
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1 4 0 -8 0 210,485,161 0 27.26 -0.09 0.9893
2 3 -1 -4.5 -0.5 303,246,737 -57,177,544 27.53 -0.39 0.9895
3 5 +1 -0.5 -0.5 291,181,994 +57,177,544 28.80 +0.77 0.9905
4 4 0 4 0 269,034,779 +31,899,072 27.79 -0.01 0.9884
5 3 -1 7.5 -0.5 288,153,227 -31,899,072 27.33 -0.42 0.9885
Table 6.11: Post-Optimisation Gate Position and Count Measurements for Dataset 3
After optimisation, dataset 4 appears to have most flattened with gate 1 having not contributed
much of its width to its neighbour. In this scenario, the dataset undergoes a dramatic baseline
shift and a change in respiratory pattern, which presented a challenge for the phase gating method,
whereas the Intelligent Gating method was able to optimise out the motion. One possible expla-
nation is that the baseline shift generated a new maximum along the histogram where the new
quiescent period of respiration resided, which meant there were two epicentres from which counts
could be redistributed to neighbouring gates. However, some gates were undisturbed, the gates
in question were those which would contain counts which would have been populated after the
baseline shift, where there were plentiful counts from end-exhale quiescence.
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1 4 0 -15 0 171,420,567 0 27.87 -0.06 0.9856
2 4 0 -11 0 114,150,136 0 27.98 +0.17 0.9875
3 4 0 -7 0 97,641,927 0 27.62 -0.14 0.9870
4 2 -2 -4 -1 116,613,314 -19,073,008 27.26 -0.37 0.9888
5 5 +1 -0.5 -1.5 118,741,926 -69,814,527 27.75 +0.27 0.9900
6 2 -2 3 -2 117,344,466 -50,686,506 27.31 -0.74 0.9842
7 1 -3 4.5 -4.5 107,250,030 -6,777,195 27.13 -0.72 0.9897
8 5 +1 7.5 -5.5 98,225,843 +25,588,294 27.98 +0.24 0.9765
9 5 +1 12.5 -4.5 113,993,161 +46,720,152 27.73 +0.18 0.9837
10 4 0 17 -4 83,068,967 +31,156,379 27.78 -0.06 0.9839
Table 6.12: Post-Optimisation Gate Position and Count Measurements for Dataset 4
Finally, dataset 5 presented similar behaviour to dataset 4, wherein there was a dramatic
baseline shift early into the acquisition. Moreover, there was a drift in respiration amplitude
throughout the acquisition; however, the quiescent point did not drift significantly after the initial
change in baseline. This meant that the maximum in the the histogram was mostly fixed as
opposed to dataset 4 where there were two local maxima after the baseline shift. There was an
overall flattening of the relative amplitude of the gates, but the extent of gate width donation is
considerably less than within the other datasets. What is interesting to note is that a large section
of gates in the middle did not adjust their widths for their neighbours; this can be explained
by looking at the corresponding motion histogram for this dataset. As the counts are somewhat
uniformly distributed throughout the acquisition with respect to respiratory position.
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1 3 -1 -25.5 -0.5 72,920,100 -21,747,256 27.93 -0.25 0.9881
2 2 -1 -22.5 -1.5 70,519,001 -7,121,746 27.99 -0.05 0.9889
3 5 +1 -18.5 -1.5 68,964,279 +16,939,411 28.06 +0.32 0.9904
4 5 +1 -13.5 -0.5 81,236,126 +12,046,435 27.74 +0.34 0.9908
5 4 0 -9 0 70,925,644 0 27.55 -0.12 0.9916
6 4 0 -5 0 103,032,779 0 27.97 +0.24 0.9892
7 4 0 -1 0 109,036,247 0 27.75 +0.10 0.9901
8 4 0 3 0 118,839,953 0 27.50 +0.07 0.9878
9 4 0 7 0 128,361,447 0 27.89 +0.26 0.9896
10 4 0 11 0 119,203,727 0 27.95 -0.03 0.9894
11 3 -1 14.5 -0.5 86,250,401 -256,770,344 27.94 -0.23 0.9879
12 4 0 18 -1 114,893,662 +3,021,994 27.69 -0.26 0.9923
13 3 -1 21.5 -1.5 93,737,129 +22,655,040 27.30 -0.32 0.9894
Table 6.13: Post-Optimisation Gate Position and Count Measurements for Dataset 5
6.6 Conclusion
The new respiring phantom performed as intended, replicating human respiratory motion and
using that motion as a base to drive a source using existing correlation models for moving targets
in the body. This could be an interesting starting point for a new style of phantoms which aim to
more accurately simulate the challenges involved in imaging patients, without the complications
of enrolling patients and volunteers into studies and clinical trials.
The intelligent gating algorithm was able to generate a set of gates based on phantom respi-
ration amplitude and adjust the widths of these gates to optimise the counts in all the gates. All
while attempting to maintain a low level of motion corruption. The intended aim was to avoid
high numbers of gates as that can introduce errors and noise into ’gate and register’ based methods
of motion correction if the count statistics per gate are too low. However, this study highlights
an interesting discussion point about how many gates are necessary based on patient respiratory
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amplitude.
The final chapter of this thesis will review the research presented, the advances made, the limita-
tions of the studies and identify areas of future work to continue pushing the research forward.
Chapter 7
Conclusions and Future Work
7.1 List Mode Data Pre-Processing
The following section discusses the work presented in Chapter 4; it describes what can be ascer-
tained from the results and identifies directions this work can be taken in the future. The aim
of the work described in Chapter 4 was to develop a research framework to process the raw list
mode data from the Siemens Biograph mCT. The framework was designed so that the data can be
rebinned into sinograms with a histogramming algorithm and be subsequently reconstructed with
STIR for analysis with other commonly available tools. To improve image quality, a component
based normalisation framework was developed to expand the raw calibration data into normalisa-
tion sinograms. The work presented in Chapter 4 was justified due to the lack of available research
tools to process the raw list mode data from the Biograph mCT scanner. These tools facilitated
this rest of the research presented in this thesis and similarly, can enable other researchers to
perform work on this scanner in the future.
7.1.1 Sinogram Histogramming Algorithm
The sinogram histogramming algorithm accomplished what was required; it was able to interro-
gate the list mode data output from a Siemens Biograph mCT scanner and convert it to a usable
sinogram. This sinogram was saved as an interfile image so that it could be reconstructed by
the widely used open source reconstruction software, STIR. The issue with STIR is that in its
current stable build (version 3.0 as of 25th April 2014) does not support the list mode format for
this scanner. It is not currently possible to produce an image reconstruction of Biograph mCT
data using STIR. Thus, the gap between raw list mode data and reconstructed images needed
to be bridged. From the quantitative and qualitative assessments in Chapter 4, it can be con-
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cluded that the development process was successful; with a few caveats which are worth addressing.
First and foremost is the image quality and number of iterations of the OSMAPOSL reconstruc-
tion required for convergence. As is documented in Chapter 4, the OSMAPOSL algorithm needs
upwards of 8 iterations in order to remove the streaking artefacts, which appear in the first few
iterations of reconstruction. There are several correction methods missing from the sinogram his-
togramming algorithm, which are present on the Biograph mCT’s reconstruction and processing
algorithms. Corrections such as attenuation, scatter and decay correction to name the primary
factors. Steps were taken to attempt parity such as choosing the same number of subsets for
reconstruction and applying a similar filter kernel post-reconstruction. It is worth restating that
it was not possible to gain access to documentation or source code for the Biograph mCT’s re-
construction methods. This development process was not a trivial one, requiring much research
to fully understand the engineering of the Biograph mCT scanner. Only then was it possible to
develop a set of tools that made it possible to process the data acquired with readily available tools.
The second potential issue to address is that STIR does not natively support the Biograph mCT
data, nor its geometry. This made numerous warning messages appear during the reconstruction
applications built into STIR; i.e. STIR attempts to ascertain the origin of scanner data from de-
tector geometry parameters and calibrate itself accordingly. It is possible that STIR automatically
calibrated the reconstruction process incorrectly based on a guess of what the source of the data
presented to it was. However, the qualitative analysis of the images produced seen in Chapter 4
in Figure 4.35 show that the the reconstruction produced a spherical shape; this suggests that any
issues with STIR and geometry are minor.
The tools developed for this part of the thesis were to facilitate the rest of the research by enabling
the processing, reconstruction and analysis of Biograph mCT data using in-house tools. This was
a non-trivial issue to tackle given the lack of support and documentation on the arrangement and
format of the data. However, this problem can now be considered solved. This problem likely
affects other researchers in the PET community; these tools were developed to allow the output
sinograms to be compatible with STIR, an open source image reconstruction tool set. It stands to
reason that collaborating with the original developers to implement these tools into a new release
of STIR would be a productive next step to ensure that they help other researchers.
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7.2 Validation of Respiratory Motion Monitoring and Gat-
ing with Kinect
This section presents the work undertaken to validate the use of Kinect as a respiratory moni-
toring and gating device. The experiments were performed in an attempt to emulate a typical
clinical set-up, with consideration taken for the positioning of the Kinect with respect to patient
positioning. The Kinect camera was able to acquire motion data from a volunteer, which was very
strongly correlated with the data acquired from the Anzai respiratory gating system. A qualitative
assessment of the motion signal showed that the Kinect could capture the same respiratory ma-
noeuvres that the Anzai system was able to capture. Before validating the Kinect as a respiratory
gating device, the research tools from Chapter 4 were modified to include support for respiratory
gating; where list mode gating triggers, or external gating data could be used to generate a set
of phase and amplitude gates. The reconstructions from these studies were cross-correlated with
the DICOM images from the clinical scanner with phase-based respiratory gating implemented.
After validating the gating tools for the research framework, the phase-based respiratory gating
capabilities were validated by implementing a phase-based gating algorithm using Kinect’s data.
These were compared to a set of phase-based gates, which were binned and reconstructed using
the data from the Anzai respiratory gating system.
7.2.1 Monitoring Human Respiration in a PET Clinical Setting
From the results presented in Chapter 5 in Subsection 5.4.1 on comparing the Kinect respiratory
signal with a gold standard device; it is clear that the signals are very similar and very well cor-
related. Similarly, from a qualitative analysis as presented in Chapter 5 in Figures 5.7 and 5.9
clearly show how the Kinect can be used to capture changes in respiratory style or manoeuvre. The
main takeaway from this analysis is that Kinect as a device performs as well as a clinically utilised
device at acquiring respiratory motion signals. However, Kinect has the capability of capturing the
entire anterior surface and has more potential in multi-modality imaging as will be discussed later.
There are some minor disparities which are worth discussing and whether they present issues
for future study. The disparities between signal characteristics can be explained by discussing the
differences between what the two signals represent. The signal from the Anzai Respiratory Gating
System is a digital representation of a voltage induced in a load cell. The pressure exerted on the
load cell is caused by an elasticated belt affixed around the patient; as their abdominal-thoracic
cavity expands and contracts the pressure varies. Figure 7.1 depicts schematics of the two devices
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capturing human motion on a scanner bed and the parameters that determine the output of each
device. The tension across the Anzai belt at any given instant is going to be a function of three
variables:
1. The initial tension from affixing the belt to the patient
2. The tension from the varying anterior surface height during respiration; as denoted by the
parameter y in Figure 7.1 i.e. the variation in the anterior-posterior direction.
3. The tension from varying abdominal-thoracic cavity volume in the lateral direction due to
respiration; denoted by the parameter x in Figure 7.1.
Figure 7.1: Representation of respiratory monitoring devices and the parameters they record
Conversely, the two variables that dictate the depth values read from the Kinect are the initial
distance from the camera and position of the anterior surface y. For all intents and purposes, the
depth signal can be characterised as a linear signal with given offset; whereas the belt is a function
of abdominal-thoracic volume and can be more difficult to model. These varying relationships
may account for the differences within the captured signals.
The experiment was performed in an attempt to account for the different types of respiratory
style and actions that can plausibly occur within a clinical setting. However, these were per-
formed under informed coaching in the clinic and do not reflect the kind of erratic respiratory
patterns of an elderly person with pulmonary carcinoma, for example. An ideal follow-up study
would be to capture the respiratory patterns of typical patients undergoing a PET examination
and repeating the above analyses.
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Kinect sufficiently captures respiratory motion in an emulated clinical setting with accuracy com-
parable to the Anzai Respiratory Gating System. This highlights that it is possible to have a
marker-less, non-contact and non-invasive solution to monitoring respiratory motion. The tech-
nology required to realise this in terms of both hardware and software are inexpensive and relatively
trivial to implement as there exist a variety of similar devices in the consumer electronics market.
7.2.2 Respiratory Gating Algorithm
The respiratory gating algorithm has been validated as a means of dividing data up into gates in
a manner, which is strongly correlated with the gates produced in a clinical environment. This
suggests that a useful and accurate research framework has been developed to allow for Kinect
Based respiratory gating of PET data. There are limits to the extent of analysis that can be per-
formed due to how little information is exposed about the PET data acquired from the hospital.
For example, the clinical data is likely to have a more comprehensive suit of tools for correcting
the PET data. Tools such as attenuation correction, scatter corrections, Time of Flight inclusion
of Point Spread Function modelling. Similarly, other confounding factors such as data scaling will
affect the ability to perform direct, numerical comparisons with the clinical data. After consider-
ing all of these factors, it is concluded that that the strong correlation between the two datasets
suggests that the positioning of the respiratory gates is well aligned with a single maximum in
the cross-correlation. These results allude to the veracity of the respiratory gating algorithm and
framework developed for this thesis; its inclusion in further studies is justified. Similarly, this work
should be advanced such that Kinect can be used in patient studies and clinical trials.
However, it is worth discussing the specific merits of Kinect and how it can be used to expand
respiratory gating; rather than reimplementing the existing paradigm. It has already been es-
tablished that Kinect can be used to detect and classify different styles of breathing, which vary
within and between sessions[62]. A useful follow up study to further classify breathing styles is
to perform a simultaneous dynamic MR acquisition (after modifying the Kinect to make it safe
for that environment). The MR surface data can be extracted and registered with the Kinect
surface data to generate a model, which describes how the organs move for a particular patient
who exhibits a particular respiratory style. It would be possible to perform patient-specific and
organ specific respiratory gating. An outcome that could be more likely to occur given the rising
interest in multi-modal systems such as PET/MR.
Similarly, the Kinect could be used to investigate the suitability of 4DCT for respiratory gat-
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ing studies. In principle, a 4DCT scan will produce a set of bins, which represent a temporal
average of a single respiratory cycle for the patient. This imposes limitations on the acquisition,
such as the requirement for respiratory motion to be periodic; thus meaning the subset of patients
with respiratory issues will not benefit from such modalities[54]. The Kinect can collect enough
data to adapt to changes in respiratory pattern or baseline, whereas 4DCT cannot. Moreover,
a 4DCT doses the patient with ionising radiation, which can present safety issues if used with a
PET scan. The Kinect is a promising substitute to 4DCT for respiratory gating.
7.2.3 Kinect Based Respiratory Gating
The purpose of this experiment was to validate the use of Kinect as a viable respiratory gating
device. It would be possible to perform respiratory gating in the clinical setting without using
devices that were invasive or made contact with the patient. This lack of contact would ensure
that intra-scan (i.e. between scout, CT and PET) positioning would remain consistent, as the
patient would not be required to displace for adjustments to the respiratory belt.
The two datasets generated by the Kinect and Anzai based gating schemes were very strongly
correlated and the percentage deviation in intensity value varied by as much as 2.5%; there can
be expected to be as much as 10% in variability when performing studies of this kind due to the
Poisson statistics in PET imaging[74]. These differences can be accounted for by the confounding
factors described previously, wherein the the model of the signals are similar, but not identical.
The Kinect signal represents the anterior-posterior displacement of a point on the anterior surface
of the patient; the Anzai signal represents the pressure across a load cell. The pressure on the
load cell is a function of the expansion of the abdominal-thoracic cavity. This discrepancy is not
enough to adversely affect the results, especially not within the resolution of PET imaging. Thus,
one can conclude that Kinect is a viable device for non-contact respiratory gating studies.
To accomplish this, manual alignment and post-processing was required to ensure that the Kinect
dataset aligned temporally with the PET dataset. It may be possible to design and construct a
simple hardware interface between the Kinect and PET system by using methods developed by
Bruyant[12] et al. The authors of this study connected an external respiratory signal without a
master clock to synchronise the PET system with the respiratory monitoring device. Triggers
generated by the device were inserted into the PET list mode stream. Much in the same way
Siemens store gating triggers in the list mode stream of Biograph mCT data. This can lead to a
scenario where the Kinect can be used for real time respiratory gating rather than being utilised
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for retrospective studies.
To summarise, the Kinect camera is a very strong candidate for the use in respiratory gating
studies in the clinic. It requires no patient contact and no patient guidance; furthermore, the lack
of patient contact also useful in the context of infection control. All of these benefits will improve
patient throughput and, if implemented correctly, improve image quality by reducing respiratory
motion artefacts.
7.3 Respiratory Phantom Design and Kinect Driven Res-
piratory Motion Correction
7.3.1 Respiratory Phantom Validation
The new respiring phantom has shown that it is capable of replicating human respiratory motion;
with the added benefit of possessing a source, which is programmable independently of its other
degrees of freedom. The volunteer demographic used was broad in terms of how their respiratory
motion was exhibited, showcasing the diversity of such a device. The phantom can be improved,
expanded and used to perform different types of studies in the future.
It is possible to generate data for the phantom’s source where the motion represents a different
organ in the abdominal thoracic cavity; however, only 1D motion is supported with the current
configuration. The first significant improvement to the phantom would be to develop and imple-
ment additional degrees of freedom for the source; to allow the source to behave like organs and
structures with more complex motion patterns. As it stands, the phantom is suitable to simulate
rigid organs and structures.
The most difficult datasets to validate were the ones where the volunteers original respiratory
style was regular. As during cross-correlation, it can appear as it is trying to compare two signals
in anti-phase for low delay values. Fortunately, there were some irregularities in the volunteer
datasets present, providing landmarks, which are more easily detectable and the cross-correlation
presents a more defined peak. This will suffice for the purposes of demonstrating the efficacy of
the phantom.
Another potential improvement is to build a duplicate phantom to be used in tandem with the
original. Where one phantom would be simulating the thoracic motion, whereas another would be
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simulating abdominal motion. A flexible sheet can be affixed over the two phantoms to simulate
the deformation observed on the human torso. This would allow one to further simulate full body
respiratory motion.
When acquiring PET data with the phantom in its current configuration; the quantitative results
will likely be unrealistic and biased. The source itself is not surrounded by a significant amount
of attenuating and scattering material; except for some of the bolts affixing parts of the phantom
together. Similarly, there is no background uptake to provide a source of noise in the acquisition.
It would be possible to simulate background uptake with simple additions to the phantom. Such
as a receptacle for water surrounding the source, which can be filled and FDG diluted into the
mix to simulate background uptake. Similarly, it would be plausible to place saline bags around
the source and add FDG into their mixture to achieve the same effect. This will further iterate on
achieving a realistic simulation of imaging a patient, using a phantom. However, iterating on his
idea by adding material with accurate attenuating and scattering properties may be considerably
more difficult.
In conclusion, this new respiring phantom successfully fulfilled its role for the research in this
thesis; however, there are plenty of opportunities to expand the functionality of it to produce
more realistic simulations. Given that this phantom was constructed with readily available com-
ponents and equipment; releasing the plans to an open source community of developers and 3D
printers may help fuel the growth and development of this phantom.
7.3.2 Intelligent Histogram Based Respiratory Gating Algorithm
The histogram based respiratory gating was able to demonstrate that the number of gates required
for a study can vary from patient to patient. Patients with a smaller respiratory amplitude, say
20mmpk−pk could have their motion captured in as few as five gates. Whereas, dataset 5 in par-
ticular required 13 gates in total to capture the motion. This leads into an interesting notion
when discussing respiratory gating in a clinical setting. When phase based respiratory gating is
performed, usually the data are gated into 8, 16 or 24 gates; these settings are generally arbitrary
and are hard coded values in the scanner interface. Similarly, gating methods such as Optimal
Gating[70] will reject the majority of the data and elect to keep only the data at end-exhale.
These results raise the idea that a varying number of respiratory gates need not be arbitrarily
selected from a drop down menu on a PC; but a parameter, which can be estimated from patient
respiratory motion.
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It is worth discussing how the respiratory phase based gating and intelligent gating differ in their
selection of gates and the implications these differences have for respiratory gating. Respiratory
phase base gating is generally implemented by using a surrogate signal for respiratory motion to
generate triggers at the end of exhale. The list mode data between two triggers is sub-divided
up into frames. Normal tidal breathing can be characterised as a sinusoid, where the trough at
end-exhale generally exhibits for longer than the end of inhale. Because of the non-linear rate
of change of motion during respiration, the amount of motion present in each gate during phase
gating will not be uniformly distributed. As the results in Chapter 6 suggest, if there is more mo-
tion present, more gates are required to reduce the number of motion present per gate. However,
dividing the gates up by amplitude means that it is possible to ensure that the position and width
of each gate is selected to ensure that the minimum amount of motion is contained within each
gate. Of course, this merely describes scenarios during the best case scenario of consistent, tidal
breathing.
Datasets 4 and 5 within chapter 6 had both suffered from a baseline shift throughout the study, but
resuming tidal breathing afterwards. The problem this presents is that once tidal breathing has
resumed after a baseline shift, the position of the phase gates remains the same while the position
of the internal target has shifted. This implies that there will be a blurring in the presence of a
baseline shift. This can be observed in the phase gating results for datasets 4 and 5 in Chapter 6.
Where the baseline shift has caused significant blur in the FWHM profile. The advantage of divid-
ing up gates by amplitude is that it is possible to ensure that gate positions and widths correlate
with the expected target position and motion; therefore if a dataset presents with a baseline shift,
it is possible to mitigate this. The main disadvantage of this method with respect to practical
implementation is that it must be performed retrospectively, with the full set of list mode data and
a complete dataset of surrogate respiratory signal. This may limit its practical scope in the future.
The correlation model used to drive the source was derived from a study, which correlated the
signal measured by the Anzai respiratory gating system and the centroid of rigid organs[16]. Since
the model was known prior to the study, this can ultimately bias the results; in reality, one will
not have access to an easily knowable correlation between external surface and internal motion.
However, there is scope for further work to develop a framework to correlate external motion with
interior organ motion. Taking advantage of multi-modal systems such as PET/MR, one could
plausibly monitor the patient respiring with Kinect; then subsequently perform an MR acquisi-
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tion using a pulse sequence such as Multiple Gradient Echo (MGE). Fast sequences such as these
can be used to create a set of frames, which capture the organ motion. The surface thoracic surface
of the MR data can be registered to the Kinect surface data; this can provide a correlation model,
which describes how the organs move in the abdominal thoracic cavity when motion is observed
on the anterior surface. Implementing a method such as this presents an engineering challenge as
well as a scientific one, as performing a simultaneously PET/MR/Kinect acquisition is likely to
be implausible due to
1. MRI bore tube size. They generally have to be smaller than other types of scanner bore to
minimise noise
2. Magnetic field interference with the Kinect. MRI scanners generally have very strong mag-
netic fields, clinical scanners typically range around 1.5T; in some cases 3T. The field strength
will likely interfere with Kinect electronics. Similarly, the Kinect itself will distort and create
inhomogeneities in the magnetic field, which would lower image quality.
In principle, a similar method could be performed with a 4DCT, but the added radioactive dose
suggests this would be a far less attractive method for patients.
The difficulty in validating the intelligent gating method with the current experimental set up
is that the conditions were favourable. The counts were high and the potential distortions to the
source were minimal. It is very difficult to judge the performance algorithm without the challenge
of patient data; where background uptake, attenuation and scatter degrade the image and present
the challenge of attempting a diagnosis under these conditions. A logical next step for this type of
study will be to move on from phantoms to patients; with known respiratory difficulties and dis-
eases, to ascertain whether the algorithm can overcome the challenge and produce clearer images
for clinicians. Improvements to the phantom, such as imposing degrading factors onto its design
will similarly help to provide a platform to further test this algorithm.
It is worth discussing other algorithms or criteria which could have been introduced to decide
how gates are positioned and sized. The advantage of the algorithm discussed is that a number of
gates is selected based on the amount of motion present, then the gates are subsequently adjusted
based on the number of counts to ensure that each gate has a sufficient number of counts for
analysis. Gates with surplus counts donate to neighbours in the event of a counts shortage, which
can be useful acquisitions with low activity. Unnecessary motion degradation in high counts bins
is avoided, while low counts bins have motion introduced for the sake of improving their SNR.
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Respiratory gating is for all intents and purposes a quantisation technique, where data points are
placed into bins as part of a sampling process. What may prove to be an interesting experiment is
the user of an optimal quantiser to decide the gates which PET data are binned into. The Counts
Distribution Functions discussed in Chapter 6 could be quantised using a method such as this.
For example, in the case where the subject was performing tidal respiratory, two peaks can be ob-
served in the CDF, one at inhale and a larger one at exhale. An optimal quantiser would leverage
the non-uniformity of the distribution of counts to select an appropriate number of gates. The
likely outcome is that there will be gates whose position and width are centred around the peaks
of the CDF; as optimal quantisers generally quantise to the centroid of a probability distribution
function. As of writing, there doesn’t exist any literature which supports the user of an optimal
quantiser to perform respiratory gating of PET data; but it could present an interesting line of
research to perform. Particularly to compare it with the algorithm developed for this thesis, as it
does attempt to take the non-uniformity of counts distribution into consideration as it quantises
PET data. It is likely that a non-uniform optimal quantiser may produce similar results to the
method developed in this thesis, but without supporting literature, one may only speculate.
This thesis has presented work that can enable researchers to tackle existing problems with more
tools at their disposal. Similarly, it has shown that respiratory gating can be performed with a
device that does not require patient contact or input; which has implications in their comfort, com-
pliance and infection control. Finally, a novel phantom has been developed, which can simulate a
variety of motions and not be restricted by the intended design of the manufacturer. Moreover,
it can serve as a groundwork for other researchers to build on, the materials that the phantom
was built from are readily available to any University with adequate 3D printing facilities and
workshops. The phantom design can be released to the open source community and open up
the research into respiratory motion correction without the requirement for expensive hardware.
Finally, it has challenged the idea of using an arbitrary number of respiratory gates with a fixed
with in which to bin PET events. This lays the groundwork for more bespoke respiratory gating
protocols, wherein the patient’s individual respiration patterns are considered when deciding how
to gate their data.
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